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yearling.
The Day Nursery and Free
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Compare
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FRAGRANT

E

SLEEPER’S EYE

Marine News.
Markets and Financial Reports.
Page 8.

CIGARS.

The Grand Army Fair.
Brief Jottings.
Personal iwention.

The acknowledged leader by all
smokers.
Uniform quality.
Sold by

all Dealers

10 cents each.

$7.50 a

Box.

We shall op°n on Thnrsday, December
3d, a large assortment of Holiday
a

great variety

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.

of useful and ornamental articles si it- S. S. SLEEPER &
tO., Factory, Boston.
ah e for Christmas and New Years’ PreAll leading wholesale houses hand'e these goods
sents, and invi e yon to eome in and set
decl5
luIti&Stlnrmistp
them before the assortment is broken
whether yon wish to purchase or not

J. M. DYER S CO.
deck

MW&Ftt

-THE-

IRWIN
lOo.

CIGAR

132.000

Very J?lild and High Aroma.
The following popular retail dealers sel i

them:
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.W. & R. Drugi
F. BELAVINA.W. & R. Cigari
J. L. GIBBS...Restauran
W. F. GOOLD....News & Frui
E. K. CROSS . .Drugi
...

t,
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TAQ1

i

i

MERIT WSHS!

DANA’S SARSAPARILLA has actuall.y cured more people in the last
six months than ail other sarsaparillas
It drives out all compeever cured.
tition. Its work is marvelous. It absolutely cures, yes, CURES. Have
you tried it? If so, you know for yourself.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.

IRWIN CIGAR CO., Mrs.,
M ilk

St.. B08ton.JWas8.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.
)

I
deal*

lstorBthpdtt

For Christinas & New Nears

I

E xqaisitFPer fones
SOUTHERN PINE
Largest

Wf

aecl 4

Flooring Boards.
Assor msnt and Lowest Prioes.
and

ONE

TRIAL.
dim*

eodtf
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m
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——cXlfllCl 01 oBBli
BEST
PUREST
In the

BEEF TEA
INVALUABLE
Kitchen for Soups,

CKEAPES1
Sauces

...

P. C.—Partly cloudy.
Weather Observations.

N if IONA L

BANK.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
The Cana1 National Hank of Eon land, foe
the election of seven Directors, and for the
transaction <>f any ether l,u-tnes» that may
legaEy come before them, wiihe held at then'
banning house on TUESDAY, the twelfth day
o’cloc* a. m.
Januaiy, 1802, at
GHO. 0. EKTKKS, Cashier.
r.
.,
Dec. 11, 1801.
decUeojtd
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Senate

May
Com-

Manley

and Mr. Blaine.
to the

[Special
Press.]
Washington, December 14 —While the
chairmanship of the Ways and Means
committee has not yet been formally tendered to the irrepressible “Bill” Springer
of Illinois, there is very good reason for
believing that snch will be the case, as was

assignment.
It would be the irony of fate if, after all
his work In the cause of tariff reduction,
Mills should finally be ignored by his own
It is understood that Speaker
party.
Crisp has practically decided upon the
Democratic members of the wavs and
means committee, who will be Messrs.
Springer, Mills, McMillin of Tennessee,
Wilson of West Virginia, Breckenridge of
Arkansas, Whitney of Michigan, Outhwaite of Ohio, Fitch of New York, Bynum or Sbiveley of Indiana, and Stevens
of Massachusetts.
Mr. Mills’s name will
be put on the list, and he will „nly be able
♦'» decline after the committees have been
f rmally announced
Postmaster Manley of Augusta is in
town on post office business. Be says he
knows nothing about Mr. Blaine’s intentions, and has no Idea whether or not he
will be a candidate.
AS

PLACED

BY THE

Republican Senators

CAUCUS.

Assigned

to

the

Committees.

Washington, December 14.—The list
of Senate committee assignments as sobmitted to the Republican caucus for approval is as follows:
Mr. Allen—Relations
with
Canada,
chairman; public land claims; woman suf
frage; Indian denredationR.
Mr. Allison—Naval affairs, chairman;
military Bffalrs; quadro-centennial; five
tribes of Indians; Revolutionary claims,
Mr. Carey—Education and labor, chairman; public buildings and grounds; Pacific railroads; territories; patents.
Mr. Casey—Railroads, chairman; agriculture and forestry; transportation routes
to the seaboard; irrigation; transportation and sale of meat products; organization, conduct and expenditures of the executive departments.
Mr. unanaier— immigration, chairman;
naval affairs; privileges and elections: Indian depredations; interstate commerce.
Mr. Culiom—Interstate commerce, chairman ;commerce; appropriations; quadrocentenniai.

Davis—Pensions, chairman; foreign
relations; territories and Pacific railroads.
Mr. Dawes—Indian affairs,
chairman;
appropriations; fisheries; five civilized
tribes of Indians; Pacific railroads; civil
service and rei r-nchment.

Mr. Dixon—Patents,
chairman; post
offices and post roads; additional accommodations for library of Congress; census.
Mr. D .lph—Coast defences, chairman;
commerce; foreign relations;public lands;
relation* w th Canada; University of the
United Slates.
Mr.
Dubois—Manufactures; enrolled
bills; immigration; Irrigation; orgardza
tioD, conduct an 1 expenditures of the executive departments.
Mr. Felton—Agriculture and forestry
coast defences; epidemic diseases; mines
and mining; quadro-centenniai.
Mr. Frye—Commerce, chairman; foreign
Pacific railways,
relations:
chairman;
to investga'e the condition of the Potomac
river front of Washington.
Mr. Gallinger—Manufactures; district of
Columbia: epidemic diseases; to examine
into the several branches of the civil
service.
Mr. Hale—Census, chairman; appropriations ; naval affairs; immigrati *n: private
land claims; relations with Canada.
Mr. Hansborough—District of Columbia;
census; territories; pensions; education
and labor.
Mr. Hawley—Military affairs, chairman ;
centenniai.
Mr. Higgins—Manufactures, chairman;
District of Columbia; privileges and
elections;interstate commerce; coast defences.
Mr. Hiscock—Organization, conduct and
expenditures in the executive departments,
cl)airman; finance; interstate commerce;

foreign

relations;

1 a

Mr. Jones ul Nevada—To audit and control the contingent expenses of the Senate,

eodlm
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mittees—New Measures Presented—Mr.
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Committee,

Serve

Washington, December 14 Following
chairman;commerce; finance; mines and
is the forecast of the weather for Maine: mining.
Mr. McMillin—District of Columbia,
Colder; nortbest winus; increasing cloudi
and forestry; post
ness, followed by snow Tuesday evening. chairman; agriculture
offices ana post roads; education ana labor.
Mr.
Mnadersnn—Printing, chairman;
Local Weather Report.
rules; milit«ry affairs; Indian affairs.
Mr.
Portland, Me., December 14,1891.
Mitchell—Claims, chairman; judiciary ; post offices and post roads; trans18 A. M. 18 P. M
portation routes to seabord; privileges and
naromcter.129.934 30 208 elections; Nicaraguan claims.
Thermometer. 37.
31.
Mr. Morrill—Finance, chairman; public
new Poiut. 27.
21
buildings and gro mds; additional accom'J
Humidity. 69.
66.
modations mr me library of Congress;
Wind. W
N
civil service and retrenchment.
13
Velocity.5

Liebig Company’sa

To

Pacific railroads.
Mr. Hoar—Judiciary, chairman; privileges and elections; relations with Canada;

—

ail*

Beeline

quadro-centepnial;

A Snow Storm Coming.

PORTLAND, ME., HEAD BROWN’S WHARF.

Janio

SOLICIT

THE WEATHER.

DEERING, WINSLOW & CO.,
,

and Means

Chairman of the

printing; coast defences; railroads; quadro-

Schlotterbeck & Foss
Timber, Flank

Made

Be

Mr.

8. HAMILTON.Confection:
A. P. MARSH.Cigars and Tobacc. »
D. P. McGLINCHY.Drug >

163

To

intimated in the Press last week. If Mr.
Springer is made chairman, Mr. Mills will
probably not be a member of the committee, although he will be offered a place
ot
with the expectation of bis declining it.
In that event, Mr. Mills will cease to cat
any figure In the present Congress, as, if
he declines to serve on the ways and meaus,
he would not accept any other committee

Any Smoker.

can

THE

Pace 7.

DCW &

Failing
Ways

TFif

To

aSrtcn.
Mu1 icionl Court.
A Run of Scarlet Fever.

Page 6.
Christmas Presents for Little Girls.

Oity Bye House
eodtf
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3.

Kite-Shaped Track
The Season's 2 30 list of two-year olds anc
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OF IT ALTOGETHER.

Street.

INSURANCE.

«t Work.

Goods, consisting of

woman suffrage.
Mr. Sanders—Enrolled bills, chairman;
irrigation; claims; public lands; patents;
private land claims.

Sawyer—Post offices ana post roads,
chairman; commerce; pensions; Revolutionary claims; to investigate the condiMr

Washington.
Mr. Shernnn—Foreign relations, chairman; finance; rules; quadro-centennial;
University oi the United States; to investigate the condition of the Potomac river
in front of Washington.
Mr. Shoup—Indian depredations, chair-

pensions; territories; Ihdian affairs.
Mr. Squire—Transportation rentes to the
seaboard, chairman; coast defences; immigration: fisheries; public buildings and
grounds; University of the United States.
and
Mr. Stanford—Public build n ;s
grounds, chairman ; education aud labor;
fisheries; naval affairs; civil service ana
retrenchment.
Mr. Stewart—Mines and mining, chair-

|

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday December 14, taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridan time, the observations
for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston, 42°, N, cloudy; New York, 54°,
NW, cloudy;
Philadelphia, 54°, NW,
cloudy; Washington, 48°, W, partly
cloudy: Albany, 36°, N, cloudless; Buffalo, 32°, NE. cloudy; Detroit, 40°, E,
rain; Chicago, 54°, SE, cloudy; St. Paul, 40°.
N, rain; Dnluth, 34°, NE. rain; St. Vtncent, 24°, NW, cloudy; Huron. So. Dak.,
24J. NW, cloudy;
Bi'*riHr>*b,24°, NW,

Mr. Paddock—Agriculture and forestry,
chairman; to audit and control the coutincent expenses of the Senate; pensions;
public lauds; Indian depredations; addition <i seeommodations for the
library of
Congress W!
Mr. Peffer—Claims; to examine the sev-

eral uiauction uf the

civil service; census;

Improvement of the Mississippi river; rail-

roads.
Mr. Pettigrew—Quadro centennial chairman; Indian affairs; public lands; railroads ; improvements on the Mississippi
river.

Mr. Platt—Territories, chairman; judiciary; patents; revision of laws.
Mr. Plumb—Public lands, chairman; appropriations; District of Columbia; trans*
porration and sale of meat products.
Mr, Power—Te examine the several
branches of the civil service, chairman;
railroads; transportation and sale of meat
products; mines and mining; improvement
in me Mississippi river
Mr. Proctor—To establish an University
of the United States, chairman; revision

of laws; immigration; military
cloudless; Jacksonville, 64°, SJS,cloudless. private lauaclaims; organization; affiirs;
conduct

man; appropriations; territories;
tion ; claims; Nicaraguan claims.

irriga-

Belfast. December 14.—The ban; of O.
B. Keene of Freedom, valued at §200, and
Clifford Wentworth’s four horses
>jp)ued
at 8300, burned this morning. Insured lor
§450.
Opened by the Governor.
Gardiher, December 14.—Gcverner E.
C. Burleigh, his staff and their ladies.
General Lutner .Stephenson, Jr., and officers of the National Soldiers’ Home, Toga?,
and S. L. Miller of Waldoboro, department
commander of the G. A. R. of Maine, attended the opening of the tenth grand fair
of Heath Post, No. 6, G. A. R., of this city
this evening.
Addresses were made by
Gov. Burleigh and Department Commander
S. L. Miller. At the close of the entertainment, Gov. Burleigh stood in front of the
stage and a large crowd passed him, each
one shaking his hand.

LIAR ACTIONS IN DENVER.
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Mrs.

Barnaby’s Suspicions.

ment, chairman; District of Columbia;

in-

terstate commerce; post offices and post

roads; library.

Kyle does not apalthough Seuator
Peffer, his Alliance colleague, Is given four
»he name of Senator
pear in the above list,

It Is learned that Senator
Kyle was approached with a view of ascertaining his preferences, but his responses
were noD-cnmmittal and be vaguely hinted
that the Alliance senators would receive
committee assignments from both the Republican and Democratic caucuses. Doubt
has been cast upon bis soundness in Reassignments.

publican principles.
VETERANS WHO WERE MAINEDfor Them in

Providing

Proposed legisla-

tion—Other Measures.

Washington, December 14—Senator
Cameron today introduced a bill providing
that all persons on tbe pension rolls and
all persons hereafter granted pensions who
lost the sight of both or one eye; or lost
both hands or feet so as to be totally disabled, or one band or foot, so that they
may be nearly helpless and require the attendance of others, be granted a pension of
$100 a month. Those who lost an arm at
the shoulder or a leg at the hip are to receive $60 a month; those who lost an arm
at the elbow or a leg at tbe knee, $55; and
all who incurred or contracted other disabilities to receive a sum per month equal
to the total of tbe rates for all tbe other
disabilities.
Mr. Frye re-lntrodvced with a number of
amendments the bill reported by him
March 2nd last from the select committee
on Pacific railroads, providing for refunding the debt of the Pacific-railroad.
Senator Frye introduced a bill fixing the
salary of keepers at all life saving stations
and bouses oi refuge at $1000 annum and
tbe compensational of all surfmen at $75
per month when employed.
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Ship A. J. Fuller’s

New

uuuccauie at once to a

Winter.

Denver, Col., December 14.-In the trial
of Dr. Graves, today, Mrs. E. S. Worrell,
Jr., her grandmother, Mrs. Allen, and
Mrs. Currier, Mrs. Worrell's mother, testified. They related the story of Mrs. Barnaby’s drinking of the poison and death,
and Dr. Graves’s peculiar actions when he
visited Denver much as has been printed.
While ill, Mrs. Barnaby said to Mrs. Allen: “Oo, keep tbis horrible affair still.
Don’t let it get into the papers. 1 will put
this in the hands of the best detectives. I
am
satisfied some one is not treating me
right. I have no enemies, but I think the
maid I bad does not like me. She was a
mam empioyea at Dr. Graves’s request.”

sailing

opinion.

This tax was levied under the general
law passed in 1881, prescribing the excise
tax upon all railroads operated within the
state for the privilege of exercising their
franchises.
The rate was fixed on a sliding scale, dependent upon the amount of
gross receipts par mile, this average per
mile being determined by dividing the total transportation receipts by the number
of miles operated. The roads partly within and partly without the state were assessed by multiplying the average gross receipts per mile by the number of miles operated within the state.
EDWARD
Taken from

M.
an

FIELD. ARRESTED.

Insane Asylum to

York

a

New

Prison.

New York, December 14.—Edward M.
Field, of the failed bankiDg firm af Field,
Lindley, Welchers & Co., was arrested today at Manchester Mansion, a private insane asylum near Luckaboe, N. Y.
He is
now locked up in the police headquarters
in this city. The arrest was made on a
warrant issued by Judge
Martine, the
charge being grand larceny in the first deField’s fnmilv were informed that
the arrest would be made. He will be arraigned tomorrow.
gree.

ALIMONY ALLOWED HER.
The

Court

Provides

Young

Mrs.

financial

Aid

for

Blaine,

Deadwood, S. D., December 14.—In the
petition of Mary Nevins-Blaine vs. James
G. Blaine, Jr., in the circuit court of South
Dakota at Deadwood this morniDg, the
court ordered that the said Mary NevinsBlaine be allowed $500 alimony pending
the suit and expenses of the suit, and that
she be allowed $300 as attorneys’ fees in
conducting the action. The trial is set for
the February term. The plaintiff is now
taking depositions in New York.
Reciprocity With

the

West Indies.

New Yobk, Decembers—a Washington special says that reciprocity negotiations with the sugar producing colonies of
Great Britain in tnr We6t Indies, authorized under the McKinley bill, have reached
a satlfaotory conclusion in every case exThe conventions
cept that of Jamacia.
agreed upon involve the Interests of Trinidad and Barbadoes, together with those of
Demarara, in British Guiana, m the case
of Jamacia the question at issue is the
amount of revenue which that colony is
asked to relinquish*

iSppcial

to the
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Labors—

weeks’ session

uc»£

Me.

The Fuller

Bath,

launched la 1881, aud
is a vessel ot 1848 76 gross tonnage. Her
rival Is an older aud larger vessel, having
been built in 1875 and being ot 1928.13 tons.
was

OPPOSES

UNION.

A Canadian Statesman
Hate the

Who

Thinks

We

English.

Toronto, December 14.—Hon. Oliver
Mowat, premier of Ontario, writes an open
letter to Hon. Alexander Mackiuzie, the
veteran ex-premier of the Dominion, in
which he discn3ses at length unrestricted
reciprocity and British connection. Mr.
Mowat declares that he favors unrestricted
reciprocity and believes that this cat be
brought about without imperilling Canada’s
loyalty to Great Britain. He ridicules the
annexation movement. He declares that,
great a country as Canada is, the time for
forming itself into an Independent nation
has not yet arrived. He gives many reasons why he is
opposed to political
union with the
United
States.
He
says the Canadians should bo proud to be a
part of the British empire; that they
should remember that Canada was gaired
by the British people at great cost of life
and treasure and that the fecliDg of hostili-

Royal Welcome l>y the Good People of Skowhegan.
Skowhegan. December i4_Thn irh.
annual session of the Maine State Grange
commences
here
tomorrow
forenoon.
There are 220 subordinate grangos, each
entitled to representation by a master and
his wife.
This session is likely to be the
largest of any previous sessions.
The
larger part of the delegates are here tonight. The citizens gave them a reception
in Coburn Hall this evening under the
direction of the Board of Trade. President Anderson of the Board of Trade gave
the address of welcome and ex-Qovernor
Robie responded for the Grange. M B
Hunt, the Master, will deliver the annual
address tomorrow afternoon. The e'ection
of officers comes Wednesday.
a
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furnishes
powerful argument against
annexation.
Thirty-One Drowned,
London, December 14 —British ship
Enterkin was wrecked during the gale
the
North
Sea
Saturday night, in
The crew of 31 men, with the exception of
one apprentice, were drowned.
a

Iflmue

Mccia;^ ’Written
Kinney Hope-

Postal Card—Mrs.

Search in Progress for Iho unfor-

tunate

Mau,
[Special

to the

Press.];

Lowell, Mass., December 14 —Mrs. Burton Kinney received tbe first Intelligence
of her missing husbaDd Saturday, when
she received a postal card from Bridgeport,
Conn., containing the following:
“Am headed for home.
Left New York
several days siftce. Head all goue. Everything gone. I found a cent and bought a
postal to let you know something hap“Burt."
pened."
[Sigued],
Mrs. Kinney's brother at once ieft for
Bridgeport, and is seeking for traces of the
missing man in the towns and cities traversed by the railroad l nes between Boston
aad New York.
It is presumed that Mr.
Kiuney is walking back from New York,
but with bis mind so broken that he is unable to explain his condition to any one
who could render him aid. Meantime,
Mrs. Kinney is bearing up under the affliction she has suffered, and since Saturday
has felt encouraged to believe that her
husband will some time return, as he Is
parently neaded in tbe right direction, and
has sufficient intelligence left to know
where he wants to go.
It was on Friday, November 20, fbat
Mr. Kinney left bis home on Fessenden
street, Deering, at about 1 a. m. to take the
2 a. m. Pullman train for Boston, telling
his wife that he would be back tbe same
night. It has been ascertained that Mr.
KinneyS went to Boston, arriving there
about 6 a. m. Saturday, November 2ltb.
Hotase.
He registered at the Crawford
Later be went to Salem and transacted
some business with a gentleman there.
After transacting his business, the Salem
man invited Mr. Kinney to take sapper
with him, but tbe invitation was declined.
Mr. Kinney was too late to eatch the evening train for home, so he went back
The Salem gentleman went
to Boston.
with him to the depot and left him there.
This was tbe last trace that could be found
of him, and from that day until the receipt
of the postal card, whose contents or<*
given in the above despatch, Mrs. Ktnbey
has remained in ignorance of her husband’s
movements. The cause of Mr. Kinney's
disappearance Is yet to be explained, although tbe postal card gives evidence tnat.
he has been suffering from some mental
trouble. Mr. Kinney is the proprietor of
tbe Lamsou photographic studio in thi«
nitrr
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three minutes.
Both the bfg racers were built In

GRANGERS IN SESSION-

_____________

BRIEFLY TOLD.
During the year ending October 31. 240
charters were Issued by the American Federation of Labor to unions in 30 states, including two in Maine.
Secretary Foster continues to improve •
He was compelled to cancel nls
slowly.
engagement to speak at the dinner of the
Boston Board of Trade Wednesday evening next.
<
Ware county jail, at Waycross, Ga.* was
broken into Sunday morning, about 2.30
o'clock, by a mob of 50 masked men, who
went to the cell containing Welcome Golden and Hubert Knight, leaders of the Varno riot, and shot them dead.
Seventeen Chinese lauded on the beach
near Port
Townsend, Wash., Sunday
night, from British Columbia, Ten were
arre-ted by the customs officials and the
others escaped.
Contractor Thomas of Washington has
deserted itlie work on the federal building
at T-owell, Mass., and Captain Condon of
tue Treasury Department will attend to
the completion of Mr. Thomas's contract.
Another “hold your wheat” circular is
printed in the Farmers’ Alliance Minnesota organ. The author of the circular maintains that if the farmer does not get twice
what is now offered him for bis wheat it Is
his own fault.
Despatches from a number of the larger
cities of the country, from New York to
San Francisco, show that on account of
tlie prevailing mild, damp weather, die
gripne is again prevalent. Govtrnor-eh ct
McKinley is suffering from an attack ct
the malady at Catuou, Ohio.
The mysterious disappearance Saturday
of K lwanl H. Cole, clerk of the Nyack
(N. Y.) Corporation, find holder of other
responsible positions, has caused great excitement there.
Searching parties have
failed to find any trace of his whereabouts.
The general theory is that he committed
Dllipiflu
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One Kind

of Southern liuya.
St. Albans, W. Va., December 14—
Charles Hess and Fent Duval, boysotie.
Quarrelled at school last Friday, and Hess
stabbed Duval iatally. On tho same day,
•lames Jarvis, another boy, resisted Prof.
Eddy, and in the fight cut Eddy lour times
with a pen knife. At Belruout near hero
Picf. Clarence Singleton was stabbed five
tunes yesterday by one of ills pupils, whom
he had whipped 011 Friday.

Foreign Notes.

Augusta Republicans Organize.

Augusta, December 14.—Prominent
Republicans met here Saturday night and
organized a Republicau club, whicn they
named “The Blaine Republtcau Club.”
These officers wore elected:
President,
John F. Hill; vice presidents, Treby Johnson, Fred C. Hersey, Fred Cony, W. H.
Gannett, Geo. D. Haskell; secretary, Chas,
S. Hichborn; treasurer. E. C. Dudley;executive committee, A. M. Goddard.
After Forty Years’ Service.

Biddkfokd, December 14.—Thomas H.
Emery, who has taught school 40 succeshalf of that time as
Uua 9owner street grammar

nuouwuoc

was made fast, but the boat and her charge
bad not gone far when the F. W. Vesburg
came along and took the Fuller In tow.
Again the Fuller was crowding on her
rival. The engineers on both tugs had
their throttles wide open and full heads of
steam on.
The Fuller was unmistakably
taking the lead, when the captain oi the
Grace ran up a signal for another tug and
the Evarts blew for assistance. Another
tug in the bay answered, but, despite the
efforts of both, the Fuller gradually drew
away and reached Quarantine, winning
the wager by the very narrow margin of

difficulty.

mote than

principal 01

spanking

would end, had not yet been reached, and
less than a mile away and the tug Evarts

ties to general satisfaction.
The news of the death of Niles T. Crocker, who died in Boston Saturday, was received here with deep regret. The deceased
was about 60 years of age and a member of
the Grand Army. His funeral will be held
under the
auspices of Edwin Libby Post.
The Montville quarterly meeting of the
Free Baptists is to be held with the church
in this city Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Louisa A. Dymerritt of Dover will be
present and deliver an address on “Mission
Work.”
Schooners
Mollie Rhoades, Caroline
Knight and Red Jacket, three vessels of
Rockland’s extensive lime duet, have gone
into whiter quarters
here.
Schooners
Georgie Berry and Billow are at the South
Marine railway, each receiving a new forefoot and shoe. Schooner Jennie A. Cheney,
which has been lying in this harbor for
some time, with her cargo of lime
badly
afire, will probably be opened this week.
The fire in the schooner Carrie G. Crosby,
which returned Saturday from Cape Ellzv
beth, will doubtless be smothered without

sive years,

A

an hoar later the ships were abreast,
they made the Hook ten minutes later.
There was great cheering from the Fuller’s
crew, answered by a defiant yell from the
Grace, for Quarantine, whereat the race

Saturday night, just 1840 voters having
registered. This is about 400 short of the
actual number of voters here; but as the
beard is to be in session again In March
nearly all will probably be listed. The
local board consists of Nathaniel Jones,
chairman, Fred W. Wright and Justus S.
Sherman. They nave performed their du-
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two oceans.

Death of M. P, Crocker.

Washington, December 14 —The United States Supreme Court today held, in an
opinion rendered by Justice Field, that the
tax levied by the State of Maine on the
gross receipts of the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, for the privilege of exercising its franchise within the
State of Maine, was legal and constitutional, and wa3 not contrary to the provision of the Constitution preventing the
state from regulating interstate commerce.
Four justices dissented and five signed the

The

to

Pl'RSK AND MIND.

whole sail breeze was blowing, and every
stitch of canvas that the ship conld dagger
under was-, crowded ion.
Gradually she
drew on the leader, and at 7 30Cap'aln
Colcord was oyerjoyed at finding that she
was the ship be had been chasing through

ROCKLAND HAPPENINGS.
Closes Its

I HE MISSING MAS POOR

Oceaus,

DABAmhAr

Kin»oy

i

In the nature of a
De
Water's
handicap. Captain
sancey ship
having an advantage of full twenty days’
start. Despite this fact the A. J. Fuller
overhauled her at the Hook and beat her
up to Quarantine, although the Grace had
two tugs up the bay, while the Fuller had
but one.
The Grace Is of 1863 tons register, and on
August 1 last she sailed out of the Golden
Gate bound for this port. Her captain had
wagered a goodly sum with bis friend Cnleord, of the Fuller, that he would beat blm
here. At that time Captain Colcord expected to sail with his ship in a day or two,
nut he was detained for twenty days after.
Still, the wager was up and Skipper Colcord had ootning to io but trust to fortune
and fair wind. He knew he could sail all
around the Grace, but twenty days was a
handicap he had not reckoned on.
Still he was not dlsheartned.
He
crowded on all sail and set out on the loDg
stern chase of his rival. For a month nast,
day after day the horizon was swept with
glasses in hopes of sighting the Grace, bat
In vain, until just after dawn yesterday a

GRAVES RECOMMENDED HER.

Board

York.

Two

from Barion

v

looking American clipper ships passed
■Sandy Hook at 8.10 o’clock yesterday
morning, after a race from San Francisco.
One was the A. J. Fuller, commanded by
Captain Colcord, and tba other the M. P.
Grace, which had for skipper Captain De

The Maid Whom Mrs. Barnaby Regarded
W'ith Suspicion.

Registration

Hosage

Bin kmm Wifa

Chase of the M. F. Grace

Through

GRAND TRUNK MUST PAY.

for Taxes.

A

WON AT THE FINISH.

reference to it.
Chief Clerk Rickert said he bad examined all the teeth with a magnifying glass,
excepting the extreme bacx molars. Not
one of them has any filling, ne said.
The
Boston dentist said that many of Norcross's
teeth were decayed and filled with gold.
Coroner Messener also said that the
board of the dynamite tnrower must have
been growing for three or four months,
while according to the friends of Norcross
his beard was not more than three or four
weeks old. The beard was greatly singed
by tbe explosion and most have been much
longer before dea’.h than it is now.
Coroner Messener received a letter today from E E Marsh of Philadelphia in
which is enclosed the picture of a
missing
Philadelphian. The missing man was last
heard of in the vicinity of Pittsburg. The
coroner has the idea the crank
may have
been in the oil country for a considerable
time, and there learned the use of explosives. The picture slightly resembles the
features of the dynamiter. Coronor Messeoer sent an urgent message
today to the
Norcross family, in Boston, to come and
their
son
it
if
be he.
identify

State of Maine Wins Its Suit to Recover

December 14 —The buildat Biddeford Pool owned by Irving .1.

Freedom Illuminated.

DR. GRAYES HEARS OF HIS PECU-

Mr. Walcott—Clvlk service and retrench-

uuiiiiuuiuoi

centennial; organization, conduct and expenditures of tbe executive departments.

J HEADED FOR^^JM

Tarbox and occupied by Frank Loekrey
burned yesterday, caused by a defective
chimney. Loss, §3,000; insured fcr .^2,000,

The Man Who Killed Sage Had Been
Violently Demented.

dentist, yet the Boston dentist who examined the teeth on Saturday night made no

commerce;

account of ill-

Biddeford,

quauiu~

Mississippi river, chairman;

education and labor: civil service and retrenchment; post offices and post roads;
University of the United States.
Mr. Wilson—Revision of laws, chairman;

on

Fire at Biddeford Fool.

ings

New Yoke, December 14 —Coroner Messener made public today the result ol the
examination made by him and other physicians upon the brain of tne bomb thrower.
As the result of the examination, it is generally conceded by physicians that the
bomb thrower was of unsound mind for a
protracted period, and that his insanity
was not a sudden development.
Wnen the brain was beiDg removed the
coroner examined the teeth carefully, but
did not discover an unsound tooth.
The left upper canine tooth was slightly
deformed, having a groove across its front.

Mr. Stockbrtdge—Fisheries, chairman;
naval affairs; railroads; census; epidemic
diseases; Indian affairs.
Mr. Teller—Privileges and elections,
chairman; judiciary; five civilized tribes of
Indians; private land claims.
Mr. Warren—Irrigation, chairman; engrossed bills; mines and mining; woman’s
suffrage; agriculture and forestry.
Mr. Washburn—Improvement of
the

PRICE THREE CENTS.

llTil ATTKlc}

health.

man ;

Page 2.

Oapt. Couch entertains hfs friends.
Queer experience of two men in a board'ntr house.
Y. P. S. C. E. entertainment at Second
Parish.
City Government Committee views the
Rochester property.

Sporting Topics;

WAS NORCROSS INSANE ?

tion of the Potomac river in front of

IT LOOKS AS IF HE WIGHT BE OUT

tees.
The G.-aves trial in Denver.

Quay—Library,chairman; commerc;

school, resigned today

public buildings and grounds;

-AMD-

Republican Senators assigned to commit-

Wit and Wisdom.
The Home.
Page
Editorials.
Current Comment.
Page

Mr,

No Protection for the Apostle of
Free Trade,

tee.

Congress

ments.
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______

__

__

aud expenditures of the executive depart-

Garments Cleansed

News of the missing Burton L. Kinney.
Bath built ships race through two oceans.
Maine wins ns suit against the Grand
Trunk.
Edward M. Field Arrested.
Was Norcross the bomb thrower?
Alimony ordered for Mary Nevint-Blalne.
R ekland Happenings.
N ate Grange in session in Skowheaan.
Washington News: Springer likely to be
chairman of the ways and means commit-

Page
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__

___

_
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Mr. Keane,the McCarthyite candidate for
Parliament lor Waterford, has withdrawn
and Michael Davitt has consented to stand
for the seat.
Advices have been received to the effect
that Emin Pasha and Stuhlmau have discovered a river, the most southerly* branch
of the Oine, rising northwest «{ Ujijland
flowing into Albert Edward Nyanzi at a
point on the southeast shore.
Roporta of the ravages of influenzrln
various parts of Europe ar» boiug constantly received. The epidemic Is spreading rapidly in Jutland, Holland and Denmark.
Following the acticu cf the Roman
Catholic church in Manitoba the Episcopalian church has applied to the courts to
vote sufficient funds to maintain Episcopal
schools in Canada.
A revolutionary movement M in progress
in Sao Paulo* Brazil, the object bsiu,; to t
depose the governor of the province, i'h rs i
far the insurgents have only succeeded Ir t
ousting a number of local official*.
The Canadian government pi opes* to i
keep a supply of bait by means of cold :
storage ai d sell it to ti«berB>?r. sotiatii
will not be necessary lor them to procure >
bait in NewfoundlandA

Absolutely f*uro,
A c»earri of tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.-Latest U.
S. Government Food Jioport,

•
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THOUGHT HIM A BURGLAR.

CONSUMPTION

How Two Boarders Maufcd JEncU

In tti

arfogea
i

ospsd

©a?'- sms

jfyers Cheirrfisctoraf
tt soothe?

•{‘vs isrfsamatf ttaw.'fts,

ft!os ogp-sat^ravum,
and has;*sui
reoovvry,

Dr. J. O.

Ayer & Co.

Lowell, Maes.

MOTHERS
Realise the great loss of their children
when young from disease, or lack of vitality, and many times it comes from
of

the attending nurse.
Rrelessoess
It inherited, climate, or disease de>

veloped from carelessness, there is
lief and life is saved by the use of

re-

HUBDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD.
This is

one of many

cases that we
to show the value of our
Liquid Pood OYER ALL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AND WHEN ALL OTH-

can

furnish,

ER TREATMENTS FAIL.

450 Fifth aventtn. New York City I
July 3, ’91.
}
Murdock Liquid Food Co.. Boston, Mass. :
Qentlenwn—I have sent you by mail a photoffraoh ol ms tour children litoral, thinning that
R might Interest you a little, as they were all
four Drought up on your Liquid Food as tlieir
standard diet, most especially the one on the
right of the picture. When he was about six
months old he was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurse—in fact was
•o bad tbe physician was unable to leave the
nouse for two weeks, during which time the
child was virtually dead from waut of nutrition,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomach.
After trying all the known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, .nd ftom the very first five drops
given he began to rally, and has been in most
excellent healtb ince.
Whenever any of them show any signs of
weakness whatever we Immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and it always acts like a
cnarm in restoring them to health.

Very truly

Y.
Entertainment

yours,

Tills building was formerly tbe Free Surgical
Hospital foi Women, and supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (uow ethir
works). Over 3000 women were treated in six
years at a cost of $1.00 a day, Including operations—which would amount to over $u 0,000—
to prove the value of Nutrition as ound in
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operations were made with a loss of 6 deaths.

last 882 operations were made
with only one death, and consisted of
“. 26
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature. 40
vix.129 Recission of Knee
Joint.
Rupture of Perito2
neum. 49 Excision and DralnProcldentla. 38
9
age.
Vescio Vaainal FisRemoval Caruncle
tula. 2
of Meatus. 3
Removal of Cysts..
6 Replacing Uterus.
2

The

Dilation.
TV_:_*1_SV.ii

12
*7

W4 liaum

X

2

women of

Massachusetts die, 29,
New York 82, Pennsylvania 80, to the

1000, annually.

These results show that the value of Nutrition
Llqui 1 Food lu preventing relapse after operations, as t is as great
as in curing all classes of disease, as it makes

M found in Murdock’s

new blood

known, and
of disease,
operations.

faster than all food preparations
new blood will cleanse the system
as well as heal the wounds after

Meek’s Liquid Food
ssostok

jiyan

A

GOOD

Parish Last

Dictionary,

i

FOE SALE BY

LORI

.

novao

aocitl

BOYNTON,
547

Congress St,

I bare the beat Nickel Alarm Clocks
in the city, and I will warrant them
to keep perfect time.

MI3S

A. L. SAWYER.
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,
Slack, S3T CeaifreiwSl.,
POICTLAND, MAIN SS.

IBrovna

_3end {or circular._

rny29ooitI

BOYNTON7
1247 Congress St.

Silver Plated
reii,

Caps

for

Child

$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50.

Warranted

Qaaaruplo

Plate.

i

only

the other

day

neighbor

BECAUSE

up with good goods at

LOW

Manicure Sets,

Cushions,

'■11

,lL"

1 n

1

Eider Down Pillows,

MEN’S OVERCOATS.

Me filers,
Plain Linen

Handkerchiefs,

Hemstitched

Linen

ami Melton Omicoats,
and single breasted, at
$12, $15, $18 and $20.

Silk

Handker-

chiefs,
Mull

Ginghams,

Fancy Silk Handkerchiefs,

Percales,

Children’s

Aprons,

Colored

Handkerchiefs,1
Handker-

chiefs,

SHORT PANT SUITS.
from $1.50 to 15.

000 KNEE PAN1S.

MEN’S SUITS.
from $5 to $25.

from 25 eents to $2.

BOYS’ OVERCOATS.

FURNISHING GOODS.

50 dozen Lined Oil Tan Gloves
Boys* Bine Chinchilla Overat 29c, worth 50c.
$5, $6, $7,$8 and $10.
Boys’ Kersey and Melton OverC. and H. Unlaundered White
coats at $8, $10. $12, aad $15.
Shirts at 37 1 2c, worth 50c.
Linene Reversible Collars at
18 cents per box.
Contoocoek, A., Shirts and
Drawers at $1.08, worth $1.25

BOYS’ ULSTERS.

Silk Ties,

at $6. $8, $10 and $12.
Beys’ Hood Ulsters at

Fans,

Mitteng,

$12, $15

$16.

and

at

wholesale.

Suspenders,

Silk Mittens,

prices.

coats at

*

Bordered

at low

Gray Ulsters at $•>, worth $7.
Dark Check Ulsters at $6. $8
and $10.

chiefs,
China Silk Handkerchiefs,

CHILDREN'S HOOD ULSTERS.

mei’s ULSTERS.

Handker-

Qailted Lasting Skirts,

3, 3.50, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

Kersey

$10,

Embroidered

Gloves,

at $1, 2,
and 12.

double

Initial Lineu Handkerchiefs,

Kid Gloves,

CHILDREN’S OVERSOWS.

Bine Chinchilla Overcoats from
$3.T>8 to $18.

Handker-

(•hiofa

Colored Blankets,

Kid

PRICES.

Fancy, Drapes,

Embroidered

Far Lined

tise unless your advertisements are backed

decorated and

Toilet Cases,

Puffs,

>

Pocket

Books,]
Hand Bags.

Umbrellas,

A Great Horse Trot.

There was an exciting horse trot on Commercial street, yesterday afternoon, between Rysdyk’s Hambletonian 2d, and
Jones’? Unknown.
Both horses were
hitched to barrel wagons.
The Hambletonian was driven by his owner, Mr. Thomas
Hall of Duck Pond, and the other by his
owner.
The start was made at the foot of
Both horses got away at a
Maple street.
spanking five-minute gait, whica they kept
up to the head of Uuion wharf, when the
Hambletonian saw a quarter of b ef in
Dyer’s, and jumped about four feet sidewise. This lost him his position, and the
Unknown took the lead.
To avoid possible collislqns, the teams were placed ou
different sides of the track. At the head
of Central wharf Jones shook out a reef
in his hors a and let him run about 100
yards. This placed him so far ahead that
it was a lost race to the Hambletonian
then and there.
Mr. Hall, however, kept
going at a 410 gait, aud had the satisfaction of saving the distance.
The race
ended somewhere near Pearl street.

i
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In Our Sfook

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
Our long experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best material.

lETEtTSTB:,

FORTHE HOLIDAYS.

A
vv

organize.

The old officers were re-elected,
Frank Jones as chalrmou and Sigourney
Butler, clerk. Nothing further was done
and the meeting adjourned after a session
of about 10 minutes. Messrs. Whitney and
Haynes, the New York members of the
board ol directors, were present.

Real Estate

Illustrated, Standard, Miscellaneous and Juvenile

$50v000

to

EVER DISPLAYED II PORTLAID,
Also

a

BOOK.DDTS

Full

Loans.

ana

decOPEN

JBuilding,
KXCHAN 03-JHj
©ft
STREET
juleodiy

EVENINGS

UNTIL

CHRISTMAS.

CO.,

STREiEiT.
4lw

price $1.25

former

English Silesia 12 1-2 cents,,
Lining Cambrics 3 cents,

former price 17 cents
former price 6 cents

46 inch

Serges 59 cents,
Striped Cloakings 98 cents,

former price 75 cents
former price $1.25

White Lawn 8 cents,

former price 15 cents

ETTA M. OWEN &
o88

Dissolution.
fjlHK co-partnership
J.

heretofore existing

„

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

GERMAN COLOGNE.

547

j

u»18

oedftwlj

C47 Congress St.

Gold
Pens,
Toot Picks, etc.
of

GEO. F. DUNCAN.
HENRY E. DUN*IAN,
FitANK. H. LITTLE.

Congress Street,

ij*dW Solid Gold
Waltham & Elgiu, $25,

Watches,

28, 30.

Pencils,
thP

UNION
uom-

'pavv
ti'v.insukanck
t*AN ypmhrnw

among ofnpr!*.
Lift!, Ordinary Idle witlr an Ordinary
Adjusted
*,>r
T'nr!*’
limited Kayr.TJTE
;aent Pw
Life andy?
Kndowmeut.s.

deejadlw

□OYNTO

eodu

BOYNTON,

un-

tier tile Arm uame of DUNCAN BROTH
ERS ec 0-, and coniDOsrd of Geo. F. Duncan,
Henry E Duucan and Frank H. LHtie. is this
day dissolved bv niutu .l consent. Goo. F. Duncan and Henry E. Duncan retiring.
1 ne business will be continued as
heretofore at
the
same location, uuder the ttnn
name of F.
H.
LITTLE & CO by the remaining panner, f"
H Little, who wi I receive all assets and assume all the liabilities of said Duncan
Brothers
& Co.

„

CO.,

Congress Street.

Portland, Me., Dec. 5.1B01.

FOR CHRI8TIV8AS

Si*5iiotter!>eck & Foss

time.

Clothiug House,

Colored Velvets 98 cents,

_

!
j
i

oue

SOME OF OUR SEUMODTPRl®

CARDS.

P'almoutli Hotel.

Koowa it and 4, J oaf

<

upwards at

CONGRESS
aec9_

dec8

STEVENS &, JONES COMPANY,
Under

Loan

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

Portland Council It. & S. M.

or

482

Lino of

an* »n«» leather run cms.

Parties wishing to
In large or small amounts.
build can be accomodated.

A.

to

___

DOTEM,

and

given

purchasing goods to the amount of

One Price Spot Cash

_

A. R. & £. A.

be

WBay Be Found

CS-3EJO. 0„

A

will

IRA F. CLARK &

CO
■

IMPROVED

a Uu Ui LJ

Monument

rafi

"The Boston and Maine Directory has
been filled to the satisfaction, it is
A PERFECT FIT IS 8UARAHTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE OR MONEY REFUNDED.
We would call speoiel attention to our
thought, of tlie interest which runs the
road. Of course, those people who think
they see a change for the better are at
RAD.
By their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA can be retained.
periect liberty to do so. but there are
others who think differently. To be sure,
the incoming directors represent a large
amount of capital, but what else do they
Do they represent, for in- Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,
represent?
Portland, Me
stance, conservatism, or more than nominal ownership?
Will the speculative
character of the management be redeemed?
It is rather to be teared that that it will
not.”—[Commercial Bulletin.
The recently elected board of directors
of the Boston & Maine Railroad met on
C
f
WE HAVE THE FINEST LINE OF
U

Soldiers’

of

.

SB
CO

Of every kind.

n vr

Photograph

$10.00 worth

now

n

SATURDAY, DEC. 12,

customers

Boston A’ Maine.

of ours

Portland Council, It. & S. M elected the
following officers last night:
3.1. M.—Charles E. Snow.
I). M.—Edwin F. Vose.
P. C. of \V.—S. O. Shaw.
Treas.—Loader W. Fobes.
Keeorder—Chas. \). Smith.
C. of 6.—Chas. M. Pierce.
C. of C. -Edwin ti. .Jackson.
Committee of finance—Stephen Berrv
Coavers 0. Lsach, Millard F. Hicks.

Dress

Leather Goods,

Crib Blankets,

guest.

as a

rad just had his man put his lawn in fine
>rder. when oce of these aiivertisiriar fiomis
same along and scattered his unsightly
icrans all over the place.
Housekeepers
ire in despair, for after sweeping one waik
ill the contents of the gutters are blown
iver the sidewalks.
It is a disgrace to a city like ours, and I
sever saw it so bad.
This littering up
with pacers!
Horses are of leu badiy
frightened by the blowing about of paper
n the streets.
Then there are the sidewalks in front of onr provision and confectionary store?. It is positively siekenng to walk down Congress street and the
lower part of Free street. If the occupants
)l' such stores cannot take the trouble to
wash their sidewalks they might surely
uveep them, aud it the police would iuiuce some of the expectorating crowd in
front of some of our hotels to “move on.”
_

t

undecorated,

Wrapper Blanket

Captain Couch’s Dinner Party.
The Sarnia is to satl today noon. Last
evening Captain Couch gave a dinner party
to about forty-five of his friends, most of
them from Free
street chnrcb, where
Captain Couch always attends when he is
in this port.
The tables in the broad
dining room of the Sarnia were spread
with the best the ship afforded—which is
saying considerable. Capt. Couch welcomed his guests in a few well-chosen
words, after which Rev. B. L. Whitman
asked the blessing.
At the close of the
dinner Mr. Whitman moved a vote of
thanks to Capt. Couch, and the same was
adopted with hearty unanimity. Following came a brief programme of music and
reading participated m by Mrs. Theodore
Johnson, Miss Elizabeth King, Mrs. De
Garmo and Miss Elizabeth C. Hinds.
Captain Couch is himself an accomplished
elocutionist, and entertained his guests
with the rendering of one of his favorite
pieces, descriptive of the life boat’s perils.
Capt. Gibson, of the Oregon, was present.

Hatch.

a

Why do wecall this an Mvertising Sale?

It is a well known tact that it is not ot any use to artvar-

Fancy Baskets,

Towels,

Uttering the Street*.
To the Editor of the Press:
I think if “The Man About Town’’ of
;he Argus should drop that eye glass of his
le would see more than he aow does. Every
tutter is filled with all manner of papers,
with occasionally au old hat or shoe thrown
n for variety.
I was walking on the westjrly side of Lincoln Park not long since
md were in plain sight was a dirty old
:ast-ofi boot—a man’s boot.
Look at the
sidewalks nod gutters at the lower part of
Pree street, to the outrageous condition of
Srown street, where all manner of wrapling paper and pasteboard is thrown.
I'his street is the nuisance of the advortisng papers and cards, sown broadcast. It
was

In

Sets,

He was bom in Litchfield and at the age
>f sixteen years enlisted for the war. He
was a member of the Sagadahoc Gun Club
ind of Dunlap Commaudery.

International

10*4,

Doylies,

Bath, December 14.—Yesterday afterAugustine Hatch, who for twentyive years has been a leading photographer
iere, died at the age of forty-six years.

Webster’s New

Celluloid Goods,

Cloths,

noon

CHRISTMAS GIFT.

Cloakings,

Cloths,

Pierce,

Augustine

Baskets,

Napkins,

CONGOBD, N. H , December 14.—Hon.
ToslaU Miuoti died this afternoon aged 73.
He was a well known lawyer, one of his
aw partners being ex-President Franklin

M,w&Ftt

displayed, comprising

Damask,

Hon. Josiah Minoit.

Company,

for Christmas the finest vari-

Shawls,

Covers,

E.

at the Second

CO.

Goods in all grades, Silks in Colors and Black.

To the Editor of the Press:
Last Friday afternoon the many friends
rf Mrs. Mary A. (Parker) Libby, wife of
Mr. BeDjamtn Llhby, were made to realize
the loss they had sustained in her translation from this, to the new life of which she
had so strong a hope. Her quiet, pleasant,
imposition, ready to assist others in time
)f trouble, especially endeared her to a
targe circle of friends and acquaintances
who desire to extend their heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved husband, sou and
laughter in this their sad affliction.
Funeral services this afternoon, at 2
j'olock, from her late residence, No. 98
•
*
Clark street.

Rectal

1

ety

Mrs. Mary A. Libby.

Capital cases.46 Expiration of the

6

We have

OBITUARY.

The

Polypo.

C,

S.

Open!

MILLETT, EVANS &

The delegation from this city who went
to Minneapolis representing the societies
of Christian Eudeaver at the convention in
that city, entertained a large number of
members of the society in the vestry of the
Second Parish church last evening,
A
bountiful supper was served, after which
the following toasts were responded to:
"The Journey Out,” responded toby Miss
Elizabeth Fogg; "Doings in Car No. 3,”
responded to by W. H. Pennell in a letter,
Mr. Pennell being unable to be present;
"Experiences at Niagara,” responded to by
Mr. W. J Knight; "Other Experiences at
Niagara,” responded to by Miss Sadie
Knight; “Pleasant People Met,” responded to by Miss Oertrude Burrowes; "Andrew Presbyterian Church, Minneapolis,”
responded to by Mrs. J. F. Hawfces;
"Pranks at the Victoria,” Mr. Oscar Hunt;
“The Journey Home,” Mr. Frederick W.
Small; "Odds and Ends,” Miss C. F. Libby. Mr. Arthur Leach acted as toastmaster. A letter of regret was read from Rev.
Mr. Brokaw.
Remarks by Rev. W. W. Sleeper of
Stoneham, Mass., and others, and musical
selections closed the evening.

Any case that has been under medical
treatment for three months and no relief we will carry free of expense, with
Hurdoek’s Liquid Food until cared or
made better.

ii
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Now

Evening.

ARTHUR J. PUR8ELL.

Recto.

The joint special committee of ti>o city
council, appointed at the last meeting t:>
consider the various propositions of the
Portland & Rochester railroad in regard to
land transactions with the city, met yesterday at the Portland & Rochester station.
There were present Aldermeu Clark and
Birnie, Councilmen Kehoe and Prince and
President Wescott,
the City Solicitor.
Treasurer Conant and Superintendent
In Mr.
Peters represented the railroad.
Conaut’s office plans of the proposed new
location of the road from Deering bridge
to the Grand Trunk bridge were to be seen.
Mr. Wescott pointed out the two lots which
the company wished to secure from the
city, one at tho foot of Hanover street, the
now open
other on the Eistern Promenade.
A special train was then taken and the
of we have ever
party went to the Rochester coal wharf.
Mr. Wescott explained that the company
wisehd to change their present tormiuus by
putting in a Y, commencing at the draw of
the Grand Trunk bridge and running in in
the rear of the transfer station to the slope
of the Promenade, into which a cut of
about 52 feet will be required. This cut
will run along the shore of the cove, com
ing out to the present line under Tukey’s
bridge. Of this slope, the railroad people
own all but about 16,000 square feet, which Table
6-4, 8-4,
is the city’s property aud which it is deChinelle and Raw Silk,
sired to purchase.
This place was looked over and the party
then went to the foot of Hanover street to Table
view the lot there. This a strip 260 feet
lcng and 100 wide, lying across the foot of
the street, about half on each side. The
railroad company own land on each side of Tray
it and desire to complete their right of way.
From Hanover street the train ran slowly Fa and Ma
out over the new extension to the corner of
St. John street, where the proposed Wash- 5 O’clock Covers,
burn and Longfellow avenues were examined, as well as the knoll in the city held
from which gravel may be taken to [fill the
Fringed Table Sets,
fiats.
On the return trip the partyjwalked over
the old Portland & Kennebec embankment, Hemstitched Table
looking at the sewer and the fiats which
Cardinal Table Covers,
are to be filled.
When (the train reached
the railroad station a formal {meeting was
held In the car and Alderman Clark, Couucilmen Randall and Kehoe were appointed
TtlanbAfa.
a sub-committee to consider the price to be
put upon the lots.

There is a locomotive engineer whose
Is not exactly Poor, but near enough
that name for the purpose of this story.
He lives in Portland, and had a queer experience the other night.
Mr. “Poor’'
runs a freight train and arrives la the
city
every other night, reaching his boarding
house at about 11 o’clock. Ho is
generally
the last man to come Into the house, and it
is an understood thing that ho is to turn
out a hall lamp as he comes in and ascend
to his room which is two flights
up, in
darkness. The other night he went up one
flight of stairs and noticed he had loft the
lamp burning. He went down again and
turned the light out,
then went
up
stairs again. This raado his two flights,
and he turned into the room at the head of
the stairs, which was situated on the second
floor, as his own was on the third. Without striking a light, as he thought he knew
the room perfectly, Mr. “Poor” commenced
to disrobe making as little noise as possible. In the process ho made a jingle of
loose coins In his pockets and instantly
the Philistines were upon him.
He was
whacked twice over the bead, half choked
to death, thrown down and jumped on and
finally thrown in a corner with a speed of
about forty miles a minute.
Mr “Poor”
is a small man, but he is tough and well
seasoned and he stood up in a second and
grappled with the supposed buglar. After
a fierce struggle In which the furniture of
the room was wrecked and the whole house
awakened, the landlord burst the door in
and with a lamp in his hand showed Mr.
“Poor” sitting on the man who roomed helow him, with his hands closely locked
about his fellow-boarder’s throat.
In a few minutes Mr. "Poor” went up
another flight of stairs to his own room,
and sat down and thought that tome people
sometimes made mistakes.
name
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City Government Committee Rode Over
tl<o Portland & Rochester Property.

Otliei; by

Mistake in the Dark.
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Make the boy hapoy by buy*
ing oneof my $8 Waltham
i Watches for him.
l
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THE WHEELS IN MOTION.

state has contributed to

Congress

has

B'guu its Work of

Making

our

Laws.

Mr. Wellman Thinks the Men Who Compose the Legislative

Body

More Interest-

ing Than Tlieir Official Doings—Personal
Gossip About Congressmen and Others.

Mr. F.

[Special Correspondence.]
Washington, Dec. 10.—The congres
lional wheels are again in motion, but
nothing in the whole legislative machine
is so interesting as the men who make it
go and who are a part of it. As one sits
in the gallery and looks down upon the
400 men who are here to make the nation’s laws he discerns so many interesting figures, so many great careers, so
many individuals about whom gossip
and story cluster, that he hardly knows
where to choose his subjects. I see one
bright young man, with a face like that
of a god and a smile that would win the
heart of a child or woman, in whom I
take a good deal of interest. His name
is Bryan, and he comes from Nebraska,
where he is a lawyer, who has been sent
to congress for his first term. I want to
watch Mr. Bryan as a type. He has
been in Washington more than a week,
and took an active part in the speakership contest. In that struggle he learned
what seemed to be a revelation to him—

STORY, Augusta, Ms.

Please Listen to an Old

Soldier,

FORTY YEARS A SUFFERER
AND

NOW
If

X

CURED.

allowed to judge others by
that everybody can be
cured, if you only use the proper remedy.
I have, during my many years' suffering,
tried a great many different kinds of
medicine, and have also employed good
Physicians. Would get relief for a short
time, but could not seem to get permanently cnred until I usedGroder’s Botanic
Dyspepsia Syrnp, then at once X noticed
a change.
In the first place, it regulated
my constipation trouble, and in a short
time my stomach began to
perform its
work. My food digested,
my headache
disappeared, and all the rest of my
am

myself,

I

say

troubles,

such as Sour Stomach. Heart.
of the Heart, NerBloating Spells, Kidney Complaint, sharp Pleurisy Pains all through
my body. X am now, as you can see, in
good flesh, and healthy, thanks to Groder’s

burn, Palpitation
vousness,

Syrup.

r

nil fir

OIIR faith in
the medicine.

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $0.00, and guarantee
that m case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Head guaranty

with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, tree from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless hearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE

COMPANY,

Sore Throat

Lameness
Sore

Sorenas€/| O*.
i

EBr

A VI

Cu
w

Piles
Female

Complaints*f
Rheumatism
AND ALL

Inflammation
only
Sold

larcrplv

A nrTM

-—.~

B

*

is

In our

own bottle*, All
druggists.
POND'S EXTBAGT CO.,765th*i*MN.Y.

POM'S

.EXTRACT

coCINTMENT.
It’s remarkable specific)

action upon the affected parts
gives it supremo control over
Piles, however severe.
Also for Bums,
Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum &c.
Testimonials from all classes
prove its efficacy. Price BOc.
Sold by all Druggists or sent
by mail
on receipt of price. Put up onlv bv
•

POND'S EXTRACT CO., 78 6th Ave., N. t
nov7
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made up of lying, duplicity, insincerity, he knows. He
always eats at the same
two facedness, treachery'.
table in the senate restaurant, and alMr. Bryan is an honest young man,
ways the same thing. When he goes out
fresh from the boundless prairies of the for a little bitters
to ward off the mawest, and this discovery amazed and ap- laria of this
Washington
climate, as
palled him. “If this is national politics,” most of the senators do, he always stands
he said, “I think I will go back home in
one particular place and
adheres
and stay there. I don’t think I want to
to one brand of medicine. At
strictly
engage in politics of this kind.” “Oh,” home he has one chair dedicated to his
said an old member, “you will get acown use, and when it is occupied by
customed to it after a time, and I vensome one he stands.
ture to predict that when the next speakHere is old Senator Morrill with us
ership contest comes on you will be as again. The senate chamber would not
smart and adroit as any of them.”
“If look natural
without this fine old head
I thought I would be brought down to
and those studiously bent shoulders.
the sort of duplicity that I have seen
Mr. Morrill is now the oldest man in
here,” said Mr. Bryan, “I would this day
congress, being nearly eighty-two. An
go and resign my seat in the house and
interesting meeting took place in the
take the first train out of Washington.”
senate chamber yesterday.
Senator
Now, I liked that reply, and this young Coke took over to the aristocratic end of
man is worth watching.
Which do you the
Capitol tall, lusty, western looking
think is the better prophet, the old mem- j Mr.
;
Bailey, a new member from the
ber who knows something of the influLone Star State and introduced him to
ences exerted by public life at the na! Senator Morrill Extremes met in this
tional capital, or the young man from
instance, for Morrill is the oldest and
the prairies?
Bailey the youngest man in congress.
Another interesting young man is the The difference between their
ages is
much talked of Sherman Hoar, of Mas- more than half a
century, or fifty-three
sachusetts. Everybody expects to find
years.
this 6cion of a rich and aristocratic famThe question much mooted in Washily somewhat aristocratic himself. But ington, Can a congressman ride a bicycle
he isn’t.
He has already established and
preserve his dignity? has been sethimself as one of the popular men of tled in the affirmative. Two of the
He mixes with the wild
congress.
brightest and most promising of the new
westerners, the Tammany chaps from members of the house—Johnson of
the metropolis, the lusty fellows from
Cleveland, and Owen Scott of Bloom+Via frrAftfc nnrf.hwAftf. a a rAnrlilv a a with
ington, His.—brought their wheels with
the college bred men from his own sec- them when
they came to Washington,
tion. He has a hearty handshake and a and
may be seen any fine day rolling up
rl
aJm
good story for every one. He looks like
w
a young farmer as much as anything
and from the Capitol. Other congresselse, and now that his congressional dis- men are talking of indulging in the same
trict has been enlarged to take in several
luxury, and the day may come when, if
rural counties 1 imagine he is trying to we
speak of the wheels of legislation, it
become a confirmed and accepted agri- will be
necessary to pause and explain
culturist. In this connection a clever whether wheels within
wheels or wheels
story is told by Mr. Hoar himself. He tandem and rubber tired are meant.
was out in the fields one day driving the
The Taylors we always have with us.
hay wagon for the laborers on his fa- It is becoming one of the standing jokes
ther’s farm. He was attired in a flannel at the national
capital that a house of
shirt and an old straw hat which he had
representatives without five or six Taypicked up somewhere, and looked for all lors in it would be an indication that the
the world like a farmer himself. The universal
cataclysm was approaching.
men sent him with a light wagon after
In the last congress there were four Taysome tools, and while on this errand he
lors—one from Tennessee, one from Illiwas accosted by one of the professors of
nois and two from Ohio. Now we have
the divinity school near by.
five, all that were in the last house, with
“My good man,” said the teacher of one more from Ohio. An odd
thing
divinity, “cawn’t you drive me up to the about it is that the three Ohio Taylors—
railway station? I have to catch a train, Ezra B., John D. and Vincent A.—come
and me carriage has not come. Please from
adjoining districts, are all Repubdo, now; that’s a good fellow.” The licans, and no two of them are of the
young congressman told him to jump in. same family.
Walter Wellman.
On the way to the station the minister
prated of the beauties of rural life.
WIT AND WISDOM.
“Oh, the lovely flowers,” he exclaimed;
“how I love flowers. My good man, I
Minister—I think we shculd have congregasuppose you are so accustomed to the
beautiful flowers of the field, as you tional singing.
Organist -Then we must have a new organ.
pass them in your daily toil, that you do
“Why so?”
not take any notice of them whatevah.”
“This instrument is n’t powerful enough to
“Oh, yes; I notice them once in awhile,” drown’em out.”—New York Weekiy.
said young Hoar, with difficulty supIf you wish a fine head of hair of a natural
pressing his merriment. A little farther hue use Hall’s Hair Reuewer.
on Mr. Hoar’s sister was met in the road,
In one of the aristocratic mansions of the
driving a dog cart. Of course she bowed
Salm German met otrnau announced
Faubourg
and smiled to her brother and Mr. Hoar “Monsieur le Baron Lefevre.”
lifted his hat to her. The teacher of ft* Why do you style me baron? I am not a
bar n.”
divinity went into ecstacies. “Oh, how
“Oh! that is not meant for you, monsieur, but
lovely! how beautiful!” he exclaimed; for tue company.”—Le Petit Journal.
“what charming simplicity, what a com“A Cod-send is Ely’s Cream Salm. I
mentary on the freedom of social insti- had catarrh for three years. Two or three
tutions in America, when the lady of the times a week
my nose would bleed. I thought
town bows to the rustic of the field.”
he sores would never heal Your Balm has
This was too much for young Mr. Hoar, cured me.”—Mrs. M. A. Jackson,
Portsmouth,
and as a result of the laughter which he N. H.
was unable longer to suppress, it was
A Western minister, who is not always so
Tipcpssarv for him t.n rpvpnl hia iiipnfi+v

Hours respectfully,
F. Story, Augusta, Me.
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days. The
One of Mr. Blaine’s favorite walks is
to the magnificent new house which his
friend, Senator Hale, has just occupied,
but a few blocks from Mr. Blaine’s own
residence. Another walk which Mr.
Blaine often takes is to the house of
John R. McLean, three squares from the
Red House, as the home of the secretary
of state is popularly called in Washington. Now that Congressman Hitt is
back in Washington, a third house has
been added to Mr. Blaine’s list, and as
often as not he takes in all three of them
in one stroll. So far as I can ascertain,
these three are about the only families
in town with which he keeps up any continued and familiar intercourse.
Senator Palmer, of Illinois, is one of
the most interesting of all the new men
in congress. He has already become a
prime favorite with everybody about the
Capitol. He is a good deal such a man
as Mr. Thurman was—plain, kindly, approachable and as fall of good humor as
his old skin can stick. He has one remarkable characteristic, and that is a
love for locality. Having become attached to one particular seat in the senate chamber, I suppose if General Palmer
were to live fifty years, and remain in
the senate all that time, nothing could
induce him to give up this seat. When
he gets in the habit of hanging his coat
on a particular peg that peg takes such
hold of him that if the peg were to be
removed he would think a bright page
had been tom out of his life’s history.
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Congress

Street.

Gentlemen's Solid Silver Stem Wind•

log

Walth
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and

Elgin Watches,

$10,911. 91‘5* $15 & 920.
BB ATE FCI.—COMFORTING.

Eipps’s Cocoa.
BREAKFAST.
“Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a cafefui application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps Lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavoured beverage which may save us many
heavy doctors’ blils. It is by ihe judicious use

of sucb articles of diet that a cosstltutioo may
be gradually built up until strong enough to
resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds
of subtle maladies are floating around us ready
to attack wherever there is a weak point.
We
may escape many a fatal shall by keeping ourselves welt fortifled with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—''ClvU. Service
Gazette."
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Bold
by 'Irocers. labelled thus
m
J*MBS
El PS A Cd,, Uomirnnniliic
Cheat(■>«, Laavun, *c»g.
feb7S<ST&w.y

IRmPfoNT
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547 CotrgreRS St.

Silver Ficfnre Frames for Card and
Cabinet ^holographs, all the latest

styles.
dec lk
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“If I can get this story in circulation
among the farmers of my district,” says
Mr. Hoar, “I shall have no difficulty in
winning a re-election.”
Speaking of this aristocratic New
England family reminds me that I saw
in the senate corridor the other day a
pair of fine lads from New England,
walking arm in arm to look for their
fathers. Each of these boys is the son of a
senator and the grandson of a senator.
The father of one is Senator Hale, of
Maine, and of the other Senator Chandler,
of New Hampshire. The grandfather of
young Hale was Senator Zack Chandler,
of Michigan, and the grandfather of
young Chandler was the famous Senator
John P. Hale, of New Hampshire. The
name of one lad is Chandler Hale, and
of the other Hale Chandler. About a
quarter of a century hence I expect to
see both of them members of the body
of which their fathers and grandfathers
wrere members before them.
Why it is that the state of Maine always manages to make herself felt so
strongly in the two houses of congress is
a mystery to me.
Perhaps it is because
a man who gets to the front in that state
is permitted to remain there long enough
to accomplish something. Those good old
Yankees of Maine have a way of building a man up instead of tearing him
down. Hook at the names that far away
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ing and practice go together, |was lately telling
«ome friends a story
it was a large

f adventure
story *nd the minister’s little
10 year old girl was listening to It very intently
When he finished she fastened her eyes upon
lather s f ice and said very gravely:
••Is that t up, Or are you pi eachlng now, papa.

—Argonaut.

_

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a perfect cure for scrofula, that dreaded taint in the human system.
Paradoxical.
Dukane—This world is full of paradoxes, old
man.

Gaswell—Have you discovered a new one?
Dukane—Yes; during the holldav season a
retail store succeeds best when the counter
attractions are

Telegraph.

greatest.—Pittsburg Chronicle-

I was so much troubled with catarrh it seriously affec ed my voice. One botile of Ely’s
Cream Balm did the work. My voice is fully
restored.—B. F. Liepsner, A. M., Pastor of the
Olivet Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

Very Absent Minded.
Jinks—Well, I swan! I

am the most absent
mluded person alive!
Buiks—What’s wrong now?
Jinks—When I went Into that rest an rant, I
ou this umbrella iu the corner with a lot of
others, aud I’m hanged if I hare not come away
without taking abetter one by mistake.—Grip.

If your lung trouble is of scrofulous
cyer’s Sarsaparilla will cure you.
She—I

origin

never thought, Harry, that
you could
changed toward me as you have. You
used to say I was pure gold.
He—Yes, hut you oust remember that the
lasting qualities of pure golu are not remarkahle.-Boston Transcript.

Have

Considerations of cleanliness and

Standard Clothing

econ-

omy demand a few words on carpets and
rugs. It one has any desire to keep a carpet fresh looking and whole for afiy
length of time something more should be
done than mere scrapiDg with a broom. It
is well before sweeping to throw on the
floor either salt or waste tea leaves. This
should be done some four or five minutes
before commencing to sweep. Coarse
brooms will cot a carpet, and although imperceptible at first, it will at length show
its ravages in the

largely increased

no means

surprising.

It is unnecessary for ns to tell one that a
carpet lining, be It of newspaper or cottonbatting, greatly saves the wear of a carpet and prevents the accumulating dust in
the cracks nf the floor from rising and injuring it. In cleaning a badly soiled carpet, great precaution should be used. Brussels tapestries, Wiltons or velvet carpets
may be cleaned with ox-gal), one pint to a
pail of water. An ordinary scrubbingbru'h should be used, and afterwards the
carpet should be vigorously rubbed with a
coarse cloth; fresh water should then be

applied.

Before commencing the above operations

tue carpet snouiu oe ueaien tin wen

Company.

What is

Our Special Clearance
Sale of Men’s andBoys’
Suits increases
with
every day.

num-

ber of shreds or sprouts, especially if the
carpet be a pile fabric.
A corn broom soaked in water Is renddered tougn and pliable, and Is less liable
to cut then in Its ordinary condition. An
ordinary clothes-brurh or shoe-brush is
best adapted to fine carpets. When carpets are very dirty they should be cleaned
by beating and shaking. The usual May
beating Is geneially enough fora carpet in
ordinary wear, but no law can be laid
down upon this subject. If a carpet is
much used aod exceedingly dusty, more
shaking or beating Is required than were
it seldom worn. A dirty carpet literally
infects a room. If you consider the enormous quantity of organic matter from the
feet of people treading upon it, this Is by

ireea

from dust, and stretched and nailed firmly to the floor. It should be wiped perfectly dry. A small portion only of this should
be done at a time, and a warm sunny day,
when drying will be rapid, should be selected for the work. A carpet treated in
this manner will be greatly refreshed in
its colorings. Ingrain carpets will scarcely
bear the scouring without becoming so
very soft that they will become almost immediately soiled again. This may in some
measure be prevented by brushing them
over with a hot, weak solution of size in
water, to which a little alum has been aaded.
Curd soap, dissolved in hot water, may
be used instead of ox-gall, but it is more
liable to injure the colors if they are proWhen there are
duced by false dyes.
spots of grease on the carpet they should
be covered with curd soap, dissolved in
boiling water and rubbed with a brush until the stains are removed, when the carpet must be cleaned with warm water as
nefore. The addition of a little gall to the
soap renders it more efficacious. Some persons use a mixture of soap, fuller’s earth
and turpentine.
To remove spots of sugar glue, blood, albumen, from dyed tissues of wool, simply
washing with water is generally sufficient.
For spots of grease, soap-water or ammonia
For varnish, resins, etc., turpentine, benzine; then soap. For tallow, alcohol 95
For vegetable, wiue and fruit
degrees.
stains and red ink wash with warm soap
water or ammonia. For rust and black ink,
repeated washings with citric acid, if the
color is well dyed; weak muriatic acid, if
the wool Is of the natural color. For lime,
lyes or alkalies, weak nitric acid, poured
drop by drop, and rub with the fingers the
spot previously moistened. For acids, vinegar, fruit acids or mold. ammoDia, more
or less weak according to the tissue and
color. For tar and wagon grease, rub
with pumice stone, then soap, then let it
stand; wash alternately with turpentine
and water.—Housekeeper.
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THE CABE OF CABPET8

many more in the earlier
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the home.

history: Blaine,

Morrill, Fessenden, Hamlin, Reed and

OLD RECIPES.

New rules have not always the value of
those which have borne the test of many a
Some of those reliable
baking day.
metbods are given below.
Apple Pudding—Have two quarts of
quarieret* sour apples; piu mem
pan with half a pint of water
and a grating of nutmeg and set on the
stove.
Now sift one pint of flour, two
Milieu auu
in a stew

Our Suits at the prices
make very acceptable

Christmas gifts.
There are important
things to be stated about
the clothing-selling now
being carried forward
here. Prices have been
without
precedent for
cheapness, upon lots of
remarkable
magnitude.
“People say” this is unwill
healthy,
buyers
in
expect everything

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance.

for

It is

a

harmless substitute

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
Its guarantee is thirty years* use by

It is Pleasant.

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Diarrhoea

cures

and Wind Colic.

Castoria relieves

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.
"Castoria Is

Castoria.

excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.
an

"
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day Is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
Interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Do. J. F. Kincheuoe,
Conway, Ark.

The Centaur

Company,

ws /-v

“

Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T.
"

Our physicians in the children’s departspoken highly of their experience In their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it."
United Hospital and Dispensary,
ment have

Boston, Hass.
Allen 0. Surra, Pres.,

T7 Murray Street, New York

City,

ecll

dlawTIy
Jewel Cases,
Lap Tablets,
Letter ases.

LORING,

Paper Cutters
SCONCES,
Stationery

Mirrors,

SHORT &

in

Manicure sets.
Music Rolls,
Novelties in

Sterling,

albums,
Pocketbooks,
Silver Mounted,
Playing Cards,
Photo Frames,
Purses,

Whist Prizes,
Writing Folios.

Thermometers,
Tra\ elino Bags,
Work Boxes,

oto-

HARMON,

Boxes,

Scrap Books.
shaving Sets,
Triplicate
mirrors,

Prayer Books,

Whist

Counters,

HOLIDAY NOVELTIES,
Auto Aubums,
Cabd Cases,
BVERY effort has been
Celluloid
Albums,
Brush and
Novelties, u made this year to
m
jm m
jm
Comb Sets, Dressino
secure three desirable
&
4
m^m
**■
Cases results la our assortBronzes,
Backgammon
meat.
Diaries,
Boards, Dictionary
n
011
Book Racks,
Stands,The Newest,
I.HflfTTP C MfOOT
UUIItlOjtl
ulluoli
The
Best.
Bibles,
Dominoes,
The Most
Booklets, Fine Memo.
Collar and
Books, Moderate
Cuff Boxes. Fountain Pens,
Priced
AnoncTmu
Cribbage
VrrUXllli
Fans,
that the market atBoards, Family Bibles,
Card Sets,
Goods in
forded.
The full as
Christmas
Sterling,sortraent is ready for PhaRIo TTaika
JliCUIO IlUllou*
Cards, Gold Pens,
your inspection.
Cigar Oases
Band Bags,
inkstands.
Candlesticks,
dec!2
dtf

small teaspoonfuls of baking powder, onehalt teaspoonful of salt, a teaspoonful of
OR
sugar and mix quickly with nearly one cno
of sweet milk.
Roll out the dough to fit
the sauce pau and put it over the apples,
cover tightly and set the pan where It will
cook half an hour constantly but not
Be sure that the apples were
violently.
boiliDg when the crust wa3 laid over as
that ensures the lightness.
Serve with a
molasses sauce.
For the sauce boll together for threequarters of an hour one cup of water and
one-half cup of molasses.
Mix two tablespoonfuls of corn starch with four of
water and one of vinegar.
Stir this
mixture iuto the boiling molasses and waAdd two tablespoonfuls of batter and
ter.
simmer for fifteen minutes longer.
The
saDce should be started before the pudding
is made as the latter should be served as
soon as done.
Cream Pie—Two eggs, two-thirds cup
of sugar, a heaping tablespoonful of butter,
three tabtesponnfuls of milk, one cup of
Ne Pins Ultra Piano Collection.
flour, one and one-half teaspoonfuls of
160 pages. Brilliant but easy pieces
1.
baking powder. Bake in two layers.
Pins Ultra Ballad Collection.
Ne
For the cream, boil three-quarters of a
160 pages. Latest and best songs.
cup of milk and one-half cup of sugar together. Mix a tablespoonful of corn starch Ne Pins Ultra Somr and Chorns Coll’n.
Each song has a ringing chorus.
in a little cold milk and add a beaten egg,
put in also a tablespoonful of butter and
Ne Plus Ultra Dance Collection.
when the milk and sugar boil pour it over
Every style of dance music; uot difficult.
the cornstarch, egg and butter and stir
All these books me large sheet music »ize
rapidly. Flavor when cool and spread be- ANY VOLUME SENT POSTPAID FOR 50c.
tween the cakes.
OLIVER DIfSON COMPANY. Bn<ton.
Steamed Brown Bread-One cap of
jly7
Tu&Fri&wly
molasses, two cups of sour milk, one cap
of water and one rounding teaspoonfnl of
soda, one and one-half cups of Indian meal,
one and one-half cups of rye meal, one cup
of flour. Steam three hours and bake onehalf hour.
It Is a thin mixture but is all
right when cooked, according to the authority who gives it.
Hrnnich au.l Bach, Vinson a nd Hamlin
Molasses Gingerdread—Put together
■ vers and Pond, Vose and
one cup molasses, one half cup sour milk,
Huns, Jacob
Brothers,
one-half teaspoonful of salt and one teasnnnnful trinarer.
Add also a rnnndlntr
PIANOS.
tablespoonful of butter melted and a teaWe
In
stock
the Mason and Risch Vocallloa
carry
spoonful of soda dissolved in a little cold for churches,
halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox an
vratpr.
Add two cups of flour and beat
whilo
uu.iiis, ana me Mason auU
Pour the mixture into a drip- Hamlin,acu-uia>iup
quickly.
Wilcox and white, and Packard Parlor
and
bake
twenty minutes.
Eat
ping pan
Organs. Send for catalogue and terms.
whilefresh.
Cinnamon Buns—Reserve one quart of
CRESSEY * JONES,
dough from the bread and work In a cup
of sugar and two tablespoonfuls of butter 394 ( onurru Street, Portland, lHaine
and roll half an inch thick; cut into buns,
oppobitk city
ball,
ap2l
eodly
spread with sugar and cinnamon and let
rise before baking.—N. E. Farmer.

CHRISTMAS._

Ditson

s
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Music Books.
Latest Series! Jost Med I

DECKER

BROTHER'S

Before placing yonr Life Insurance
In Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to he UNION MUTUAL
LIKE INSURANCE COMPANY for
phamplets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

FURS.

FURS.
FURS.
Yon ought to purchase Ih m
where yon can get a flue st^cn
to select from. Don’t wait until they have been picked over.

Onr prices are just as low now
they will be later. Come in

as

and

see

rur.a.

what

we

we van

havo to

see

in

uiieresi

you u
It won’t,

you are ready to buy.
do yon any hirm to see ear

stock.
We cat those large Collars of
Far and do all kinds of making
and

repairing.
—

rERRY,
337
dec5

Middle

Street.
eodtl

Congress St,

ality.

Van

asdust, Used-to-be &
Co., say, stick to the good
old ways, buy and sell
in the regular fashion and
you will do better.
Haven’t you seen—you
man of middle age or less
—hundreds
of worthy
business men stranded
on the sand3 of trade,
wrecked, left high and
dry when the tide went
out just because they
confined their horizon to
the rim of a dime?
Times change.
Woe
betide the
man
too
stupid to change with
them. These great sales
unusual movements are
perfectly natural. They
are because they ought
to be. The abnormal is
normal. You, the public,
fail of your rights if you
do not get the gains from
the vicissitudes of trade.
And why?
Simply because in the trade
revolution you have stepped
forward two long strides.
FIRST. You stood in the

jobbers place. SECOND

—You stand in the Com^

wi mm aw

1

n

face

to face with the
great retailer and manufacturer who buys cloth
and trimmings
direct
from the mills that produce them, for cost and
offer the finished garment to you to wear,, at
prices that are a small
per cent, over cost of
While the Frieze Ulsters and fine overcoats
are saying“farewell” and
there are lots of them
every day, the $12 Putnam hair line sack Suits
have gone down to $8
and selling rapidly; size
37 to
44.
Standard
Cheviot Suits, fast black
can be bought for $8. A
lot of fine blue mixed
Cassimere Sack Suits,
Men’s sizes, are going at

$12.
Lots of frock suits
that were $15 and $18
can be had today for 10
and $12.
In Boys’ nice All Wool
TTriod
AM WW V#

A

Gnita

WMb V

«

VU)

1

A

+■
V VI

ui U

$3.50 that have been $5,
$6.50 and $8.
Our

“Rugby*’ Suit
$5.00 is deserving
special mention, one
things

of the

and

at
of
of
best

day.

The Boys’ Cape Overcoat at $1.75, 2.25,3.50,
5 and 6.50 are not to be
duplicated at the price.
We might mention big bargains also in
Boys’ Hats, Caps, Knee Pants. Long Pants
Jersey Suits, Dre<s Suits, Best Suits and

oth**r desirable things for Bovs
are

having

IJM
/
/

The Non-Forfeitahle and' Incontestable features of the policies of too
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
lront rank ol Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

prices.

Winkle, Wayback, Dry-

We

Eight day, Cathedral Gong Imitation
French Clocks, $4.50.

lutjmuij.

and at ridiculous
Messrs.
Rip

the. newest

FURRIER AND HATTER,

517

a!

uuuuuc«jl

production.

THE LATEST MUFFS

Muffs continue to increase in size and
are already called huge by the
furriers,
who must sacrifice their choicest bits of
fur to make them look handsome.
Round
muffs are not trimmed. New flat muffs
are also large and have at each end a ruffle
of different fur, and are ornamented with
a large bow of ribbon bolding a miniature
head of the animal.
To accompany flat
muffs are new collars, yoke shaped, in the
back, with loDg pointed front, the top sloping to form a high collar.
Other collars
have long narrow tabbed fronts that fall
to the foot. Boas are worn In all the long,
fleecy furs. Fur trimmings tor dresses aud
wraps will be more used than they have
ever been.
They are not confined to outof-door dresses, but are worn on house
dresses, wrappers, teagowns, and also on
reception and ball dresses—the latter are
of the thinnest fabrics. They are used by
Parisian dressmakers in combination with
lace as trimming for velvet coats, and on
dresses of satin, Muscovite silks and velvets. Narrow bands of fur, only an inch
wide, are stylish as edgings and binding,
and also in rows sround skirts and coats.
—Boston Transcript.

iiMiinn
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BIG TRADE

SJTTX'X-ia;,

Don’t you know of someone who would
like a good Suit for a Christmas present?

STAX JU HD

CLOTHING

COMPANY,
liii

Middle

Street.

PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS

representation by trickery

Subscription Ratos.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 tor six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a mouth.
Daily. (Not In advance), Invariably at the
rate ol $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 (or six
months; 60 cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial
subscription of six works.
Perseus wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising
In Daily Fkfss $i.5u per squire, first
Rates.

75 cents per week after.
Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, oue ward less than these

week;

rates.

Half tquare advertisements $1.00 per week,
first, week; half price each succeeaing wees.
Special A oikes, on first page, oue third
additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2 CO per
square each week. Three Insertions or less
$1 60 per square
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and simlliar advertisepu nts, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no displav. Displayed advertisements under these headlug will be
at

regular

rates.

Io Maine .-tate Pi:ess -$1.00 per square
lor first mscrlion and 5u cents per square for
each subsequent iusettum.

HJEbDAY, DECEMBER

15.

A NEW DRESS.

In addition to the

perfecting press
the Press will add to its plant in a few
days a complete new dress of type. The
old type has been used several years and

new

results of

The manufacturers

type for

us, and it

are

long
casting the

will be here

ser-

in

a

few days. Until that time we must ask
the indulgence of our readers for some

Indistinctness iu certain letters and words.
The Bangor Commercial thinks it has
discovered a growing sentiment for local
option, and asserts tbat but for the rural
districts the existing
prohibition law
would be overthrown. Somehow this demaud did not materialize to any great extent at the ballot box last fall, when the
Democrats had for a candidate a well
known advocat e of license and for a platform a demand tor the resubmission of the
prohibitory amendment.
The Hon. Henry Waterson expresses the
opinion tbat the Democratic Presidential
nomination will depend largely on the attitude of New York. If New York should
send an undivided delegation tor Cleveland be would be nominated; if for Hill,
then Hill would be nominated. If the
delegation is divided, then Mr. Waterson
thinks the convention will throw both
Cleveland and Hill overboard and go West
for a candidate.
Senator Cullom is an able man and he
has represented his State with great credit
in the Senate of the United States, as well
as in various other positions which he
has been called to till.
His State, no
doubt would heartily support him for the
Presidential nomination, and if selected
roll up for him a rousing majority. But it
Mr. Cullom would
may be doubted if
awaken in the nation the enthusiasm of
the voters to the extent which next year’s
candidate must in order to carry the

county.

ways

hiki

means

~THiSlS~AT
Book Year!
What is better for

•gift than

readable

a

boob,

A little money will go

purchase of

way in the

A dollar

purchase

number of choice

a

boy

invested will

have

carefully

small

a

beautiful

and

new

editions of standard

library.

works, finely

A
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meat ot‘ Children’s
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low prices.

very
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Boston’s municipal election takes place
today. The present Mayor, the Hon. Nathan Matthews, is a candidate for re-election, and his Republican competitor is the
Hon. Horace G. Allen. As Boston contains a Democratic majority of about 13
000, it is too much to expect that a Republican mayor will be elected when party lines
are drawn, as they appear to be this year.
We should like to predict the election of
Mr. Allen, but we do not want to acquire
th» reputation of being a false prophet.
The most we can hope for is that Mr.
AJlen will cut a liberal slice off the normal
Democratic majority.
An alleged refusal an the part of Judge
Ltbbey to answer all the questions propounded by the Augusta registration
board appears to be giving much concern
to some of our contemporaries, and there
is considerable speculation as to bow the
Augusta board will handle the matter. It
is safe to say that if the Augusta board
has been asking citizens unnecessary questions it will simply recede and ask in the
future only necessary ones, and that Judge
Libbey and everybody else will answer
them. The particular question which has
been giving trouble is one relating to the
applicant’s age. To ask the exact age is
clearly necessary. It is sufficient to ascertain whether the applicant is twenty-one
or over, and if a person declines to state
further than this there is no use to press
him, indeed there is no authority to do so.
The Argus averts that a majority of the
House ot nepresentatives represents a majority of the people. Theoretically that
may bp true, but practically it is frequently untrue. Ohio has a Republican majority of some 20,(.00. but owing to a gerrymander of the congressional districts an
overwhelming majority of the Congressmen are Democrats.
South Carolina has a
Republican majority of many thousand on
a free ballot and a fair count
but its congressional delegation is entirely Democratic, A free ballot and fair count and a
just division of the States into congressional districts will undoubtedly serve to
make the majority of the House of Representatives represent a majority of the people, but without the free ballot and fair
apportionment the delegations from the
different states are about as likely to represent the minority as tbe majority. In
this fact lies the necessity of some general
law to secure a just apportionment. As it
is now every state legislature has it in its
power to so gerrymander the congressional
district that the majority or the minority
will be shorn of a part ot its rights. President Harrison’s appeal for a law to put it
ont of the power of state legislation to do
this was therefore timely and statesmanlike. Sooner or later such a law has got to
bepassed, for the pe >ple will not forever
submit to.being deprived of their just

SOME 80UND SENSE.
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What goes

on among adults iu tue way of
wealth worship is repulsive enough, but
there has been no manifestation of it so
no fortunate as the idea of
bringing the
children of the rich and the childreu of
the poor, as such, together in the same
building, the rich to sit as wretched ltltle
prigs in the boxes, and play the part of patrons to the poor on the floor, their beans
Ailed with the idiotic notion that because

their fathers have been lucky in the stocx
market, they are superior beings to their
brethren
down
below.
Nothing
could
well
give a worse lesson
to both rich and poor in a community like
ours than such au exhibition.
Whenever
we bring the children of the rich and poor
together in any such way, it should be for
the purpose of showing the poor not that
the rich have more old toys and clothes
aRd more money to give away, but that
wealth has given them more knowledge,
better manners, pleasanter voices, mure
modesty, kindliness, forbearance, and selfcontrol. It is bad enough to be told by
me newspapers how many millions were
“represented” at every wedding and
christening and dinner and ball, how much
“money” each popular minister preaches
to every Sunday, but to have tuein footing
upIiow much the toy-givers at the Madison Square Garden were to inherit, by way
of dazzling the children of misfortune on
the floor, would be a little too ridiculous
and also a little too disgusting.
OUR NEW FORM.

I Lewiston Journal.]
The Portland Daily Press, that sterling
Republican j mruai, has joined the goodly

company aud fellowship of the eight page
papers, a style which every leader Uses
best after being accustomed to it. With
its new Scott stereotype press, the new
dress of type soon to come, and toe increased variety of its ably bdited contents,
the Press will win its way to a larger aud
fonder clientage among the people of Maine
who long have held It in high esteem.

Why

His Health was so Poor.

[Chicago Tribune.]

licit 1%

Emerson,

“Why, what’s the trouble?” asked the
tall man in surprise.
“Heart trouble,” was the reply. “I’m
apt to drop off at any moment.”
“Oh, I guess it’s not as bad as that.”
“Two insurance companies have refused
to take a risk on me at double rates,” said
the heavy set man promptly.
man

Davis.
other PIANOS.
ORGANS, STOOUS,
F<e h
COVBitS and MUSIC CABINETS.
stock now c >minc in for the holidays. Kindly
call or send for catalogue, lulling and repairing done.
and

THURSTON’S
Piano

House,

Block, 12

Free

Upsettingthe customs,habits, and prejudices of cen-

offense.”

had left the
heavy set man’s companion turned on him
and said:
“Why you never told me anything
about”“Nor any one else,” interrupted the big
And when the tall

man

man.

“But”“But I happen to know that he’s
insurance ageut. Seel”--

Yes, all this

turies?

Cottolene is

life

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPLBLtC,

City Water Company

FAIR AND ENTERTAINMENT

Interest payable in New York, Jan. and July
TRUSTEE;
CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY of New York.

St. Paul,

These bonds are seoured upon tin main line
ami branches of the Montana Central Radway
C< mpany, the former extending from Oieat
Pahs, Mon., via Helena, 10 Butte, Mou., a total
ot completed line, including branches, of 26 L
miles,

the bonds are included in, and secured
by. a first. morgaae, created in 1887, limited to
810,0 O.OOit, upon all the property of the Montana Central Railway Company, under which

mortgage there have up to ihe present t me
been issued #6,OOD,OOo, m six per cent bonds
ana the $'2,0ou.000 5 per
cent, bonds now oifered (or subscription. The remain! g $2,0 0000 can be issued only subject to the limitations
provided in the mortgage.
The Montaua Central Railway Companv, together witn ihe St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba RaltwayCo upany.arc now embraced lu the
system of ihe Gr-at Northern Railway Compiny. which lias assumed the payment of the
ill

h. i. mm it

WBTIENHMRIIlESl
We Invite the attention of investors,
of large or small awns, to oar line of

which It will give as pleasure to have
y«u examine at «it office; or applies*
tlous by mail will be promptly replied
to.
IVn

quantity

keep constantly

every

is the purest clarified cottonseed oil mixed with pure
beef fat. It is the best cooking material ever devised
for frying anything and
everything. It is easily
digested and highly nutritious. Every New England
housekeeper will prize Cottolene.
Beware of imitations. Ask your grocer for
the genuine Cottolene.

m.in.bnrmarwiyrcTu

SALE.

SPECIAL

FOB

“

J. R. LIBBY,
Congress Street.

dec 8dtf

CascoNationalBank

CARPETINGS!
—

a r.r

Accounts of individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

CARPETS
will come and

febl4

-AND-

ttH/l UUK

CARPETINGS.

SLIPPERS FOR EVERYBODY,

$2.00

Shoes for yonr inspection. W« desire to merit your patronage. WE PROPOSE to sell Footwear
mid sliail endeavor to make our TWO
STORES of interest to the public.

H. J. BAILEY & GO.,
190
land,

-

novio

BRANCH,BROWN,
N'l'A'I

fe'ONlMENT

IO.V, m«n

Congress St.

of Oold

SQ.,
Hoot,

4(il Congress St.
eodtf

■ Hr W A»

Maine.
dtl

KY~

Light Comp iny,
OPTIONAL AFTER 1900.

concur.
Tim Works were accepted within
three hours alter the test.”
We have the attorney’s opinion, the engineer’s
report, and other papers relating to the Company, od file at our office and shall be pleased to
furnish any other information desired.
Price, par and accrued Interest.

Woodbury & Moulton
BANKERS,
Exchange Sts.,

Cor. middle aud
novl9

FRED E. RiCHAf?D3 & CO,

547 Congress St.

POKfLAKU, ME.

BANKERS,
Exchange

Street.
dtl

J.B. BROWN 4 SONS, Bankers,
1)18 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters at Credit, available lu all parts of
tbe world. Buy aud sell Exchange on principal European Cities.

of

the

SECURITIES.

Do not pay the

RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President.
C. 6. ALLEN Cashier.

big profits

which jewelers have always

charged._

Deposits in

This is

rile sawn flooring.
It will not slivei
or splinter and will oat-last three ordinary
floors.
Every one who is building and thinks oi using
Bo. pine shoula see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. A A. K. DOTEN,
494 to 604 Fore aud 3479 Commercial tits.
sepiOeoU0iiia*
Portland, Me.
a

SAVINGS

our

DEPARTSENT

In small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
jiyx

Subscription

Concert,

Thursday Evening, December 17th.
Evening tickets, with reserved seat. One
Deliar. For sale at Stockbrldge’s.
deoil
dlw

: PORTLAND THEITRE.
Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

“What Talk
The Original Comedian

MR.

WM.

BARRY,

-OF-

BARRY AND

FAY,

In the Laughable Comedy of

“McKenna’s Flirtation”
A1 wary5 Original.
Sweet Singers.

Funny Situations.
Graceful Dancers.

Cheque Bank,

Wednesday. Tharedny, Friday and »atarday. Sat. jaai.. Dee. 10, 17, 18, 18.
EKOAUEiUCMT OF

*l>d’,

LUNPOiV.

We inesday....DRAFTKu->
Thursday.RAGPICKER’S CHILD
Friday.AMERICAN COUSlft
hniiuday...eUlCIDK CLU»

POPULAR PRICES, 15, 25, 35, 50 Cts
dtf

dec 14

CHRISTMAS SALE!
At S«re<ienbor*ian Vestry,
NEAT HIGH STREET,

O e 16 k 17.
Operetta w II be given.
Admission 15 eeuis
Thursday] evcniog a supper from 6 to H, tickets, ‘io oems. Admission,

Wednesday A Thursday,

dtf

Wedieiday

GITY»CALAIS

ev.

a'ng

an

decl4 4t

REFUNDING

Jack Frost’s Reception.
In tfte vestry of the Chestnut Street M. E.
Churcb, THURSDAY evening. December 17th.
There will be Fancy Articles. Ice Cream, Cake

Four Per Cent,

LOAN.

and Lemonade for sale.
Entertainment will
commence at 7 30.
AiImIhIss, 43 ceais
ter Adult.i 13 for Children.
decl6d3t.

DUE 1901*1911.

Holders of

City

of

Calais

Bonds maturing Dec.!(1891,
who wish to obtain the new

exchange

can

do

undersigned at

an

early day.

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,
ISO Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
oct29
dtf

dti

WATER COLOR PAINTING
of the Soldier** and Sailora* Monument displayed in onr window, will be
given as a New Tears gift to the organization receiving the largest number o( vote* up to January 6, 1892.
'1 he conditions of voting are as follow*:
That a sale of 2$ cents is the basis
of one vote, so that no matter what
the purchase ml* be the easterners
the
bu;iug goods will have all
choice
their
to
voifs accredited
and each day a complete record will
be posted as the coutest proceeds.
1. Bo*worth Font, W. A K.
*2. Thatcher Post, fl. A. R
3. Army and hary Union.
**•

K7VUS Vi

ir'tii

Bosworth RelM Corps.
«. Thatchor Itelief Corps.
7. Portland Moattfomeiy boards,
w. Port land Light lufamry.
y. Pori land t adets,
10. Mietiiian Rift-*.
11. IP g It School Cadets.
5.

Eastern Frni» and rrodnee dealers’
KXCl'KMIUN TO

CALIFORNIA
Going February 2,

and

Returning March 5, US?.

he i-Mbtlc lunivd to Join.

Outward via New Orleans and V 1 Paso.
Revia salt Iak« City. Mauitou Sp lngs,
ana Denver.
Visits o Riverside, Los Augeh-s,
Pasadena, Santa Harbaia, Ssu Kiauciseo, MonSan
A magnifiJose, Sacramento, etc
terey.
cent Pullman vestibuled train with dining-cars
tor the round trip.
Ptftlt’E OF TICKETS 83$5,
Including all expenses cn route and also everything iu California. Sena tor desciipttve book to

turning

Ra»mor,d& Whitcomb, 298
uccia

Washington St.,

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT
No. 399

1-9.Congress Street,

One Price Clothiers,
483 CO.\CrItKSS ST.
dlw

decia

d3t

PHYSICIAN,
Portland.

For the treatment of all cronlc and complithat flesh is heir to, ail cases
given up as lucurable, 1 will take them to make
cated

a

IRAF.GLARX&OO.,

Boston.

dtf

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
FRED E.

3d KNEISEL

JUSTIN ADAMS,
Supported bj His Own Company in Repertofr*.

Dr, HI. 33. Reed,

BOYNTON,

25 ets.

"Yaura Ferever Mary Ellca Ryaa.”

wr a rm

upon favorable terms if
appilcation is made to the

This company owns and operates the Water
and Gas Plants in Richmond. Kentucky.
The engineer Who reports on the Works to us,
makes the following statement in tiis report:
‘•as a whole the Works are models of their
kind, and from the looks of the city and the
number of c.nsumers I should judge mat the
investment would prove profitable, as you h ve
the contract, I will not enter into details as to

Street,
■

A TV Ik

in Boston.

so

Six Per Cent Cold Bonds,

Fairford Sent hern Pine Flooring.

Corner,

dtl

Water and

f rice

__decHMUd

THE BEAUTIFUL

R. Ml, Marshall R Coding,
Stephen
President.
Cashier.

0UE 1910.

See These Goods

poiii

payabia

deposits.

ally

cialty.

Both Principal and Interest

FIRST MORTGAGE

greatly reduced prices. If you

Middle

July 1,1911.

INTEREST JIN. 1st aid JULY 1st.

bonds in

—

Prices Rock Bottom.

Cold Bonds. Due

time

—

We fake stock next month and
until that tiute shall offer all our

Price 85 ct».

mteraoons, free.

say Mist me Stipulation
more than been complied
and
iu
the
tills
council
and citizens generwith,

CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS.

First Mortgage 6 Per Gent

no24

Incorporated 1834.

RICHMOND,

Dinner from 12 till 2,
Supper from 5 to 7, •

Have You.”

Agent,

PORTLAND, ME,

LOW PRICES.

Doors open at 10 a. m., close at 5 p. m. Doors
open at 9 0. in close at 10 p. in.
D'tllDl! hall win he Ol>en each (lav nf Ihn fair
Including Monday, from 10 a. m. until the close
of the evening entertainments.

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.

INVESTMENT

on

ENTERTAINMENTS EVERY EVENING.

Tv. Night. Oo'y, Mlenday and Tucg.’ny,
Dec. 14, 14.

(PJENN.,)

dec3

Interest allowed

DECCRATIONS BY COMRADE GEO. E. BROWN.

KOTZUHOAR BALL,

BETHLEHEl

ALLENTOWN A

THE

2bc per yaid

deposits,

Oxford Building. 187 Middle St.
Je25eodtf

98

7c per yard
16c per yard

time

CHAPMAN BANKING CO.,

45 WALL STREET, NEW YOMK.
decl2
d3t

you will be convinced that this me results mu win
therein contained has
is the proper time to buy

Headquarters
—

Eo per yard
61 4c per yard
6o per yard

on

—

Mime BY CHANDLER’S BAND.

hand.

INTEREST allowed
subject to check.

:

Evenings.25 cts
Coupon tickets, s'x admissions.*1.00
Admission Saturday matinee.10 cts
Free an miss ton fr.,m ’0 a. ro. to 5 p. m. daily,
except Monday, and Saturday afternoon.

Prices, 23, 60, 76 Cents.

NEJV YORK

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.

ot cu.

CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
seps

30 in. f omet Flannel,

ou

DAN*

J. KENNEDY TOD & CO.,

Our basement will be a very attractive place
in which to spend money from now until ChristThe stock is very large and must be remas.
duced before the January stock taking.

at

by

r«• rv. rHmohixn

STREET,

the Wrtrth.

or

KUHN, LOEB & CO.,
30 NASSAU

ftimntn for

Guaranty

goods will be sold at about
halt tueir value.

"

or

answers

case

nten

Loan Co., of MinneajM>lis. MIuDm ummof the STRONGEST
and MOST OONHEBYAT1YK investment companies in this country, for
the sale of its securities, which we

subscriptions

at any time.
A simultaneous i-sue will he made through
the
Ainsterdamsche Bank of Amsterdam,

arp

western

Saturday’ Matins*

and

For the benefit of their post fund.

Choice investment Securities,

lta

16,17,18,19,

-ADMISSION

32 Exchange Street.
decs_dtf

NOT^

HALL, PORTLAND,

Dao, 14, IS,

co.,

BANKERS,

the above

1 case yd. wide
Best yd wide Brown Cotton,
"
“
Best 40 inch
26o Rad Flannel,
37 1*2c Mixed Flannel,

COTTOLEBE

decl2

ii...liiH~H

UnDanH

in order for presents.
We are
these goods, aud
show an enormous stock at
about wholesale prices.

1

is bet-

purpose.

944

Poulimiiuu

At Wholesale Prices.

says every thoughtful physician ; and it is cheaper as
every housekeeper knows
when she finds that one-half

Round ths

fhA

Principal

BOSWORTH POST,

CITY

and Interest Guaranteed.
= FOB SAUS BY r=T

Minneapolis & Manitoba Railway Co.

llhlii'a.t1t)lltt nf

OF SfKUETTE, HIS., «’».

unconditionally

guaranteed by indoisement by the

Headquarters for

and

butter for
such
so
noted
cooking,
say
as
Marion
housekeepers
Harland, Catherine Owen,
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, and many
others; it is healthier—so
lard

& Cot-

ton Dress Goods

a new

cooking product—it

|\\n):v
a

$5,000

with Registration Provision,

COTTON CLOTH & FtANNELS

my mother of dropsy, my sister has conEvery lady should own a pair of
and an uncle practically has one
Brown’s Warm Comfort
Slippers.
lung in the grave now. I don’t like to
Children’s
Buties’Misses’and
Lie
talk of these subjects, but when any one
speaks of my apparently perfect health it '■ ton Overshoes f ir Christmas presents.
almost seems like sarcasm and I feel”——
Seasensible goods in many styles.
The tall man interrupted him by a moveMen’s $3.00 and $1 UO shoes a spement of his hand.

assure you I take no

COUPON BONDS OP #1,000 EACH

Napkins

Many of

for lard?

A substitute

Men’s

Bonds Due 1937.

Napkins & Towels

2 1 -2c. to 5c per yard.
Prints from
6c to Inc per yard
Satinss from
from
41
2c
to 10c per yard
Ginghams
Double Fold Cotton Dress Goods fr.-m 5 to 8c per yd

sumption

“Let’s drop the subject,” he said. “I
didn’t mean to stir up un pleasant thoughts.
It was just a casual remark, you understand.”
“Certainly,” said the heavy set man. “I

0's.

in the Basement.

Print*), Ginghams

REUINXEBS,

Ad plain and fancy dancing, commences
Alrailar Er«aia| Dee. 7th.
Gentlemen 95.00, Ladle 93.00, for twelve
lessons.
Assemblies every Thursday evening,
deci
dtl

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.

ays'em.
The Montana Central Railway Company, aft<T
lor all its fixed charges, showed for
providing
the fiscal year enoiug June *0,1890, a surplus
Common Sf»nse Presents at
of $86,438.67, ani lor the ft sea' vear euuiug
Jur.e 30, 1891, a surplus of $219 809.15.
Reasonable Prices.
,
The «i. Raul Minneapolis and Manirooa Railway o„ the direct guarantor of trio First Mortbonds of the Montana *'enir*l Railway
BLANKETS ARE GOOD FRESFNTS. gage
t orupany lias a capital oi
$2 ',000,000, on which
We have several hundred pairs to be sold at dividends at the rate of 0 per oe.it. nave beeu
lot
about iwo-thlrds their value.
patu
many years. The Great Northern Railway Conipany has also outstanding $iOU,cO.OOO
capital stock ou wideh It is pvyiug dividends ac
the rate of 6 per cent, perannum.
It t ho wed a
surplus over the fixed chatg. s of its entire sysYou will not be able to find so greet a variety or te.o for the fiscal'ear ending June 80,1890, of
89 '7.089.38. and for the fiscal year ending June
so low prices for t he same qualities
30 189 .a surplus of |1.6 8,6 1.34.
elsewnere.
Thus the Montana Central Railway Company’s net earnings are not only largely in
excess of Its interest
requirements, but,
moreover, the indorsement on the bonds
is covered by the large surplus
income
are sensible thlogs to buy lor presents.
We both of the St. Raul, Minneapolis and Manare confident of our ability to suit
itoba Railway Co., the direct guarantor,
the most difficult customers lu
as well as of the Great Northern Railway
these goous.
Co., which has assumed the discharge of
the former’s obligations.
Towels from 5c to $1.23,
Reference as to the foregoing is made to an
official statement of the Great Northern RailA very large stock to select from and the low- way Company, copies of which
may be had upon
est mernet prices.
Special attention is
application to the undersigned.
2
invited o
0 dozen Damask Knotted Frluge Towels, extra
Subscriptions are invited by the underlarge, 25 cents each.
signed until Wednesday, December 16, at
P. M,, for the above #2,000,000 Montana
Table Damask from 25c to $2.00 per yard. 3Central
Railway Company’s 5 per cent,
tlrst
Turcoman Table Cavart from $1.00 to $350.
mortgage gold bonds,' ai the price of
97 per cent, and accrued interest to date of
from $1.00 to $5.00 per dozen. delivery, the right being reserved to close

dtf

Whatislt?

the

GOODS

OtXCIXS CLASS FOB

5 per Cent First Wlort. Cold

are si ways

Open evcniugs until further notice,

decla

ter than

HOKEffli"

8t., Portland,

in

astonishment. “Why, it seems”“I know, I know. It seems preposterous, but you don’t understand the circumstances,” broke in the heavy set man.
“You see, my father died of heart disease,

Christmas Sals

Table Lises,

llalletl &

more.

WATER SUPPLY COMPANY

Prices from 69c to $12 50 per Pair.

Made

The three had discussed indifferent matters for something like fifteen minutes,
when the tall, businesslike fellow suggested to the heavy set man:
“You look like a pretty healthy man.”
“Yes, I do,” returned the heavy set man
frankly. “That’s the unfortunate part of
it. If I only looked like an invalid, people

“Really!” exclaimed the third

Kiiahe,

8 Free St.

$2,000,000

Very

CURRENT COMMENT.

[Ntw Voik Kveeiug l'ost.l
The whole community is much indebted
to Dr. Rainsford for his few words of comment in another column on the proposed
huge distribution of rich children's toys to
a mass of poor children in Madison Square
Garden on Christmas afternoon, through
the instrumentality of an organization
called the “Christmas Society." The “rich
children” are to occupy the boxes at #20
per box, or dollar seats in the gallery, and
the “poor children” are to be crowded on
the floor. We do not wish to cast any discredit on the motives of those who have
prepared this enterprise, but how intelligent and charitable peisous should make
such a mistake we caanot understand. Of
all ihe lines of social separation between
mao and man in a civiliz d community,
that of mere wealth is the most unfortunate, the most demoralizing, the most antisocial, tIre most daugernus to the state. It
eaunoi be erased, but it should be the constant effort of »-very good citizen to ignore
it or make little of it.
The worship of
wealth, simply as wealth, has already almost become a national disease. It has
killed
almost
other form
of
every
distinction.
It has converted some
of the most worthless man into the community iuto national heroes, arid
surrounded their doings and sayings witn a
shameful fascination. The story told tn
Life, the other day, of the American in
St i'etersburg who would not take off his
hat when the Cz ir was passing until assured by the policethat “the Czar was very
rich,” is a bit n{ satire under which few

IR. LIBBY’S

$15,000

Jamestown, IV, Y,,

meeting of the stockholders of
THEtheannual
First National Bsntcof Portland, will
banking room* on Tuesday, the
12th day of January, 189i, at 10 o’clo.-k a. m.,
for the
purpose of electing seven directors for
the ’-ii-diiug year, and for the transaction of any
otner business that may legally come before
them.
J tMKSK. WKMiKKN, Cashier.
deel2dtd
Portland. Me., Dec. 11, 1*91.

ACAIimYr

GILBERTS DASCISG

Montana Central Railway go’s

Principal and Interest

b** h- Id at its

AiUtlSBUBNTlI.

SUBSCRIPTION FOB

Bank,

First National

WKIOWI

Books, illus-

Bank

riiHE annual meeting of the stockholders of
-■
Lhf* Cumberland National Bankonot fort,laud
will be helo at the
Tuesday,
banking rooms
tbe tweuth day of January, 1891, at 10 o’clock
»*. m., for the choice of Directors for the ensuing yrar and the transaction of any other
bus'ncss that may legally come he'ore them
W. H. SOULE, ta-hiordeeded
Fonland, Dec, 11 tb, 1891.

AAC(A»t_

A

Traders*

Cumberland National Bmk.

publications of

nMil

National

F1NANCIA1..

fllUNCUI..

next. at u o’clock a. m., to choose live direct
ors for the
ensuing year, and to acton any other
business that inav legally come before the meetingPin WAPtD GOULD, Cashier.
December 12, 1891.
decl2-atd

prices.

Also ali the new

mehtingi.

THE

illustrated, with clear print, at
low

annual,

shareholders ot the National Traders,
Bank of Portland are Uereby potltied that
their annual
meeting will be held at their banklog room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January-

bny the

gems, while ten dollars

We

long

a

kind, and five dollars

best of the
will

or a

book.

a

two will

or

1'he

Christmas

library!

set of books for the

trated, at

CODUIIUV'R.

a

new

is showing the usual
vice.

Tbe Hon. Roger Q. Mills can probably
have the chairmanship of tbe Ways and
Means committee if he wants it. In the
last House he was the recognized leader of
the Democratic minority, in tne preceding
House he was chairman of the ways and
means committee and it was he who invented the hill which hears his name.
Furthermore he was Mr. Crisp’s principal
competitor for the Speakership aud is entitled to the chairmanship as a sort of consolation prize. Rut does Mr. Mills want
the chairmanship? Rumor credits him
with saying that he does not, taking the
ground that his defeat was practically the
defeat of the policy which he has advocated and that, therefore, it would be more
appropriate for somebody else to lead the
majority. Furthermore he is said to have
his eye on the Texas senatorship, and
hence likely to remove from the House
in tbe near future. Jf Mr. Mills declines
in all probability the Hun, W. M. Springer
of Illinois will get the place, and therefore
Mr. Springer's ideas concerning legislation,
become ot interest and importance. It is
understood that his plan is to send separate hills to the Senate putting wool, salt,
coal, lumber, cotton ties aud bluding
twine on the free list, and not attempt to
frame a general tariff measure. As the
leader of the House Springer will cut rather a sorry lkure, popping up, as he always
is, like a j tck in the box and firing off ali
sorts of absurdities. But he will make
things lively for the spectators in the galleries aud give the Republicans lots of opportunities which would not come with a
level headed and discreet man at the head
ui me

itllNOKtl.iNEUVlS.

partisan

purposes._

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

charged

lor

cure.

Or. Keed will not ask you any questions In
any way io regard to your diseases and after
you nave a true examination of your case he
will tell you II you cau be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are
stnckly pure ai d put up to suit
eaeh case, he thinks be can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming au entranced medium. There
nas been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my offee every day including SunExaminat ion by
days irom 9 a. m. to 9 p. in.
letter, stating their name, place or residence
and age and one stamp, $ l.cO.
uivuit
d9m

BOYNTON,
547 Congress Si.
Rogers 4c Bros. A 1 star brand.
Kuivct, Folks unit tipuoai.

10 DURT9ESMH FAMES.
want the rl;eX>*d now upon the
It
use Cleveland Linseed Weal.
will ntske more milk and richer ereaiu than
any other teed.
vou

IF market

STEVENS &

CO.,

Ascents,

lOt ('.tnuirrrial Street-

PRKTMilO,
nov XI

•

JMIJIB
dXutu

S

period, be beaten seven and a quarter seconds by another two-year-old did not enter
iuto the dreams of the boldest Imagina-

IS THIS A SLOW TOWS?

tion.

In addition to the trotters there are two
pacers in the two-year-old 2:30 class:
Star Pointer, by Brown Hal. 2:24j.
Fred Keyt, by Bismarck, 2:27.

The Men Who Want the Kite Track

The

Think So.

A still

more

Yearling 2:30 List.
wonderful list is that of the
year have gone in 2:80

yearlings that this

less:
Freedom by Sable Wilke*. 1890, by Guy
A RESTARKABE LIST OF TWO-YEAR Wilkes, by Geo.
Wilkes, 2 29j.
Belle Bird by Electioneer, 1891, by HamOl-DS IN THE 2 30 CLASS.
bletoniaD, 2:2G|.
Athadon by Matadon, 1891, by Onward,
by Red Wilkes, bb Geo. Wilkes, 5:27.
Frou-Frou by Sidney, 2.25J.
Fausta Puces, 2:22J
Most of Them Belong to Uwo Families of
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Trotting Horses—Wilkes and Electioneer
or

Colts—There

lings

are

Five Wonderful Year-

that have Gone in Better

-No Maine

BABRV AND FAY.

than 2.30

“McKenna’s Flirtation” drew to Portland Theatre last evening, as was to have
been expected, an audience that left but
few vacant chairs, and that entered fully
Into the Irish wit and drollery of this
most amusing play as interpreted by
Messrs. Barry, Brennan and their excellent company. Mr. Barry's personation of
the Irish contractor and builder is, in its
way, one of the striking portaltures of the
stage of today. It is as excellent a work of
art as representations of actors of a much
higher school of the drama. It is a personation of the Billy Florence and Barney
Williams order of the old days of the drama, and is as much entitled to a place in
dramatic history as their Irish representations were 35 or 40 years ago. Barry is
McKenna.
There is no effort in the assumption. The part fits him like a glove,
and he is perfectly simple and natural.
The wit may not be elegant, but it is true
Irish wit, and strikes home every time.
Mr. Barry's love scene with Mary Ellen
Ryan, in the second act, is awfully funny.

Two-Year-Olds in the Cist

This Year.

The men who are f working to establish
the kite-shaped mile track at Cape Elizabeth are feeling a little discouraged at the
apathy with which the project is regarded
by business men in the city. George Burnham, Esq., has given $400; but bis examdie stands alone. Mr. J. F. Barrett says
that $12,000 has been pledged for the location of the track at Old Orchard; and that
Lewiston is entering the lists with some
enthusiasm and the great advantage of being already the seat of the State Fair. So
far Portland has not assured $7,000. Mr.
Barrett has been recently at Boston in consultation with members of the New England association, and they have given him
assurances that the proposed track at
Portland would, if constructed, bring here
many horses and races that now go to Mysti« Park

nrnhnhlv t.hA

England

at the present

lutcf.

fro/tlr

AT<hit

The simple
raaes are by no means the whole business
of a good track. It is also a training
ground for trotters; and the Cape Elizabeth track might have as many as two
hundred horses training there In a season.
It is certainly for the advantage of this
city to have the track located here, especially if many of the great races now
taking place at Mystic may be brought
here.
Fast Young Trotters.
Not long ago the Press printed a list of
the Maine horses that have entered the
2 30 list in the last season. There are about
thirty-one of them. In the whole country
there are probably from 100 to 1600 that
have brought. their records into the list
since last April.
There Is still another list that is awaited
with considerable interest by those interested in horses,—the list of two-year olds
that have entered the 2.30 list in the last
season.
The racing is not entirely finished
in California; but probably the new record
will be few if any. Maine has no 2.30 twoyear old; but the list will nevertheless be
of interest here, because many Maine
horses have strains of the same blood that
flows in the veins of these young wonders:
Arion by Electioneer, dam by Nutwood,
time.

Mr. Brennan, wno takes the
part of Kyan
—the part Mr. Fay formerly assumed—Is
very clever, and the people In the cast are
all good.
The play will be repeated to
night, and the house should be packed
again.

JUSTIN ADAMS.

The last four nights of the week, beginning Wednesday. Mr. Justin Adams and
his clever company will be;seen at Portland Theatre. An exchange says:
A large audience assembled in Music
Hall last evening to sit in judgment on the
merits or demerits of the war drama,
"Drafted, or at the Picket Pine,"given by
Justin Adams and his company of comedians.
Tne audience seemed cold and unresponsive at first, and the actors had to
work douljly bard to break the barrier of
reserve.
That they sacoeeded In doing so
was more than evinced as tne play proceeded. This play introduces the humorous side of the great civil struggle, as well
as the pathetic.
Nothing could be funnier
than the awkward squad and other side
sketches of army life.
KNEISED CONCERT.

The third and last Kneisel subscription
concert will be given at Kotzschmar Hall,
Thursday evening. There are still good
seats on sale at Stockbrldge’s.
This will
be the last opportunity to hear this delightful musical organization this season, and it
should be improved.

2:10J.

Cfccilian hv Electioneer, dam by General
Benton, 2;23J,
Bellflower uy Electioneer, dam Beautiful
Bells by the Moor, 2:24f,
Mortimer by Electioneer, dam by Whip-

NOTES.

The Gecilian

Ladles’ Quartette gave a
lelightful concert at Redlou Hall. Gorham,
Saturday evening, under the auspices of
the Gorham High School.

ple’s Harabletonian, 2:27.
Tiny by Electioneer, dam Telle by General Benton, 2:281
Helen by Electioneer, dam Lady Ellen by
Carr’s Mambrino (son of Mambrino Patchen, 2:29J.
Ralph Wilkes by Red Wilkes, dam by
Mambrino Patches 2:18
Natalie Wilkes (p) hv Red Wilkes, dam
by George Wilkes, 2:26£.
Red Beart by Red vVilkes, dam Sweetheart by Sultan, 2:29f
Red Cherry, by Reu Wilkes, dam Madam
Herr by Mamorino Pa*cben. 2-29i
William Red (p) by R-td Wilkes, 2:29J.
Munbars hv Ka^ie Hirrl 9-9.1

/

!ii,m

The Burrowes Screen

Factory.
After a long time the barrier in front of
the doorway of the Burrowes factory on
Free street has been removed. The doors
are very handsome, being of solid
quartered
oak. beautifully carved and with plate
glass windows. Mr. Burrowes has been
at the disadvantage of having to build Ms
factory as he woiked in it and progress
u»o urou

i

The schooner H. E. Willard, purchased
by J. H. Hamlen & Son for their West Inlies business, has about finished her repairs and is now waiting for a suit of sails,
rhe deck houses have been raised about a
loot and the deck better arranged for ventilation in the tropics. A new mainmast
and topmast has been put in with a foietopmast and jib boom.
The rigging has
been overhauled and the seams re-calked.

Birchwood (p) by Nutwood. 2:182; 2;184.
Digma bv Humor, 2:24.?; 2:20
Czar by Russia, 2:291, son of Nutwood.

Jack Frost’s Visit.

The ladies of the Chestnut street church
will receive Jack Frost at their church
on Thursday evening next.
Santa Claus
will be there and aid In receiving his friend
Jack. The reindeers with which Santa
Claus travels over the housetops will be
there and altogether it is to be a very nice
sffair. There will be Christmas trees from
which sales of beautiful Christmas presents will be made. Go and see the famous
risitors and have a good time.

2:27.

tioneer, 2:251

of Elec-

Belle Onward by St. Bel, 2:24l, son of
Electioneer. 2;27J
Hazel Dell by Granger, son of General
Washington, 2:29£
St. Lookout by oultan, 2:24, son of The

Moor 2:26
Morelia by Tennessee Wilkes, 2:27; 2:27?
Wlllelah by Wilkes Boy, 2:24£, ion ox
George Wilkes, 2:30.
Prince Alcander by Alcander, son of Alcantara, 2:23: 2:27.
Kebir by Alcazar, son of Sultan, 2:26.
Lobelia by Alcazar, 2:2p4; 2:294.
Jessie McCorkle by Amber, 2:26.
Optimate by Gale’s Barnev VV:ikes, 2:294,
Bridal Bell by Beil Boy, 2:19. son oi

Electioneer, 2:27£.

Vivian by Goluen Bow, 2:29£.
Grand George (p) by Hambletontan

Wilkes, 2:2i)j.

HniNfltb l^ilkdoll hrr 1 AV/1 DuchaII „__M
UVM U*
1
Harold, 2:27
S. (p) by Mambrino
Logan, 2:231
Erne Payne by Mambrino
Payne, 2:30,
Monroe S (p) by Monroe Cuie.f, 2:20
Novelist by NorvaJ, 2:l7i, son of Elecn

>

C»JHe

Golden

Wedding.
The fiftieth anniversary of Mr. and Mr?.
D. H. Chandler's wedding will occur on
Friday, December 18. Thinking It imposiible to reach their many friends by peri tonal invitation it has been deemed best to
nake this public announcement.
They
will be at home, No. 165 Oxford street,
:rom 5 to 9 o'clock p. m., to their friends
who may wish to call.
Gentlemen at Mrs. Palmer’s Lecture.

In

tioneer, 2:27.

men

Wilkesward by Onward, 2:251, son of
George Wilkes, 2:27.
Pilotta by Pilot Medium, son of Happy
bv Pilot

the question, “Can gentleattend the lecture by Mrs. Alice Freeanswer to

Palmer, Friday evening, at Kotzschmar Hall, the Literary Union wish the
Press to say that they hope to see as many
No one outside of
jentleinen as ladles.
die club will attend the reception Saturday
morning.
man

Medium, 2:281

Quickstep

W60KS more

The H. K. Willard.

2:28.

son

ID a IOW

however it will be completed and will be
the largest and best appointed wood working factory in the State.

Maud, 2:18£, by General Knox. 2:16£
Bermuda Bov by Bermuda, 2:2e±, 2:234.
Rosemary (p) by Bermuda, 2 ;25£
Henry F. by Princeton, 2:19£; 2:28L
Lady Princeton by Princeton, 2:30.
Thistle Dew (p) by Sentinel Wilkes, 2:26.
SuDset (p) by Billy Davis, son of Blue
Bull, 2:28.
Conner by C. F. Clay, 2:18; 2:291.
Chimes Girl by Chimes, 2:30?, son of
Electioneer, 2:26
Annorean by Cyclone, 2:231; 2:264.
Turco (o) by Erie Wilkes, son of George
Wilkes, 2:23f.
Alice Wilkes (p) by Gambetta Wilkes,
2:22|
Guerita (p) by Gambetta Wilber, 2:z2£
Happy Lady by Happy Russell, 2:214;

Oneida, by Florida, 2:28.
Gift O’Neer Dy Sphiux, 2:20,

YOiy »iuw.

Medium, 2:272.

Ugaoza by Quartermaster, 2:30
Stanley by Quartermaster, 2:20?.
Sid Fleet by Siduoy (p), 2:102; 2:201.
Knightmont by Sir Knight, 2:21.
Capitana by Youug Wilkes, son of
MUNICIPAL COURT.
George Wilkes, 2:30.
Sirius by Garnet Wilkes 2-271
BEFORE RECORDER TOMPSON.
Don Payne by John F. Pavm. 2:291
Maclay by Sable Wilkes, 2:2*2
Monday—Joseph M. McGovern, lntoxi1 catiou; thirty days in county
Sabina by Sable Wilkes 2,271
jail and fined
1 13 and costs.
Lakewood by Norwood. 2:271.
Edward Hatty, Thomas Hatty, Frank
Tbe most noticeable thing about this list
il at thews, Justin Libby, Patrick
is the number of two-year-olds that have
HrennaD,
dichnel Jordan and Martin A. Vaughan,
been able to make this very fast
time; and
ach
fined
the fact that by far the
and
costs.
$3
larger number of ntoxlcation;
Martiu A. Vaughan.
them belling to two branches of one
Resisting officer:
great toed $30 and costs.
family, lvysdick s Hauinletonian had two
Timothy Mulkern.
sons, George Wilkes and Electioneer. The
Vagabond; two
months in county jail.
mothers of these sous were
different, but
Charles Stafford.
each was of Clay blood. And an iuspecLarceny; Reform
tion of the above list will show how many tcnool during minority.
belong either to the family of Wilkes or 1 Michael McDonough. Nuisance; hound
iver to the grand jury in the sum of $500.
Electioneer.
John D. Eagan and Mary J.
One of the astonishing features of this
Eagan,
table is tbe number of fast records that ! jearch and seizure; each fined $«X)and
iosts
and
60
in
the
days
county jail. Mary
have been made. When but three years
ipp«aled.
ago Suuoi made her, till then, unprecedented two-year-old record of 2:18, men went < Patrick Flaherty and Maggie Flaherty.
wild oyer it as they do now over Arion, ! >earch and seizure; each fined $100 and
•ne-half
51:102. That it would, within go short a Appealed.costs and 60 days to county jail.
<

«

A RUN OF SCARLET FEVER.

NBtf

A»VEBNI»ESJB»T».

“

Imported

Abroad and Caused by
Some One’s Stupidity.

From

There have been about a dozen cases of
scarlet fever reported to tbe Board of
Health from various sections of the city,
and while there is no necessity for needless alarm, as the disease is in no sense
epidemic, the method by which it started
in town reflects very severely, if the Board
of Health is correctly informed, upon tbe
common sense of a family out of town and
another in the city.
It seems that some weeks ago a family
in this city received a box of clothing from
friends who reside elsewhere. This clothing was infected with the germs of scarlet
fever. It is not understood that there was
anything malicious in the gift; tbe party
sending the clothing was evidently Ignorant
that he was aiding in the disseminating of a highly contagious disease
by the act.
The family receiving this
clothing should, if they knew the circumstances under which it was sent, have had
it burned at once, for the contagion is very
diffienlt to stamp out. From this clothing
it is believed the cases prevalent took their
start.
There is still another matter in which
the school committee should take action.
It seems that on Thursday or Friday last,
Miss Berry, one of the teachers in the
Chestnut street school, was found suffering from scarlet fever. Miss Berry’s physician, so the Beard of Healtn states,
thought his patient was suffering from
tonsilitis at first. She had complained of
sore throat and had been attending school
for several days before she ascertained
she had scarlet fever. Now it seems a3 if,
when a teacher is suffering from sore
throat, which is a symptom of many serious diseases, the committee should forbid
he attendance on school duties, just as a
prudent parent would refuse to allow his
if

a

niinil

rr is not so own our way.
Traders
the
ing

generally

bewail-

are

dullness
wishing for

of

If you

were

at

store

our

terday you saw the new clocks, if
not, you want to for they are
wishing for trade. Let the people
and’suitable for
know about your bargains if you handsome, cheap
have any and they will soon find holiday presents,
We only had to adveryou out.

season,

tise

$5 Rockers

snow

once.

HAIL CHAIRS, PARLOR
WILLOW
In

Rogers’ A 1 and Reed & Barton’s Extra Superior.
None

and

prices fully 25

lower than yon
else. See our

small

prices.

before

can

large assortment

selecting.

Miss Grace Hall Thrown hy

Runaway,
About five o’clock yester day afteruoon
Miss Grace Hall, daughter of Mr. A. T.
Hall, the grocer, had a narrow escape from
injury by the runniug away of the horse she
was driving, Miss Hall had been out
riding
with another lady, whom she had just
taken home, when, as the team was cross-

Isaac

and then continued down India street. In
front of Guptill's grocery store he smashed
the carriage against a lamp post. Miss
Hall was badly shaken up and bruised;
but no bones were broken and no serious
iDjury was done. The horse was caught
uninjured, except for a slight cut on the
flank.
cure

sick

Headache.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, Dec. 9, by Rev. J. M. Frost, Arthur IN. Leavitt and Miss Jennie At Aleliiiiislrl
Doth of Portland.
In Keimebuukport, Dec. 13. by Kev. Chas. H.
Pope, Leonard P. Dow aud Miss Gertrude L.
Derry, all of Kennebunkport.
In Toorndike, Nov. 28, Edwin G. Lander and
Miss 8. Lizzie Cole.
In WatervtUe, Nov. 28, Herman Martel and
Miss Flora Lashus.
In West Farmington, Nov. 26, Edwin 8. Farnum and Miss Lura L, Talbot, both of Wilton.
lu Orrington, Nov. 28, Walter C. Wheelden
of south Orrington aud Miss Ella I. Cornish of
Orrington.
In Gouldsboro. Dec. 1, Edw F. Ober and Miss
Persis L. Smaliidge

DEATHS.
At the Home lor Aged Women, Dee. 14, after
a residence
of twelve years, Miss Harriet
Thrasher, aged 74 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
from the Home.
In Deermg, Dec. 14. John Prince, aged 61
years 8 mouths,—formerly of Falmouth and recently of California.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of Samuel Bull, No. 1 Pitt

G*

AtK.lxisoii,

Evergreen Cemetery.
In Freeport, Dec. 2, Kitty M„ daughter of
Simon ii. aud Pamela I. Leavitt Holmes, aged
nearly w years.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 11, Jane K., wife of John
L. Wallace, aged 68 years 11 mouths,

CO.,

Maine.

Grcueral

.....

Manager.

7

today

The weather

\

is

\\

likely

be

to

Stormy and coloer.
roKTLAtrD, December 14,1881

*■

\4

i

Reduced

Greatly
NO RJUN !

NO SNOW !

THE
the

likely

Prices.

MACKINTOSHES
ANH RUBBER HOODS
•'lit
Of every description at extremely low prices. Onr stock is so large that it would be impossible to enumerate auy of the numerous bargains because of the variety of styles aud
patterns.
The fact that we are manufacturers gives us every advantage and we unhesitatingly
guarantee all our garments because they are made in our own factories and not in tenement houses under the so-called "sweating system” as is the case of most foreign garments and many New York ones as well.
Our advantage in being manufacturers consists in this: The material or Hoth that we
coated with PUKE RUBBER and then cured by STEAM VULCANIZATION by a process entirely our own and far superior to any other used iu curing ruboer
fabrics. It results in producing a rubber coated fabric which is
thoroughly waterproof
entirely free from pinholes, absolutely odorless, aud not affected by any change in
temperature.

Clothing buy-

Savings Banks, Christmas

keep trade moving.
We don’t intend to see any
dull
trade until after the

Cards, Puff Boxes, Puffs,
Hair Brushes, Sponges,
Toilet Sets, Gold Pins,

nHHnw ■
Farrington Bros., )
M2 Congie*s fat.
j

ducementsto
ers

OF

Portland,

It

PORTLAND,
in the State

of

Every body
good Suits

At the close of business, Dec. 2d, 1 891.
RESOURCES.

Loans and

(4s).

Stocks, securities, etc.
Due from
approved reserve
agents....
Due from other National Banks...
Due from State banks and bankers.

Banking-house, furniture and fix-

60,000.00
3,700.00
142,889.75
216,687.64

culation,).

2,250.00

standing.

Due to other National Banks.
Due to Stale banks and bankers..

quired.

Box

]

484

Men’s

declf.dSt
I

W.n. HI. iTI.tHKS

AND

;

PKIKTEKS'

871-2

Exchange

Furnishings

which we propose to make as attractive as the
best goods at the lowest prices cau make it.
Kvery man will find it to ids advantage to examine our stock thorouulily before making bis
purchases. We believe in keeping up with the
times, by keeping the best anti newest Style
guuua,

tutu

auuuifc

uirjii

ut

vrij

Special attention is invited

Printer,

iv>>\

to our

prices.

superb line

of

men’s White Shirt*.

Eminiili

laundered und Unlaundered, tong and Short
Fronts, Closed Fionts, Open Front and Hack,
We control
aud open full length for old men.

St., For laud, Me.

the sale of
The Bonner at. 75 cents
The Seneca at.
$1.(<0

SPECIALTY

All orders by mall or telephone
promptly at
teuded to.
novl leodtt

!

The Gold at...
$1.00
These four numbers represent the best White
j shirts to be found in this country at the prices.
We have also
Flie Lixuiu at. 26 cents
37 Vs"
The Wonder at.
“
The Number Fifty at. 60
Oats
and
Corn mixed
Wheat, Barley,
for Full Dress Embroidered
The
Gold
at. $1.40 per 100 lbs.
$ 1 -60
Fronts..
This is the cheapest as well as the best feed
The prices glveu arc for unlauuderod except
for poultry; nothing maxes hens lay better
the $1.60 shirt.
than mixed gram.
Portland laundered costs.lOcts. extra
“
“
“
.25 “
Troy
Satisfaction guaranteed or money rtfuud.jd.

Poultry Feed!

be

SEKS3K ft DALTOH,

served to waive

infoiarulitics, and to reject any
proposals, spencer O. DC RAN,

Font of Green Street

jr. x*. IjiXBb nr,

com-

ueclfidid

d8t*

—

FINE JOB PRINTING A

noon

S., in

Job

Street.

We have opened a new Department oC

H. 8. LINCOLN,
Newtou Highlands, Mass.

—

I

i

jyleuUbm

fUUTLAMl, tlE.

Chains,

Gold Plated

Bibs,

Caps,

Cloaks, Dresses, Afghans

Sacques, Socks, Mittens,
Toilet

Bowls,

Embroid-

ered Blankets, Leggins,
Carriage Pillows.

packing and forwarding goods
by express or post have

CouKiess dltetl
deed

carefully
boxed and
address

TO THE ftiEft OF PORTLAND:

Trade established. Small capital reBest < f references given and required.

35._

Congress

decto_

76,917.23

Treasury Department, Office Marine
Hospital Strvico, Portland, me.. Decem14, 1891.
SEALED PROPOSALS

aU
Passed Assistant sm^con, M. U.
mand of Hospital.

*

SARGENTS

Book, Card

953 262.30
124 977.26

received
this
at
office
of
DeSATURDAY,
cember 19, 1891. to furnisb carpeuters’ tools
and hardware for the uso of the Mamie
Hospital service at Porrlum.
see schedules and
further mfoi nation may be obtained up^u application to the un-eim^ned- Ttie rlgln is reor

«

,

—at—

dtf

0'±

8.

will
until

.*.

Mugs,

Our facilities for

ONLY $13.00

on

Hitters.

i
ber

•?'

Silver

been largely increased for
the holiday trade and purchases made here will be

NEK about 50 years of age to travel
PA KTthe
road and sell California Wines and

State of Maine,County of Cumberland,ss.
I, James E. Wengren, Cashier ot the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
JAMES E. WENGREN,
Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th
day of December, 1891.
HOWARD GOULD, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
PHILIP HENRY BROWN.)
MARK P. EMEKY,.
Directors.
WM. G. DAVIS.
)
deciO
d3t

•

BROS.,

54ii Congress Street.

WAN1EO.

Total... §2^391.955.17

U

COST.

decl5

4,165.85
---

the

to

department.

FARRINGTON

J.M.DYER &.C0.

LIABILITIES.

Individual
deposits
subject to check.....$862,673.94
Demand certificates
of deposit-.
94,850.34
Certified checks.
1,607.17
Cashier’s cheeks out-

additions

Cases Guaranteed for 15 Years.

Capital stock paid in.$1,000,000.00
148,ooo.» 0
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
41.458.17
National Bank notes outstanding.
45,000.00
.....

new

GOLD FILLED WATCH

TotaL.$2,391^965.17

Ji/IVIUCIlUO

half

mark downs this week.
Bargains also in our Child*

1,941.66

59,733.81
34,200.00

fund with U.
S.
Treasurer. (6 per cent, of cir-

our

proof positive.

to make a change in onr
business, we will offer onr entire
stock of Dry (J >ods at cost for the
next 60 days. N<* such cbauce to buy
nice fresh goods at cost was erer before offered in Portland.

tures.
168,731.31
Current expenses and taxes paid.
7,374 93
Checks and other cash items.
773.79
Exchanges for clearing-house.
22,557.19
Bills of other banks.
46,412.00
Fractional
paper
currency,
and
cents...
nickels,
147.21

Redemption

(Many

19

Proposing

172.06

Specie...
Legal tender notes.

buy

about

at

r

Overdrafts,

secured and
unsecured.
U.S.Bouds to secure circulation

for them

GOODS

discounts.$1,634,383.92

will

puce without regard to the
weather. The quick demand

ren’s

|AT

Maine,

to

Holidays.

dtf

I

give

•

HALL
RUBBER-COMPANY.
dec15__
Bank,

to

Business would be dull if
we did not offer special in-

■

*’

First National

is

Here’s a list of thirty
things which may help
you to decide.
Dolls, Rattles, Picture
Books, Picture Blocks,
Yarn Dogs
and Cats,

co oTTer our entire stock of

-Of THE-

baby

you more concern than
all your other gift getting.

We take Stpck January 1st and are anxious to reduce our
stock before that time, and on this account
together with
the unseasonable weather mentioned above are induced

s DRY

personage in

the
family at
Christmas time
is the
Baby, and what to buy for

UNSEASONABLE WEATHER!

no. aai.
REPORT OE THE CONDITION

import-

most

ant

street.

In New Gloucester, Dec. 11, Matilda, widow
of the late Isaac H. Keith, aged 68 years and
4 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2.15 o’clk,
from her late residence, New Gloucester.
in Gray, Dec. 8, Jacob A. F'ield. aged 53 yrs.
In Freeport. Dec. 14, Clarissa Chase, willow
of Thomas Cummings, amd 86 years 28davs.
[Funeral Wednesday forenoon at lo o’clock,
from her late residence at Freeport. Burial at

yon can make it
con ven lent to select the better
choice you can make.
sooner

Rockland and Waterrille.

V

______________________

Beecham’s Pills

The

Portland,

HALL RUBBER COMPANY’S

a

Congress street, near India, the horse took
fright. (Starting to run he threw her out,

and Middle Streets,

Branches—Auburn, Bangor, Bath, Biddeford, Gardiner, Norway, Oldtown,

a

Very Worthy Charity.
The sale of fancy articles which is to
ooen at 2 o’clock this afternoon at No. 166
State street for the benefit of the Day
Nursery and Free Kindergarten, calls to
public attention two of this city’s interesting institutions. The Day Nursery was
started a year ago last April by the W. C.
T. U., largely through the influence of
Mrs. George S. Hunt, who was then and is
now president.
The house at 36 Oak street
was secured, and in it the two institutions
are now pleasantly located.
The origin of the Day Nursery was with
a story that came to the ears of the ladies
af the W. C. T. U. A certain poor woman
who was obliged to work every day for a
living used to tie her child in a high chair
and leave it alone. The neighbors would
occasionally look in upon the solitary
youngster, to see that no harm greater than
,
grief should come.
The story of this hardship suggested the
Day Nursery. There small children whose
ages range from infancy to five years, are
taken care of at the rate of 6 cents a day,
or 12 cents for two children from the same
fagiily. The caring for them includes the
food, and if any children do not have
proper clothing there are clothes at the
nursery for themjto wear while they are
there. There have been about ten children
cared for a day at the nursery. A matron,
Mrs. Merrow, has charge of the Institution
and various young ladies in the city give
tueir time in assisting,
The Free Kindergarten is open to
children of from 3 to 6 years of age. Mrs.
Beck has charge of of it. There young
children who might not be under the best
influences at their homes or on.the street
are taught to be orderly, to know the com*
mon things at the bottom of all education
and to think good thoughts.
This preliminary education is of great advantage
to them when they enter the public schools,
enabling them to advance more rapidly.
The sale today is in aid of this useful
charity. Public attention is called to it,
that it may be known both to those who
have contributions to give and to those
working women who might be aided by
the nursery.

Easels and Pictures at lower
prices than we ever expected to
be able to offer them and they
are such a nice present to otter.

get anywhere

Headquarters—Corner Pearl
Forms

cent

per

THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING

tn uttanri cr>hnnl

Kindergarten,

Lamps of all kinds at all prices.
Special bargains in Piano, Banquet and Table Lamps.

better made.
Oar

Moquettes,

Blanket and Comforter Department should not be forgotten.

and too many things to mention.

CHAIRS,

to overflow-

Velvets, Brussels and All Wools
in room lengths and are ottering
at very nearly co*t price.
Our

Cake Baskets, Ice Water Sets,

ROCKERS,

variety

large

Department is filled
ing with bargains.

Five windows full of Batter
Bishes.Castors, Tea S its, Fruit

FANCY CHAIRS,

EASY CHAIRS,

The whole Carpet and Drapery

SILVERWARE.

The
value was written in material
and style; they sold, they’re selling yet, and so fast we doubt if
we shall have enough to carry us
through the holidays. Call early
and secure one.
our

Now let ns talk over matter*.
It is strange that we all make np
our minds each year just what
we will do next Christmas, bat
when the season comes around
we And ourselves about as short
of cash for present giving as we
It only requires a
ever were.
little mouey, the rest can be
spread over and the payments
made so small that you’ll never
miss it. We are ready to help
you ont of the Christmas difficulty with line goods, low prices,
and convenient terms. There is
no place where you can And so
much that is useful as well as
ornamental, nor no store with as
large a variety or as low prices.

PORTIERES ANO DRAPERIES.

or

THE DAY NURSERY.
This With the

ART SQUARES AND RUSS,

yes-

the

dU

wrapped

shipped

by the

to any

most

way—we make
for packing.

no

or

direct

charge

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
AUCTION SAl.fiM.

F. 0. BAILEY & C3.

•

AUCTIONEERS,

HODSEHOLOlURMTURE,

PIANO BOOKS, ETC.
Friday. December 18th. at 10 a. in., we shall
sell»lie Furniture and Piciure* In house No. <35
Hiat keti street, being the effect* or the lue
John Bussell, and consisting of Turkish and
Easy Chairs, Couch,'tables. Oil Paintings by
H B. Brown. Engravings, Rlaek Walnut Cbainb<*f Sets and Clumber Furnhure. Hair Mattresses. Feather Beds, Mirrors Sewing Msehme,
ut o M!sc«Hni.etas Books, 1 Plano. Black WatSnt Bideboi-rd and Parlor
Extension Table,
Stores. larreWalnut Wardrobe. Bug*. Hal' Furniture, Kitchen Furnishings, etc.
deeUtld

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.7

Auct iener rs and C onuniKsioii Mw rliants.
Salesroom 18
F. *♦. RAII.BV.
marl4

Exchange Street.
C. W. ALLEN.

4tt

The UNION MUTOAI. LIFE IN8UKAXCE COMPANY Is now in the
forty-third year of its existence.
It
lias already paid more than Twenty
live Milhous of Dollars to Its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

A HOUSE FOR THE DOLL.
A Christmas Present that

May

bj

Made for the Little Daughter.
AU Yon N«»4 1* Some Boxes, Some Card-

board,
and

Some Wall

Paper, Figured Chintz
Plenty of Taste, Ingenuity and

Perseverance.

[Special Correspondence.!
New York, Dec. 10.—Teachers are
complaining of the want of imagination
In children, and lessons are being given
to develop that faculty, which seems to
lie dormant. The cause is partly traceable to the completeness of toys now for
sale at prices which almost every purse
can afford.
They are bewitching, but
they leave nothing to that divint faculty
which is almost creative.

cotton mattress and pillows and all the
usual furnishings. Shams and a counterpane can be made of dotted Swiss,
laid over plain colored cambric and
edged with narrow lace. A very cunning bureau is made of three pen boxes,
which open by sliding the box part in
and out of the other part They are
pasted over one another, and handles to
the boxes or drawers are made of shoe
buttons. Chairs, covered with cretonne,
may be constructed after the pattern of
those in the parlor.
For the kitchen a tin stove can be
bought, with a tiny boiler, stewpan and
teakettle for ten, fifteen or twentyfive cents. A^wooden table and chairs
are obtainable for a few cents each,
though better ones can be made by any
one who uses a jackknife deftly.
A
wash bench will help fill the room and
a dresser may be manufactured by fastening an inch wide strip of board on
one wall, half way up, and hanging it
with a calico curtain. A row of tin
plates, two or three for a cent, ranged
along the top will finish it, and when the
dolls are in thoir places and the bits of
furniture arranged the builder of the
toy palaco of delight, be she mother,
aunt or elder sister, will have forgotten
what it means to bo a child if she does
not feel like getting down on the floor
beside the happy owner and playing
Vimico

nnna mnra

Facts

CITY ADTEBTIBBHKNTB,

jXLIBBY’S

CITY OF PORTLAND.

—

moit

on

STEPHEN BERRY

Book, Jofeand Card Printer
wo. :<T fi,rwwTB«n:T.

JOSEPH
Board

of

The

Registration of Voters,

Counsellors at Law,
CANAL

been appointed and
Registration ol
Voters for this city under the law, hereby notify
all persons claiming tho right to vote In this
city at the Municipal Election of March next
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the pnrpose
of relcetvlng the names of such persons and
forming lists thereof.

undersigned having

commissioned

Sale.

The Prices are Marked very
close to His Wholesale.

BANK BC1LIHNH,
PORTLAND.MAINE.

a Board lor the

septl•

of

particular

FINE

Iftlntlri W1

BASKETS,

at

which is quite elaborate.

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store,
431 Cansress Street.
ebfteodtf

to 4 p.

13

1

FURS.

418

Trrlatwl

nfo

to 3 p.

m.

a.m.

m.

Dec.

City of Westbrook.

and

Notice to Voters.

28.
same as at other

ward

CHRISTMAS FIGARO

WOYiCJK.

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, in Deerlng, Is offered
for lease for a term
of years; possession

AUGUSTUS F. GERRISH,

MONROE A.

or

Danforth street.

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under said law. hereby notify all persons claiming the right to vote in this
city at the municipal election of March next,
that said Board will be In session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose of
receiving the names of said persons and forming lists thereof.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
Portland. December ». 1891.
Pride Bridge will
closed to public travel
on and after Friday, December 11, 1891, for
repairs, until further notice.
T. H. RANDALL.
declOtf
Commissioner of Streets.

Collector’s Boom, Odd Follows
Block, Dec. 14,15,16,17,18,19.

^————^——————

REPORT OF THE
—

OF THB

CONDITION

Upper Room, Hose House No.

—

Merchants’ National

Bank,

1, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28.

AT PORTLAND, IN THE STATE OF MAINE,

at the close •(

Upper Room, Pride’s Corner
School House, Dec. 29, 30, 31.

business, Dee. it, 1S91.

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts..$1,044,627 99

Overdrafts, secured and
«V

U. 8. Bonds to

Woodbury's Hall, Duck Pond,
Jan. 1, 2, 4.

83 06
V/VJ

WVVWV

VMVU4WV4VU4

W|WU

secure

deposits....

70,000 00
1,800 00

Stocks, securities, etc.
Due from approved reserve
agents.
Due from other National Banks..
Banking-house, furniture, and

fixtures.

Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s
Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Upper room. Hose House No.l.

21,000 00
4,932 60
6,000 00
6,172 68
18,20133
6,803 00

Current expenses and taxes paid.
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds.
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house....
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels and cents.

Jan. 8, 9,11.
Honrs to be from 1 to 6 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,
excepting Prld9’s Corner and Duck Pond,where
the hours will be from 1.30 to 6.30. and from 7
to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a
personal registration, and every person must go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place where the board is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready to answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted
It is to
married, residence of wife and family.
be hoped that every citizen will present themselves on the days named, in order that the
registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACK80N
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.
dec7
dtjanll

266 91

Specie.
Legal-tender notes.

38,660 OC
3,000 OC

lation) .

2,260 OC

Redemption

fund with U. 8.
Treasurer (6 per cent of circu-

total.$1,362,871
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid In.

6C

$300,000 OC

fund....
Surplos
Undivided

176,000 OC

profits.

48,266
46,000

National bank notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.V.
Individual deposits subject to

28
OC

7 6C

check.

641,902 07
1,774 03

Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. 8. disbursing offi-

306 OC

31,463 6S
85,712 IS

.

Due to other National Banks.
Bills payable.

359 84
i C

83,100

Total.$1,862,871 ec
Statu of Maine.
County of Cumberland, s«
1, J. E. Oilman, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. E. OILMAN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th
of
1891.
day
December,
C. O. BANCROFT, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
OKO. 8. HUNT,
)
J. P. BAXTER,
Directors.
D. W. KKN8ELL,)

room

three mtuutes walk of Congress Square; also wanted to rent house where
b ard of a person will pay the lent.
Address,
10-1
ROOMS. Press Office.
HALE HELP.
Good positioD for the right man; must not be
afraid of work.
Address, with references, P.
O. Box 1016, Portland, Me.14-1
first class salesman for the
State of Maine. Must be acquainted
with the retail drug trade throughout the state.

DEFECTIVE^

SIGHT.

at ouce.

giviug

reference ana

experience,

rected

A. M.

accurately by

an24

547 Congress St.

Silver

knowleuge of the business and come well recommended. Apply to S. M., P. O. Box 1877,
New
decfldlw

war*

NOTICE.
Damariscotta, Me., Dec. 1,1891.
is hereby given that the following

CO.,

NOTICE
bonds issued by the town of Damariscotta

Me., in aid of the Kuox & f.iuco'n Hallway are
hereby called, numbers as follows: 20, 21, 27,
30, 33. 84. 3«. 37, 40, 41, 4 i of *50 i each are
hereby called and must be presented for payment by January 1st, 1892. 11. F. GENTU
rtecl2eocl3w»
NEK, Treasurer.

dim

FIRST CLASS

PIA NOS

BOYNTON,

rent; also

fancy

or

plain,

I heard the youns; lady say she
was in hopes she would have a
dair of Pearl Opera Glasses.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST

ALL

■W. P. HASTINGS,
otf

l

large plaid hors*
evening,
blanket. The finder will
rewarded by
LOST—Friday
177 Oxford St.
ltat J. F.
a

he

NORTON,

leaving

15-1
Middle

street, the
iu Portthing to decorate
land, at
each; Just
with hemp rope; also hand
painted photo
lrames at 10c. PAGE’S BAZAAR, 261. Middle
street., 15-1
261

Page’s
FOUND—At
prettiest plusb mats
10c.
the

ever

shown

have found the

greatest
for Rheumatism and Neuralgia
FOUND—I
their
chronic
1 suffered
cure

on

Iu
twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
ocl0d&w3ra*
OKR, East Harpswell. Me.
earth
worst

forms;

velvet.
Finder will oblige by notifying 177
MIDDLE STREET.11 1
WANTED

tbat .1. o.
137 Clark
tubes
and
bells
of every
Speaking
Into
bouses
put
and
botels, private
description
steamboats at short notice; all work warrant d;

viucia

uj

As an Insurance Company and as a
Home.
the
UNION
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE 1NSULA.NCE COMPANY is deserving of the support ol
Maine Citizens.

man nitruuru

AO*A

w.

TT7ANTED—YonDsr man not over 30 with
vv
$200 cash to fill a position of trust; salary from $16 to $20 per week; mast commence
work belore December 19.
Do not answer
this unless yon can Du the above notice.
Address W. HARRINGTON, Portland.
16-1

wanted:
A young man, 18 or 20 years
of age, to run Type witter and
assist in general office woik

Address, stating experience,
JOHN WATSON,

.7

dec!4d3t
good
WANTED—A
wishes situation,

bread and pastry cook
hotel or hasery; good

ornamenting. Can give best of reference.
Address, with terms, O. K., Press Office.
at

’|]12-1

small farm In

a

Preferably near
Portland or Id Oicha'd. Bend lull particulars
10-2
to Lock Box 168, Pittsfield, Me.
«

>

lady teacher wishes board In
a private family,
living west of State St.
References exchanged,
.address, stating lull
12-1
particulars. S. B., Press Office.

WANTED—A

FOR SALE.

in waDt of

pictures
PICTURES-People
dollar to eight would do well to
one

from
call

onus. Plush goods and albums; cuff and collar boxes 26 cents and up. E. D. REYNOLD8,
cor

Oak and Congress street.

£L5-1

SALE—Near Western Promenade a verv
desirable one-storied furnished cottage; 8
rooms In perfect order; gas, Sebago. cemented
c liar, 19oo feet of land, at a low price if sold
within two weeks, if not. to be leased.
N. S,
GARDINER, 185 Middle street.16-1

FOR

SALE—Oakdale, new home with steam
and batn, with all modern improvements;
it is newly furnished; carpets as good as new.
This Is a forced sale, which I am instructed to

FOR

close at once; with or without the furniture.
W. H. WALDRON. 180 Mildle 8t.
15 1
FEED FOR SALE—60 barrels waste
at 50 cents per barrel.
Apply to
GOUDY & KENT. Bakers and confectioners,

NEW

corn
..

Dan.l

1

r.

1

MOWING MACHINE Co. STOCK—
w it taken at once.
DOTEN,
Exchange street.
151

Small lot for sale 1
HALL
98
K. &
A.
E.

house

ten

containing
SALE—Two-story
FORrooms,
In good repair, fitted for
family,
one

with stable and a good sized lot of land, situated
on Cumberland street, ten minutes walk from
the post office. For further particulars inquire
of A. C. LIBttY, 42Va Exchange street. 14-1
SALE—A leather covered Hawkeye
with Oar lot lens, 1891 model,
A good
nearly new ai d In perfect condition.
Christmas present at a low rate.
H. H. HAY
& SON, Middle street.
14 1

FORCamera

OR SALE—Steam Launch, 20 feet long, fitted
with Shiprn in engine and boiler, all ready
for salt water. Price, $250. cash. Address A.
H. COOMBS, Yarmouthvllle, Me.
14-1
Yost Type Writer surpasses
FORin SALE—The
No
improvements other machines.

or ribbons; always wrlt-s evmly.
It
Price about $«6.
Send for price
list. O. P. PERKINS,Selling Agent, 219Commercial street, Portland, Me._i2-l

shift keys

-To loan $10.$20, $30.$60, $100,
In cty and
vicinity, on
furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, burses,
carriages, diamonds, watches. 2d mortgages,
notes and pay off furniture leases.
Business
confidential.
PORTLAND
COLLATERAL
LOaN CO., 185 Middle street, room 6, secoud
floor.9 2

WANTED
to $10,000,

to call
WANTED—Everyone
and
the pretty cup,
sell

plate

29c.

zaar
we

at Page’s Basee
saucer and
at 19c. and the gold band one at

PAGB’d. 261 Middle street.9-1

in want of tranks of
REYNOLDS’, 666
and 668 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
bottom prices; tranks repaired; open <-veigs unttll e.4-6

persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at B. D.

Jon

TETANTED—Active workers everywhere for
vt “SHBPP’8 PHOTOGRAPHS of the
WORLD;” produced at an outlay of $100,000;
tremendous success- Mr. J. M. Marshall, Dexter, Ind., cleared $603 In 4 days; Rev. Henry
Fisher, Plainfield. Mass.. $187In 6 hours; Mias
U. H. Harris, uarneld, Penn., $14 in 30 minm.
utes.
lOdleatbook on earth. Mammoth
lllustnucu«.ircu.ti ■ and terms free.
Books on
ered t. 8’ I '• r-'ld.
Beautiful outfit only $i.
s Globe Bible
Add
Publishing Co., 705 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
no27dl6t

buy
000 worth of cast-off clothing;
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladles’
to

CHOICE Formosa Tea of fine flavor and
good strength at a low price is hard to
find. Those using our 60 cent tea pronounce it
the finest they ever bought foi the money.
GEO. H. LOltb,12-1

A

SALE—Houses; prices, $460, $600.$900
FOR
$1000, $1100, $1300, $1400, $1600, $1700.
J.

•2000, $2200,

$2600,

$2700,

worth of

a

e

firstsum-

residence or permanent residence
city
business man. will do well to call upon W. P.
Newman, at West Falmouth. S,sld place has a
young, thrifty orchard ana is suitable for small
fruits: large hennery in connection with same.
Address W. P. NEWMAN, at West Falmouth,
Me. Dec. 10th,
mer

clothing,

gents’

and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. GOOD HART, 93 Miduie street.

augiuu

ANTED-Tobuy from 11000 to |10,000
worth of cast off clothing, tne highest
cash prices paid tor ladies’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture. Address, postal or letter to,
No. 102 Middle street, M. UeUROOT, Portoct22-tf
land, Me.

WANTED.
ladies to
introduce the
World’s great Llterarv Work the Americanized Encyclopedia Britannic* in every city,
town and village In the state. Apply to General Manager, No. 2 Exchange street, fcnciclopedia

Educated

Department._dec!2d3t

WASTED.
Good wide-awake agents to sell for the
Good pay and
Fonthil Nurseries, of Canada.
regular and constant employment to tne right
we have 700
No drones need apply,
men.
under stock, every department fully
acres
Address
STONE
&
WELLINGTON,
equipped.
Temple Building, Montreal. J. W. BEALL,
Manager. Name the Dally Press.

sepl2d3m*

SALE—10 shares of stock of tbe Portland Trust Company.
Address X. Y. Z.,

FE.3AI.E HELP.

office;ll-i&wtt

tons of mixed grain for
for making hens
Only $1.36 per 100 pounds.
lay
on
ton
price
lots.
& DALBENSON
Special
TUN, foot of Green street.11-1
BALE—Ten

The best grain
FOR
poultry.
in the market.

SALE.—Fine violins, violin bows, banjeauriues, trimmings for all musical instruextra
violin and banjo strings, for sale
ments,
9-1
by Hawes, No. 414 Congress street.

for

housework In

general
girl
WANTED—A
a small family, at 234 state street.

SALE—Hot water heating apparatus,
the same now heats lower office and two
upper offices with three radiators, can easl.y
run more; cost $175.« 0 two years ago; will sell
for S75.UU before January first. F. A. SMITH
& CO9-1

lady with several years’ exoffice stenographer and
type writer, a situation lu Portland or vicinity,
satisfactory references given. Address, K. C.
0-1
H., this office.
a

WANTED-By
perience as

an

==

"T—

tminii

1882.

Congress

_1892

NEW

nlmi-i.haa thiu /'Kola*

mas, the above with carols. Oue Bright btai,
The Merry Morn, star of East amt Mystic
Gleaming ot the Stars, for sale by HAWKS, No.
414

i!

ai.E.—Kotz'chmar’s Christmas Carol
Iti

Must

be well recommended.|MKS.HENRY BLANCH14 1
ARD.

FOR

utility

cast-off

buy $1000
WANTED—To
clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
and children’s
ladlee’ dresses,

12-1

small,
SALE—Anyone wanting
suitable for
FORclass,
out-of-town pla
for

mill ha

$ lb-

highest cash price
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal to 3.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf

$3200.

C. WOOMAN, 106Mi Exchange street.

from $1000 to

l pay the
dresses, gents’

Is tne best.

street.

9-1

Wall Papers,
\

SALE—Mandolins, Guitars, Banjos and
all musical instruments; Washburn, Lus
comb, Gateomb. Stewart and other manufacture; besides exira Violin and Banjo Striugs,
for sale by Hawes, No. 414Congress street.

FOR

W«

showing
Spring Patterns

are now

the

r

in all grades.

9-1

SALE—Double and single runner Puug
by J. F. HOVEY, 73 Portland street. 9-1

FOR
SaLK OK TO LET—New brica nouse
525
FORat 56 Mellen street. Enquire

N. J. BAILEY & GO.

FORSALE

j_L

at

CUMBERLAND 8TKKKT.aug21-tf

547 Congress St.

at

any good coiiat42 Vk
4-4

purchase
WANTED-To
C umberland
ouuty.

BOARD.

beautltul

very

or

LOST AND FOUND.

York._

irsOR

Chatelain

Watches, every one
ranted, 86, $8, $10.

for its mild ant
Sold by the besi

Mpriagfield. mass.

or

eodtf

BOYNTON,

POPULAR

for sale

to take charge of one of the largest and
nest mills in tne country. Must have thorough

goods,

FOR

Solid

paper

Houlton, Maine.

man, thoroughly experienced
WANTED—A
In the manufacturing of shawls and dress

■

&

BATES, this office.

SALE.—Fine music rolls, folios, silkonly $1.25 each; the latest style
leather music roll, $i; an elegant variety of
music binders In b»ok form, lor holiday trade,
for saie by HAWES, No. 414 Congress street.

gohsultation free.

This brand of Cigars Is exceedingly

WHITCOMB

reference exchanged.
91

9-1

product of an A-l factory, located lr
Springfield, Mass., and established in 1852.

JOSEPH

man,

FORlined.

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

A4» 1-ii Coagresa Hi,

are the

second mortgage*
life insurance

Inquire of A. 0. LIBBY,

Exchange Street.

FOR

■uusBwwinm is aaammmmmammamtsmM

with smokers everywhere
smooth flavor. Try them.
dealers everywhere.

t

this

All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
ayes, imperfect sight, etc., cor-

decl4_d3t

policies,

era! securities.

WANTED—A

1891._11-1

[

or

street.

pleasant heated front

TOto LET—Very
let; within

A.

82,966 03
9,328 11

first

on

or

on

public to know
WANTED-The
CURRIER, bell hanger. Is at

BOOHS.

aAlllr

unsecur-

ed ..V..

to loan

farms
MONEY
city property,
commercial

oct7-tf

a

AN ACT to provide a Hoard of Registration to
the Cities of this State.
Sect. 1. a board of registration Is hereby
established in each city of the State, which
shall have the exclusive power and authority to
determine the qualification of voters therein,
and exclusive power to make up, correct and
revise the list of voters In each of said cities,
and shall perform all the duties and have exclusively, all the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities in making, preparing, revising and correcting the list of voters
therein under chapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.

noviedtf

el7

flats

two
In bn!ldlng No. 21
LET—One
TO Portland
Pier.
Enquire WM. SHEA, «

a

CHAPTER 34.

Board of

)

South Bend, Indiana. Sold by all DRCGGIS rs’
14-1

con-

JON ES, 95 Commercial street.11-tt

tance

December ‘4, 1S91.

BLaNCHARD, } Registration
» jfToters.
JOHNS.RUSSELL,

cures

between Corner

live
about
you want
WANTED—Do
the 15th lust., for general business, wttn
Registration of Voters. alargeacqab
and exp»rtence? Best of

Board of

As a prerequisite to voting at the Spring Elec
tlon, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made in person.
It is hoped that every citizen in the respective wards will present themselves on the days
named, in order that the registration be
made complete.

famous Blush of Roses
posiptrapies, freckles, blackheads

LADIES—The
tively

rooms

he E. L. P. CO., .91 Broad Street, Boston,
Mass.10-1

After December 28th, sessions win be resum
ed at office, Room 13, City Bulldlhe, and continue so long as consistent with making up the
list of voters of the several wards, which by
law must be posted thirty days before the election.

nov27

TO

to

Congress

i

LET.—Three very desirable rents near
Lincoln Park, hot and cold water, bath
tubs, water closess. etc.; also one house on
Gray street, near Park street; upper and lower
tenement on High streer, near Deerlng. all
modern conveniences.
Terms very favorab e
to good parties.
W. P. CARR, real estate,
room 0, second floor, 185 Middle street.
10-1

Apply

sessions.

cers

LET—Lower rent, 4 rooms, 42 StoDe
Nice lower rent, 78 Parris
Also two very nice rents
street,
rooms, $ 17.
corner High auu Sherman streets. 8 rooms
L.
each with all the improvements. *25 each.
11-1
O. BEAN Si CO., 40 Exchange street.

TO street
$9.
6

apothecary clerk.
XITANTED-An
fT

Yaughau

Street, Dec. 21, 22, 23,21, 26
Hoars

TO

17,18,19.

Seven, Ward Room,

street._14-1

LET—A smr.U tenement In house No. 4
Merrill street.
Fur particulars inquire of
14-1
J. D. DECELLE, 91 Congress Istreet.

Law,

at

NN 1-4 Exchange Si., Portland, Die,
Organizationof Corporations a specialty. au266n>

W1NTHR0P
rTubby,
CIGARS

j.

uadvimc

Counsellor
Hours 9

FINE
PHOTOS.

dim

r DftDrc

2,(Peaks Island, etc.),

City Building,

Ward

'ASKS,"’
Maine.

nov24_

\

Office of Registrars of Yoters, Room

Waugh Water-Colored Engravings

OUR GREATEST OFFERS

amm

Middle

GARDINER,J.85

seven

Portland,
/T

Ward room, Dec. 13.

a few of them:
Kiuplre.
Men’s Initial Hdkfs.19c, or 3 for 50c
[Special Correspondence.]
Ladles Silk Mull Embroidered.69c.,
! New York, Dec. 10.—Although the rematked down from $1.00.
| ports from China regarding the rebellion Ladles’ Japanese Silk Embroldjum-uvv:*
an
r 1 ciu;a
buna
hiq
iwicu,
eied.18c., 25c., 39c,
glass fronted, iuodernly built doll I in tho Celestial empire are so conflicting
Ladies’ Embroidered Mull.2oc., worth 38c
bouses for sale at high prices is one ; that it is difficult to get at the real truth
Ladies’ Initial.12Vic. (a bargain)
ra;wte of three or four wooden boxes,
of the matter, yet there is no doubt that
Ladle s’ fine Embroidered.... 60c. (extra value)
whose rooms open full to the touch, and
the trouble is serious. It is indeed quite
Ladles’ Colored Bordered.10c. aud la Vic
which leaves the whole front, of the manif the killing of foreigners con(Fast colors and cheap,)
possible,
sion to the little owner’s imagination. j
Men’s Colored Bordered.l2V4e
; tinues, that western nations may interTo make a satisfactory one, and now is a
(Large size and great value.)
fere. This contingency renders the ChiColored Bordered.3c, and 5c
good time to do this, for Christmas is at naman, considered as a
an
fighter,
object
hand, procure three boxes of uniform
(Thousands of them.)
of interest.
Cashmere Mufflers.75c
a
foot
and
a
half
6ize,
long and wide,
Most people in the United States are
Silk Mufflers.$1.00. $1 26 and $2.00
and about a foot deep, or any dimenunder the impression that “Washee!
Imt. Silk Mufflers.7c or 4 for 25c
sions that will make them resemble minWashee!” is a harmless, good natured
Choice line of very fine Hdkfs , $1.00, $1.26
iature rooms when set on their sides.
sort of a fellow. This idea is absolutely
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 aud $3.t;0.
The outside may be painted some plain
A new line Heal Duchesse Lace Hdkfs., $1.00
erroneous. The Chinese are fighters, and
color, and the inside may be covered, all
$1.60, $2 CO, $2.60, $3.00, $3.50, $4 00,
good fighters at that. In foreign counbut the part that forms the floor, with
$4,50, $5.00, $.600, $8.00, $10.00.
tries, where they are outnumbered, they
plain paper, or scraps left from small seem meek and forbearing, but in their
Urtai Oiler ts tbe
patterned wall papers. The floors can own country they are insolent,
arrogant
have bits of ingrain carpet, or stair oiland treacherous. Having lived in China
or
cloth,
any pieces of dark, heavy cloth
1 OOO of them; 3 for 35 cents.
nearly two years and met numbers of
tacked neatly down.
Chinese sailors, soldiers and pirates in
For windows cut oblongs of white
Well worth twice tbe money.
river encounters and on the battlefield, I
paper, ruling the sashes and panes with
Extracts
have no hesitation in saying that an edfrom two letters that were writtcr
about these beautiful pictures:
heavy ink lines. Over these curtains ucated Chinaman, and
one
especially
are to be draped dotted Swiss edged
Pray accept my heartiest thanks for the charm
from the north, is just as brave as any
ing set of children’s picture heads which ha!
with narrow lace for the parlor and bedjust reached me. It was a delight and a refresh,
American or European soldier.
The
room and muslin half curtains for the
ing to look them over. The beauty of chlldhuoc
lower classes are worse than savages.
was never more sweetly depicted.
I !am, ven
kitchen. If these materials are not at
such as may be found
truly, thyfilend,
Manly
qualities
John G. Whittier.
hand, use anything—old pieces of wide
among the Indians are unknown to
lace or embrofSery, or scraps of bright
I have received a collection of pictures oi
them, but in sheer bestial cruelty the
or pale colored wool goods—whatever
children’s heads.
I am very much pleasec
of his Celestial majesty surpass
subjects
w.th this little gallery of childhood, whict
can be found in the piece bag.
It is the
even cannibals.
represents ir- with ah its untaught grace and
purpose of this description to tell how
unconscious beauty.
A very strong trait in the character of
They will carry snn
shine to tbe walls of the darkest room—one that
the toy may be made almost entirely
a Chinaman is that he doesn’t lose his
all
its
from
a northern widnow.
gets
daylight
with things found about the house. For
Oliver Wendall holmes.
head under any circumstances; in diplothe parlor walls there should be a few
Remember only 35 ccab a pair, ami
macy, on tne Dattleneld or wherever it
well worth twice tbe money. Three thousand
pictures, constructed perhaps out of ad- be, he coolly counts the cost and
provertising cards framed with a flat oblong vides for it. If the odds are in his favor
‘Little Classics”
of bristol board or stiff paper gilded.
he will tight; if not, he will run before a
Only IO cent, a Set.
The picture can be pasted behind the
r? \
shot is fired. Superior numbers always
opening and a pin will hold it all on the inspire him with confidence,
Elegy,
Cray’s
though durwall. If one can paint or draw, a few
Old Oaken Bucket,
the Tonquin war the Chinese found
ing
buxikcs ui uruuu ur
Him*
pen wm wu&u
Village Blacksmith.
out too often that mere numbers do not
pie picture to delight the child owner.
count.
These books have never beed sold at less thai
always
An easel may be cut out of bristol
25 cents a set. We pnrpose to let our custom
Chinese soldiers of the regular army
board (see diagram), the center leg to be
ers buy them of us at 10 cents a set, because o;
are drilled and armed in the same manbent back after being strengthened by a
toe error in printing “Compliments.”
A more
ner as the regulars of any civilized nacharming or delightful set of books for tht 1
piece of stout muslin pasted where the tion, and while I cannot
that they
say
angle comes. A picture can be pasted are as skillful and efficient in the use money never was offered in this city. This offei
of ours is really worth 25 cents, and will cos
half way np the easel, which is colored
of arras or as deft and tractable
yon absolutely only 10 cents.
with dark water color paint or gilded.
in maneuvering as Americans or Eurois
The parlor furniture
made entirely cf
Ten Thousund Copies of
soldiers, they have qualities
pean
pasteboard, covered with any bits of silk, which must not be underrated. Inwool or velvet that will do. Assorted
Tales.
fantry fire has little effect upon them,
colors will make the tiny room more
Show,”
“Peep
“Baby,” “Wee Ones.,’ am
for if they die in that way it only shows
“Tiny Tales.”
gay. Each piece given in the diagram
Buddha
that
evidently wished them to
The Set of Four for 5c.
must be coverd on one side, or both,
live no longer. What John the soldier,
with goods, which is held firmly by long
Worth
nearly four times that amount.
The;
however, hates above all things is shrapstitches of thread connecting opposite
are beautiful books for children.
Printed ot
nel, and during the Tonquin war I often
The pieces are then overcast tosides.
heavy satin paper and very finely illustrated.
heard the remark, “Flenchmen big gun
gether, and silk to match the goods is killee too
many.” During the fights from
used, and the stitches are fine. This can Chu to the Chinese wall the
position of
The seat is
be done on the outside.
the Chinese had invariably to be taken
will be the Inducements we shall present for on
made by cutting a piece to fit the openby assault, and even then the Celestial patrons to purchase for presents.
ing and padding it slightly, then coveronly ran when the enemy was almost
ing one side to match the chair.
Silks, Dress Goods, House'
near enough to grab his pigtail.
I have referred to the barbarous nakeeping Coods, Ladies’
ture of the Mongol, and give the followand
Children's
Outing instance to illustrate it: One day an
was
soldier
and
it
was
infantry
missing,
side Carments and
at once suspected that the man had been
killed. After a diligent search he was
found on the following day, his arms and
There has never been such an opportunity a i
legs outstretched and pinioned to the we now offer in these departments
for peopi.
purchase our best and m"st desirable goods
ground with pointed bamboo sticks. One to
at -.ower Prices than Ever Known in the hlstor
stake was driven through the palm of
of dry goods.
each hand, another through the breast
and one through his feet, which were
crossed. His face and other parts of his
body were covered with unslaked lime,
which had burned deep holes into the
flesh. The most common way in China
of killing an enemy is to sever the head
Street.
from the trunk, which generally is done
decl2
dtf
with a dull knife.
It is very seldom that a Chinaman
will fight man to man, but he will attack his antagonist when the majority
is on his side. During the battle of
Dong-dong 12,000 Chinese soldiers attacked 900 Frenchmen and were onlv
driven back by shrapnel. The assault
THE
DIAGRAMS SHOWING
HOW
FURNITURE
was repeated five times, but it was not
MAT BE MADE.
until the Mongols lost 5,000 men that
The lounge is made by cutting one
desisted. Americans and Europeans
they
in
an
oblong piece like
diagram,
piece as
are apt to look upon the Chinese soldier
the lower half of back, and two ends tc
as a little fellow as harmless and puny
fif.
TKoca 1 12cf. f.V>rfk* ni»ppR
fli«
as the ordinary laundryman, but this is
nro to be covered on one side only.
a great mistake.
I have seen among the
When all is put together, make a tiny
hills skirting the river Min, on the decks
I
roll of cotton or rags, cover it to match
CAN BE HAD AT
of Chinese men-of-war and in the junks,
the lounge and sew it at the end where
thousands of stalwart fellows, straight
the back is highest, attaching it to the
as palms, over six feet high, supple and
back. This makes the lounge pillow.
in movement, with brawny arms,
quick
The bedroom furnishings may be covANY NEWS STAND.
wide shoulders and deep, powerful
ered with cretonne, and if this is used
chests.
F. de Thummel-Cloth.
curtsin the window with a piece of the
same.
Cretonne may be pasted smoothThese delightful communications adly over the outside of a good sized spool
dressed to divers library authorities are
to
the
form
bedstead.
box,
Spools sawed
quoted by The Library Journal:
in half and glued to the corners of the
“Please send me ‘Misery of Paris,’ writdecl4-St
box wiil make legs, which can be conten by Victor Heighgo.”
cealed by a valance. If the lid be placed
A university professor asked us just now
for “an edition of Scott’s novels in the
over one end of the lower half of the
original dialect.”
persons having any bills against th
box, so as to stand at right angles to it,
town of Dcerlng are re 'nested to presen
“Have
a
book
in
the
called
library
yon
foundation
for
of
a
a canopy
cretonne 01
the fame at the selectmen’s office for approva
‘The bu’stin of a chestnut burr?’ ” Readlace will be made.
! on or before January 1,189?. Fer order of th
ers of E. P. Roe’s
will guess this
Foard
ISAAC F. CLAKK, Chalrmtn.
stories
The bedstead ought to have a little
*'*“'”*'
'"***■
declC-lw
conuudrum «it opqftj

Tiny

a. m.

Island Ward No.

turbances in the

Ida

and moth and all skm diseases or mouev re.
funded by the proprietor, Miss Flora a nines

Atlantic and
9,
LET—A very pleasant upper tenement of
LOST—Dec.
Monument streets and corner Pearl and
TO
In
house
No.
19
Atlantic
E. JACKSON,
Federal streets, a black velvet hand bag
street; rent $16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
taining pair eye glasses and bundle silk aod

CHAS.

Casco Bay House, Dec. 15. Hours

from 9

The Great Specialty, Our Handkerchiefs

Rumors of Dis-

ft 10 LET—House with nine rooms on Gray
J. street, $300. Modern. Five rooms, Walnut street, *8 00.
Five rooms rear of Gray
street. Ryan’s court, *10.00. Six rooms, Clifton street, Woodforus, $11.00. House on Hart-

Plano Tuner. TO

9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 3
p. m. to a p. m., 7 p. m. to 9 p, m,

attention to the displaj

dtf

H, E. MILLS,

Hours from

We invite

W.

SYMONDS,
CHAS. SUMNER COOK,

November 10,1891.

Our New', Fresh Stock of Holl<
day Goods has Arrived

Astonishingly Low Prices.
ranging from 3 cents to $10.00 each. We quot(

tho

NOTICE TO VOTERS

PRESENTS!
nod Is Now

PEBMIKAL.

avenue, Jleering, seven rooms, $13.00.
House and stable on Ocean street, seven rooms,
near grammar school, *15.00. Apply to hi, 8.

CHRISTMAS
;

TO LET.

ley

—

WASHEE!” AG A FIGHTER.

Suggested by

HCSINKSS DAKDS.

Special Attractions

Thousands and thousands of them.
Om
purchases of Handkerchiefs have been on suet
an extensive scale that we are able to offei
them at

Annie Isabel Willis.

“WASHEEl

MISCELLANEOUS.

No. 41 Thomas

residence,
SL,
Tbefinely situated,
light, airy and sunny, every

pleasant, Hue library finished in polished
Black Walnut, lBuiug Room in quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy "ewlng Room, Bath Room
a gem. Ornamental Mantles. Electric
Bells
throughout.
Combination
Speaking Tube,
and
Hot
Steam
Water Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tabs in
Hotana
Cold Water, aud everything
laundry,
first class. Lo contains about 5600 feet of
land.
Inquire ofS. B. KELSEY,
nov7tlf
No. 243 Commercial Street.
room

190-192 Middle St.

novludtf

|

BOYNTON,
347 Congress SI.

Boys’ Nickel Watches, Warranted
keep goodttime,

$4.00.

to

*

28 Red.7 @T%
20 Kng Ven Red. 3@3%
12 Am.Ztnz....60;i»/ 00
16 ttoonelle Yellow...2%

N> 8..

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

N

10.

)

8 oz
lo oz.

•tic?.

Quotations of Staple Products
Leading Markets.

lb.R%@7
Huap«wd«r-NhM. Rice
R'astfng.3 60@4 00 Rangoon.6% «.6
Naleratu*.
Sporting.... 4 > 0($6 60
D on shot. 25 ibs..l 60 Saleratus. 6@6%
Buck. B, BB,
rtpiee*.
T, TT, F.1 76 Cassia, pure 16 @17
Mace.
Hay.
76® 0

in the

Iron.
Common.2
Refined.2

Blocks an«l Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling

Exchange Quiet
Dull and

Steady—Railroads

Cast steel.
German steel.
8 oe steel....
Sleet Iron—
Cmimoa.4

in

Sharp Advance

New

Active and

With

Firm

England

a

and

A New York money has been easy at 2%
@3 per cent; last loan 2% dosing at 2Vi per
cent. Prime mercantile paper at 4%@6 per
cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet but firm with
actual business in banker’s bills at 4 82% for
60-day bills, and 4 84% for demand; posted
Commercial bill* at
rates at 4 83%@4 8B%
4 8l%®4 84. Government bonds are dull and
steady. Bailroad bonds fairly aative and steady
to firm.
Although ihe stock market, as usual, was less
animated after 12 o’clock, movements In the
The whole
list were in the upward direction.
list was pla ed on a level and slightly higher
than the opening. New England and Kook Island were especially active and strong, the former
suddenly becoming active rapidly and
The increase in
moved up from 37% to 39.
the dividend on liock Island from % to 1 per
cent for quarter had a marked effect upon that
stock, and on specially lar*e ipausactlons it
moved up to 86s/g, after selling at t4V*. During the forenoou the rest of the list displayed
eo feature of interest, the market closing dull
and firm, generally at small fractious better
than tirst prices.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 238,700 shares.

Oram.

Corn, car lots....72@72
7E@5 00 Corn, bag lots...76@ 6
Meal, bag lots. .72(5)78
00(6)6 26 Oats, car lots.. ..44«4*
Oats, bag lots...47@49
Cotton seed—
76@8 26
Car lots.. .28 00@28 60
y*@5 % Bag lots. .29 00@30 00
Sacked bran—
16@5 2o
Car lots... 22 O0@23 00
6f@5 681 Bag lots...23 i<0@24 <>0
2E@;> % Middlings 28 00@28 00
Bag lots. ..24
@29 oo
pateuis—6 76@8
Provisions.
PorkFish.
Backs.16 25@16 60
Clear.14
Cod.perqtl—
7f@l6'0
Large shore.« 00@8 26 Short' uts.16 00@ 16 2a
Small.4 76@5 00
BeefPollock.3 00®4 00 Ex-Mess... 8 50® 9 00
3 05@3 60 Plate.10 00@10 60
H- ddock
Hake.2 0u@2 60 Ex-Plate.. 10 0i @U Oo
LardHerring—
Scaled, » box...14@18 Tubs, ip ft). 614® 714
Mackerel » bbl— Tierces. 6%@ 7%
Shore Is..24 0' @26 00!Pails. 6%@12
Shore 2s..14 00@t6 OOjPure leaf...12
@t2t4
Med 8s...11 61 @13 OOlHams.10 @10%
3s..0001
coverd..ll
Large
@0000;do
@11%
Produce.
Oil.
C’peCraob’s.7 00@8 00 Kerosene—
Pea beaus. ..2 16@2 26 Port ref pet. 6%
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8%
tierm’u med.l oo@2 10 Devoe’s brilliant.. 8%
Yellow eyes..l 76@2 ( 0 Ligonia. 6%
cal. pea.2 eo@2 7&ICenteunlal. 6%
....

1

Raisins.
bu-n.60@00 Muscatel—l 50(6)2 60
Sweet Potatoes—
Lond’n lay’r.2 00@3 50
...2 26@3 00 Oneura lay’r..8
@9
Valencia.7 @7%
Onions—
Supnr.
Natives.8 60@2 76 Ex-qualny rFlue

granulated.4%

Spring chickens.16@t8 ^tand’ra do.4 7-ltJ
Fowls.14@16 Extra C.4
Turkeys.18@20
Seeds.
Red Top.l 9r!@2 00
Timothy.1 66@l 60
Apples.
1

Bald-

Clover.8%@13

Eating.......2 6( @2 75
Cooking......! 0( @1 60
Evaporated p lb »@i2
old
do
7@ 8
Lemon".

NY factory.’3
Vermont. ..13

@13

Sage.13a/i «14Vi
But'©''.
Creamery, p lb..?8@30
Palermo.4 60@5 50 Gilt edge Vt.28@<!9
Messina.4£60@4 60 Choice.20® si
Malagers.
Good.I9@31
Store.1 @19
Oranges.
Florida..T2 0<@2 75
Messina.0 oo@j uo Eastern
Uren.

Ship.4Vi@

en?as..26@28

L,rata<r

Phot Sup.7Vi@8
do sq.6 VS. @6

New Eorfc—

Light.19

6

Crackers ptb....i @6 Vi
»’*>«*•

@20

is«2

«lid weights 1
Heavy.22

@24

4^2

Slaughter..81

Oamberiand.4 60@5 00 Good d’mg.19 @30
Acadia.
am call.60@70
@
Caestnut....
bun, her.
@6 00
Franklin.
60
3’fch nine.30 0u®40 00
@7
00
Clear
Lehigh.
@6
pine—
Coftee.

Eio, roasted 19@2l
«J-»va do.... 29 £30
lisopera^e.
Hohd shooks ana hds—
Mol. city.-..l 80@i 90

Uppers.t6?@60
delect-••••....$46* 52
pine

common..§38&45

Spruce.$13®14
Hemlock.

.$ii4,12

Clapboards—
Sag. country .90c®$l Spruce. X.t36@38
Country mol.
Giear.$84®35
hhd ebooks.. 115@1 20 3d clear.$25@28
No 1.filSteSO
Hhd.hdg mol.
32 In.24@26 tme.$26@60
S>ruce 86 in. .20® ’2
Stiingies—
S dt Pine, 36 in.20(821 X cedar.3 60@3 75
Hird Pine,32 in26@;:c‘
(earcedar..3 0<@3 2»
Hoods 14 ft....3200^5 XNol. 2 00®2 0
“
12 ft....§20028 sol cedar.. i2a@t 60
“
8ft....310412 Soruce.l2t®L60
B’d oak staves
Lithe horce 2 00@2 15
Box ShOOkS.

JLlme—4)eno*.u,i.
Limep cask.l 00®i 03

v«r<in(e,
Cement.140@l60
lOaii
matche*.
so
Manma.... 11
star, p gross
@12
M inula Bolt B’pe 14
Dingo.39@40
Kassi ao.17@18
metal*.
S sal........ 7Vi4 8Vi
Copper—

Amer’npib

Draft* and Dye*.

>4 @48 com

P“,»tiU stopper,
12@I4 14x48 plan“
isneu.
tart.4t@42
Ammonia—
Roir«.

A 'ni uxaiic....

vinttttdajt'^u.er

jl

ju

00@25
@36
35
20
n

nuravu

Ashes, pot....6% @8 I V M Bolts..
27
Bals eopabia ...6;@70111 u.turns....
28@33
B eawax.3o®4<;|i.»f»ot..
13 «14
Bleb powders
5i Tin—
Borax.12® 14 StraiGH. 22® 24
Brimstone....- .2w-@5 English.23@ «6
Cochineal. 4r @ *3 Char. I. CO.. 7 oo@7 60
1 >*@2
Char. I. X.. .9 2S®9 65
Copperas
Cream tartar... 3q®86 Terne.6 00&8 50
Ex logwood.12*15 Antimony.am* A8
GnmaraDlc... 70@l-/2 Coke.Roo®8no
Aloes cape. 16*2 Z nc.7 60@8 00
amDhor. 60®f>2 solder %xvsA6V4
....

Myirn. 6l@'5
Opium..225(o-. 60
S iellac. 36@40
Indigo.8f@t 0
loome.8 76@4 00
Ioecac.2 0o. 2

motusaes.

Porto Rico

80@40
Barbadoes.32*33
Cianiuegos. 3b@30
Bolling.
25 Fancy Ponce_39@40

Licorice, rt.15@ 30
Lai ex.34@4(. Cask,

...

* niin.
1 90®2 00
cut
..

Moronme.. ..195®- xo
Wire...2 16@3 26
OilDergamot4 00*4 25
Cad liver....l lo@l 35
Lemon.3 25@3 60
olive.1 OOW2 601
Naval Stores,
Pepot.3 26@3 60 Tar ^ bbl. ..8 75S4 00
WiatergreeH2 oo. -> lv Ooal Tar....6 25rift 60
Potassor’mde.. 28@33 Pitch.3 oojas 26
1 @18 Wil. Pltch...8 00@3 26
Chlorate..
l '°ide.2 8f @n 001 Rosin.8 oo®* Oo
Quicksilver... vo@96 i'urpt’ne, gau 38® 48
Quinine....... 8 ®sh oakum...f.. 8 @9
LUeuqarb, rt-.76@i 50
Out
Rt suake.8o@4u Linseea.38(0)43

saltpetre.l«@ie Boiled......4i@4«
S enna.26® *o Snerm.100®i 17

Canary seed— 4-4V* Whale..60@60
Ctrdamons..l oo@i 7o Bank...3e@46
Soda. Dl-carb.3% 6% shore.30*8.3

Sal.2M)@8
Porgie.00@S6
Sulphur.3Vs@'% Laru.05*75
Sugar lead.20a 22 Castor.126©F36
Wuite wax.6f @6’ Neatsfoot.00*1 00
Vitrol, blue.8® 0 Elaine.26@5o
Paiuu.
Vanilia, Dean. $10*131
One*.

No

..

Lead—
Pure ground 7 00@7 60
32 Pure dry....7 00*7 50

18@50

3fk«5u

J*pau. 2?@»0

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Dec. 14,1881.
Receipts by Maine Central K R—For Portland
94 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 141 cars.
Grain Quotations.
NKW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTED BE PULLEN, CROCKER So

CO.

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.

Opening.106
Hdhest.106%
Lowest.106%
Closing.106%

Jan.
106%
107

106%
107

Mav

108%
109y*
108%

109V*

CORN.

J”n.

Dec.

663,4

Mav.
52%
62%

Lowest.621
56%
Closing.6„ %
67
Monday’s quotations.

62%

Ooenlng.6<

H ghest.«3

67

%

6

Hignest.Keys
Lowest.losy*
Closing.106%

.j

Mav.

,tan.

106%
l< 6%

iooy8
10f%

108%

lo»
108%

108%

CORN.

Dec.
opening.oz

Jan.
56%
56%

Highest. 62
Lowest..6o%
Closing.60%

Mav.

52%

62%
6

56%
56%

>

(2%

BOSTON. Dee. 14, i891—The following are
;oday’a quotations of Provisions. Produce,*c:
Pork—Long cuts 14 00 g 14 25. short cuts
$14 (;0<$l 4 60: backs at 14 60@14 76; lean
Jnds.OO 00 a/16 00; pork tongues Its 60; bult
oork lu 6 or
Hams at 9%c; small atlOc; pressed hams
ll%c.
Lard—Choice 7c ip lb in tierces and tubs;
LO-lb pails in cs 8%c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c & lb; country
lo 6c.

sxtra imitation

Dee.

Mav

Opening..
Closing......................a..tt,'

43%

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dee.

May

Opening. 9t%
Closing. 91 %

sm

98

CORN.

Dec.

May.

Opening.66
Closing.
64%

43%
43 %

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
Asked
133
123
102
43
120
123

106
118
100
9j
120
lio
126
103
106

106
112
120
108

105
106
117
136
105
105
110
97

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations are received dally:
Atchison, Topeka A Santa Pe R..
48%

C.B.&Q......104%

Mexican Central. 21%
Union Pacific. 41
Boston & Maine R..
Bell Telephone.20o
New York ana New England Railroad.... 88%
do prefd
....
FUn- a Pere Marquette prfd. 82%
do common...
Maine Central Railroad......11S
Wisconsin Central. 17%
New York

Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.
NEW YORK. Dec. 14,' 1891—The
following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Ool. Coal. -..........

33 25
lo oo
ll^k

Hocking Coal.
.........

Quicksilver.«..... 4 oo
dopref. 21 FO
Ontario. 4100
Yellow jacket.....
Mexican.

2 00

ODhlr...
Best & Beicher.
2 35
Con Cal & Va

.

4

20

New York Stock and

Money Market.
NEW kOKE., Dec. 14,1891.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
New 4s, reg..........116%
New 46, COUp...«
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.107%
Denver & R. iG.lSt.115
Erie 2ds.104%
Kansas Pacific Cousols..
Oregon Nav. lsts.
109%
Kansas Pacific lsts.108%
Closing quotations of stocks:
Dec. 14
Dec. 12.
AUBuis express....

Am

Express ...113

Central Pacific.
81%
Cbes & Ohio.
A
Alton...186
Chicago
Chicago AAlton prefd....161

Chicago, Burlington

A Quincy..106%
Delaware A Hudson Canal Co. .l22%
Delaware, Lacka & Western..138%
Denver A Klo Grande. 16%

Erie
••••••■«
•••••*«•••
30%
Erie pref. 71%
Illinois Central.106%
lad. Bloom A West.
Lake Erie A West. 19%
Lake Shore.126
Louis A Nash... .............. 80*%
Manhattan Elevated.Ir2%
Michigan Central.108%
Minn A*St. Louis.
8%
do
pref. 19
Missouri Pacific. 67%
NewJersey Central.112%
Nor. Pacific common. 24
6 s/8
do pref..
«•••

Northwestern...114%

Northwestern pref.189
New York Central....117%
New York, orncago a at. Louis 80%
do pref........ .......... 79%
Ohio A Miss.. 23
Ont. A Western. 20%
North American. 16%
Pacific Mail. 36%
Pullman Paiace.17»%

Beading. 38*4
Rock island..... 86%

St Louis A San Fran...
do pref.
do 1st prt..
St Paul. 783/a

St Paul Minn A Man.114
St. Paul A Omaha. 37%
St. Paul A Omaha prf.104%
Texas Pacific, new. 11%
Union Pacific.
41*4
U 8. Express.. 61
Wabash st. Louis A Pacific.. 12%

cream v 2%23c: lactorv

at 20a21c;Nortbern creamery, choice 28@29e;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
®26c: Eastern creamery, good to chot
at
B6@28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
SJiCheese—Northern choree full creams and
twins ll%c; fair to good at 7®lie W-siern
choice lie; fair to good 8%@i0%c; sage at

140

in

81%
25%
136
161
104%
122%

I38y8
ib%
S0%
70%
106%
20

12@12%c
Eggs—Eastern extras

28@30; fancy near-by

at

stock higher: firsts 2d®27c; extra Vermont
ami New Hampshire at 28@30c Western firsts
27@00e; Michigan firsts at —@26c. Jobbing
prices lc higherpoultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, chce
16® i7c; fair to good at 12® 14,spring chickens
15®17c; fowls 13al4c; Western dry packed
turkeys, choice at 14@16c; fowls at l(%12e;
chickens 1 @143.
Beans—New York handjpicked pea at 2 OD:
marrow pea 1 90@1 96; choice screened pea at
1 6 >@l «0: hand-picked medium at 1 9U®2 00;
choice screened at 1 65® 1 80; choice Yellow
Eyes 1 96®2 00; California pea beans at 2 10@
2 «0 P bush
hand-niekeu at 2 20®2 30; red
kid. 2 00@2 26 Jobbing prices 10c uigner.
Hay-Choice 18 00: some fancy higher: lair
to good at
$16 00@17 00: Eastern fine at
#12®14;jK)orto ordinary $11@14: East swale
$8@9. Rye straw, onoice, at $14 60; Oat
straw $8@9.
Potatoes—choice native and Maine stock
|1 37%®1 60; ohoiee Vermont and N Hamoshire ana New York Burbanks —@48e; Houlton
Hebrons
@60c: rose 46c,Aroostook Hebrons
at 45@—3; Rose at 4 6c. Sweet potatoes. Eastern extras bulk stock and cloth heads $1 60:
Jersey double heads 2 25
Apples—No 1 Baldwins and Greenings $1 fO
60; No 2 at 76e@90c, Greenings at $1 00

8%
18*4
66ys

112%
24Vs
67%
114%
139

116%
20%
80
23

2; %
ih7/8
86%
179%
38%
«4%

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.
CHICAGO,Dec. 13,1891.— The Cattle market
—Receipts 16.000; sbipments 8000; fairly active and steady to a shale higher: Chrisimas
steers b 00® 6 80; good to choice 4 80®6 aft;
others at 2 25@4 6u, Stockers at 2 00®8 10;
cows 1 30@2 9
Hogs—receipts 62,000; shipments 8.000;
lower; rough and common 3 40®3 60; mixed
and packers at 3 85®3 70; prime, heavy and
butchers’ weights at 3 76®3 86; light a 41®
^
—; slow and

| By Telegraph.!
NEW YORK. Dc. 14,1891.—The flour market
—receipts 49,305 packages: exports 4822 bins
and 12,980 sacks; dull and weak: sales 20,100
bbls.
a Flour quotations—low extras at 3 65®4 26;
city mills extra at 6 26@6 86; city mills patents 6 25®6 60; winter wheat low grades, at
3 66®4 25. fair to fancy at 4 30@6 00 ; patents
at 4 60®6 30; Minnesota clear 4 35®)* 9.);
straights do at 4 60@616; do natents 4 70®
6 60; do rye mixtures 4 86@4 85; superfine at
3 20®3 86; One 3 00®3 66.
Southern flour
weak and more active.
Rye flour dull and
unchanged at 5 16®5 60. Buckwheat flour dull
at 2 0 @2 06. Buckwheat at 0O@i4c.
Cornmeal steady and quiet, wheat—receipts 324,260 buttb; exports 176,825 bush; sales 62,000
bush; dull and lower;No 2 Red 1 06%@ t 06%
In store aDd elevator, l Ots%@l 07% afloat,
1 06% @1 08% fob; No 3 red at 102: No 1
North"m St *1 f'8%@l 09; No 1 hard 112%
@ 12y8 ; No 2 Northern at 1 03%. Rye nominal; Western l 02%@1 04%. Barley Is dun.
Clara—receipts i 66,80 ) bush; exports 64.195
bush; sales 81,000 oush; lower, irregular and
moderately active, clostug steady: No 2 ai 80%
@60%c elevator 61%c afloat; No 3 at 62@68;
steamer mixed 68c,
«ini>-receipts 21b,260
bush; exports 160,600 bush;sales 94,000 bush;
quiet, weak and lower; No 3 at39%c: White
do at 40c; No 2 at 40%@41%c. do White 41
®42%c; No 1 at 41 %c; do White at 42c: No 2
Chicago—c; mixed western 39®4l% ; White
do 4l®44c; White State 41®44c, No 2 Chicago
4l%@4l%c. Coffee—Rio quiet and firm; No
7 atl3%@13y8. *«*ar—raw dull and easy;
market for refined dull and lower;No6, 3 11-10;
No 7 at «%c; No8at3 9-l«c; No 9 at 3%c;
No 10 at b 7-1 Gc No 11 at 3y8c:No 12 at Ss/8c;
off A 8%®3 16-lGc; Mould a 43/8c;standara A
4 8-16c; Confectioners’ A at 4 1-lGc; cut loaf at
6%c; crushed 6%c; powdered at 4%c; granulated at 4 3-18®4 6-10C; Cubes at 4%c. Petroleum quiet and steady; united 69%c.Pork
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tierced beef quiet; out meats dull and easy:
middles unsettled. Lard lower and dull; Western steam $u 40; city at $6 00; refined quiet;
Continent at$6 50@6 76; S. A. $7 66. Mutter quiet and weaker.
«Jhee»e quiet and about

steady.
Freight* to Liverpool dull and weak; grain
per steam —d,
CHICAGO, Dec. 14,1891 —The Flour market
Is easier but not quotably lower.
Wheat very
dull; No 2 spring wi%c; No 2 Sen at 9iy2c.

Corn closed unchanged; No 2 at 54%c.
Oats
auiet, and steady. No 2 at 32%c. N<> 2 Rye at
88%c. No 2 Barley at 69c. No 1 Flaxseed 94c.
Provisions quiet: mess pork at 9 12ya. Lard
6 05 Short ribs sides at 5 36@5 d5.
Dry salt
meats-shoulders at.$4 37%@4 60; short clear
sides at 46 60@6 65.
Receipts—Flour 22,000 bbls, wheat 98.000
bush; corn 179,000 bush, oats 183 000 bush;
rye 110.000 uusb. barley EG OoO bush.
Shipments—Fleur 16,00u bbls, wneat 60.000
bush, corn 215,000 bush, oats 269.000 nush.
rye 7.000 busn. barley 32.000 busn
ST.LOUIS, Dec. 14,1791.—The Flour market
Is dull, and unchanged; family at 3 30@3 40;
choce at 4 20@4 30; paten s at 4 4 @4 60.
Wheat closed V4c higher; No 2 red at 93%®
93%c. Corn closed about Saturday’s figures.
No 2 at 39%@40Vio.
Oats are dull and weaker ;No 2 at 32c.
Rye dull; No 2 —c. Barley is
quiet; Iowa at 60c; Miun 63c. Provisions inactive; pork at 9 00 for old and 11 25 for new.
Lard steady at $6. Dry salt, meats—shoulders
$3 9: longs and ribs ai $6 62% ; short clear at
6 06. Bacon—shoulders $5 7o, longs and ribs
at 6 60@6 62y*: short clear at $6 t>2%fflS 76.
Hams 9 oo@10 50.
Receipts—9 our. 8,4/00 bbls: wheat 148.000
bush corn 347,000 nu9h oats 102 000 bush;
rye 6.000 bush barley 22,000 busn.
Shipments—Flour 8.00n bbls; wheat, 4.000
bush corn, 143,000 bush: oats. 20,000 bush:
rye 16,000busn; barley 3.000 bush
DETROIT, Dec. 14 -Wheat-No 1 WhiH at
94%c: No 2 Red and Dec at 95V2c. Corn—No 2
at 40@40%c Oat9-No 2 at 34y*c; No 2 White
36y*c. R>e 90c.
Receipts—Hour —; Wheat 16,000 bush; corn
13,400 bu; oats 7100 bush.
Cotton Markets.

[By

Telegraph],

NEW YORK, Dec. 13.—Tbe Cotton marketquiet and l-16e dow; sales 167 bales: ordinary
__i-n.,14 a
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stained 6Hc. middling uplands 6c; Gulf do at
8%c: do stained 7 9-16c
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 14.—Cotton market is
easy; middling at 7 6 16c
CHARLESTON, Dec. 14. 189l.-Cotton market steady -.(middling at 714c.
SAVANNAH,Dec. 14, 18»1.- cotton market
dull and easy; middlings at 7 l-16e.
MOBILE,Dec. 1* 1891.—The Cotton market
easy .middlings at 714c.
MEMPHIS, Dec. 14, 18»1— The Cotton market quiet; middlings at 7 7-16c

Foreign Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Dec. 14, 1891.—Consols 95 6-16d

fot money and 95*4 for the accouni.
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 14, 1891
Quotations—
Winter Wheai 8s 6da83K*4d: Spring Wheat
at 88 6d@8s 614d; California average 8s 10d@
8s lid;
Mixed American
Corn at 6s 8u.
Cheese at 6£s.
LIVERPOOL Dec 14,'1891.—cotton marketsteady; middling at 4 6-1 ♦’d: sales 8,000 bales;
speculation and export 1,000 bales;receipts ie,000 bales.

Sailins days or Ocean Steamships.
FROM
La

FOR

OATH

Bretagne....NewYork. .Havre.Dec 12

Anchorla.New York. Glasgow

.Dec 12
Amsterdam;.New York..Amsterdam Dec 12
..

Spree.New York..Bremen.Dec
Bohemia.New
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MINIATURE ALMANAC,DECEMBER la,
Sun rises••*•••■•.*7 07 n.nh water
waM5r j •••••.10 15
Snn sets .4 13
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INTEYYS-

PORT or PORTLAND.

MONDAY, Doc 14.
Arrived,
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch E 0 Allen, Brookings, Philadelphia—coal
to Uolliug Mills.
Sen Yankee Maid, Tuttle, New York tor Rockland.
Sch Lilian, Grindle, Boston.
Sch Idaho, Hail, Boston—cement to Carlton
Bros.
Sch Fannie Earl, (new, of Cranberry Isles. 69
tons,) Stanley, Bostou.
Sen Arrival, Stewart, Brooklin.
Sch Little Sadie, Beals, Jonesport.
Sch Forest Queen, Gray, Loothbay.
Sch Edith Whaland, Georges, with 6D.000 lbs
fish.
Cleared.
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle.

i6
16
...Dec 16

York..Hamburg...Dec

Sarnia.Portland....Liverpool
Teutonic.New York..Liverpool...Dec 16
Ottyof Chicago New York..Liverpool ...Dec 10
Noordland.New York..Antwerp_Dec 18
Saratoga.New York..Hav & Car. Dec 16
Cleniuegos.New YorK..Oienfue«os Dec 17
Danla.New York..Hamburg. ..Dec 17
Caracas.New York..Laguayra....Dec 1»
Advance.New York .Rio Janeiro Dec 19

KAIL. ROAD*.

International Steamship Co.

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THE WORI.D

von

—between—

—

J H Blake.
Sch Arizona, Gray, Belfast—J H Biake.
Sch Millie Florence, Wallace, AShdale—J H
Blake.

SAILED—Barques Skobeleff, Miranda; sch

Walter Holley.

The Portland schr Dexter Clark.Cant Young,
Dninf
Die,.,,
no
1.
..r

»

six months engagement to caijry hard pine
lumber trom Apalachicola to the North side of
Cuba.
Sch Cathie 0 Berry, Foster, sa®ed from New
York evening of Dec 6 tor Portbtnd, where she
arrived and discharged 500 tons coal, and then
sailed for St John. NB, where she arrived in five
days time irom New Fork.
a

—

and ail parts ot New Brunswich,
Ula#4, **»<•
Mr»lia. Pliscc Kdwnrd*
Gape Breton. The favorite route to Cuiupobelia and Wt. Andrew*, N. It,

Fall am! Winter

Arrangement.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. COYLE,
Gen’l Manager.
je20dtf

Maine

Steamship Company

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE,

Cld at Hong Kong Nov 10, barque Emma T
Crowell, Peudleton, New York.
Sid fm Bristol, E, I2tn inst, steamer Dominion
for Portland.
Ar at Rio Janeirio 11th inst, sch Jas W Fitch,
Pitcher, Boston.
Notice to Mariners.
Office of D. 8. light House inspector, i
First District,
I
Portland, Dec 14,1891.
)
Notice is hereby given that the buoys in the
St Croix and Pembroke rivers have been removed lor the winter season.; •
By order of the L, H. Board,
Frank Weldks,
*K3
Commander, U. S.N.,
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 13*1), ship A J Fuller, Colcord, Sau Francisco, (Aug 21); M P Grace. Williams, do, (Aug 1);
barque Charles F Ward,
Coombs, Buenos Ayres; Robt 8 Paterson, (new)
Millbrldge; schs 8 B Wheeler, Godfrey. Hurri-

Island; Mary E oP*s, Perry, Hallowell;
Lizzie Cochrane, Jonesboro; Olive Brauch, Providence ; Hattie K King. Wicicford.t
BOSTON—Ar 12th, msus Frauk W Hawe. Perkins, Bruuswick; Mattie A Franklin, McDonald. Philadelphia;
Waldron Holmes, Dorlty,
Damartscotta.

Harold, Sweeney, Phila-

Ar 14th, schs Isaac T

Campbell, Matthews,
Charleston; Annie L Wilder, Greenlaw, Bockport; John M Moore. Norton, Philadelpnia;
Georgie, L Dickson, Harding, Baltimore; ComBarnard. Klimhethnarl

■

Parrle P

Keene, Hoboken; Junletta, Johnson, Machlas;
I W Hines, Johnson. Itockport.
Sld J 4th. sch Ella Fmnees, for Rockland.
NEW ORLEANS
Old 12th. sch Susie M
Plummer. Creighton. Dunkirk, (and sld)
MOBILE—Ar 12th, sen James Slater, Small,

Lin©

LIVERPOOL. STEAMSHIPS.

♦

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12th, sch Maaion Hill,

Armstrong, New

York.

SAVANNAH—Ar 13th, sch John 8 Oeering,
Arev. New York.
CHARLESTON—Old I2th, sch Genevieve,
Haley, Alexandria.
Ar 13th, sens NelUo.E Woodbury, MclDtyre,
Baracoa; Belle Hoopen, Siunett. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar path, barque Kate, Crowley, Alexandria.
Sid lith, soli Mary Jtenness, for Sagua.
Sld 13tb, sch Nelson E Newbury, for Portland
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, barque Beatrice
Havener, Hichborn, New York; sen Katharine
D Perry, Garlield, tiostou; May McFarland.
Small, ao; Cassste P Bronson, Bennett, Portland.
Ar 14th, sch Frank: T Stinson, Hodgdon, fra
Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th. steamer Hercules,
Fenton, from Portland! for Philadelphia.
8XON INGTON—At 12tb, sch J H Crowley,
Calais for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Uth, sch Benj FPoole,
Baltimore.
Sld llth, sch Walker Armtogton, Drinkwater,
Baltimore.
FALL KIVER-Ar I2tb, schs William Todd,
Wood, and Viola May. Calais.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 13th, sch Eva L Leonard, Perth Amboy.
NOBSKA-Passed by 12th, sch JFSeavey,
bound west.
Passed by 13th, schs Carrie C Ware, and IT

Campbell,

bound east.

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar lltn, schs Lizzie
I) Small. Closson, Shulee, N8, for New York;
Eliza S Potter, Alien, Boston for do.
Ski liih. sen Kit Uaxson, Wm Churchill, and
Charley Bucki.
HYANNIS-Ar 13t*i, schs Flora CondOD, fm
roruauaior mew xorK; donn iwugiasa, Bucksport for State Island; Mary l.ynj burner, Bangor for Fall ltiver.
In port, sells Marcia 8 Lewis. Kennebec for
New York; Sami Bart, do for do; Marcellus,
do for no; Gen Banks, do for do.
Sid 13th, sch John s Cake, for Jonesport.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed north JSih, sch
St Croix, GDrence 11 Veuner. Anna Shepard,
Harold B Cousins, John M Moore, aud K c
Allen.
Passed south 13th, sch Geo M Adams.
Passed by 14th.» AM, barque Matthew Baird
from Phllaaelnhia for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH-aj- 12th, sell Lydia M Webster. Bangor tor Beverly.
sid llth, sch JosUth R Smith, for Philadel-

phia.

ELLSWORTH—Ar llth, sch Wesley Abbott,
Whitaker. Portland.
BOOTH BAY—Sid llth, sells Ella B Kimball,
Kimball. New York; Seventy-Six, Tenants Harbor for do; Governor, for do.
BATH—Sid 10th. seb J p Bartram, (new) for
Georgetown Me, to load for Now York.

Shanghai 3d inst, ship Jacob E Rtdgway, Call, New York.
Ar at Nanaimo 6th Inst, barque Kufus E
Wood, Farnham. San Francisco.
Ar at Porto Cibello 4th inst, barque Shetland.
Haskell. Philadelphia.
Ar at Point-a Pitre Nov 28, sch Dexter Clark.
Young, Portland, 26 days—(chartered for Apalachicola to load hard pine for North side of
Cuba at 86.)’
Arat St John, NB, 12tn Inst, sch Cathie C
Berry, Foster, Portland.
Spoken.
Nov 18, lat 4 66 S, lou »4 45 w, ship R D Rice
from Liverpool for San Francisco.
Dec 6, lat 38 N. Ion 127 20 W. ship Hecla,
from Tacoma for United Kingdom.
4

Vi

Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, qutcK time, Pullman sleepiug cars.
Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern
Pacific Co., 192 Washington St. Bostou, Mass.
Janl9eodly

8

~Dec.

22
*a*KTHA0LN’AN
*NUMIDIAN... Tues,5Jan.’92

17”

These steamers will not call at Halifax on
either the outward or homeward voyages. 8. S.

•Carthaginian and ‘Numldlan will carry cattle
and only cabin passengers.
Cabin $40 and $60, according to steamer and
location of stateiooin.
Second cabin $26.
steerage $20.
of
STATii till { Service A^ll»n Line SteamIVevr York au«l Claneon via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $36 and upwards. Return

$65 and upwards.
Glnagow to itoxtou iiirn t via Derry and
Galwav.
Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$80. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN or ‘T. P. MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.

oct27dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP G01PAOT
—LIN* FOB—

Oailfornia, Jsnan, China, Centra!
end South America and

Mexico,

Prom New York, pier loot of Canal St., North
B’ver, for San Francisco via The laibmna
•f Panama.
For Japan nad China,
CITY OF PARA, sails Monday, Dec. 21, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
(JITY of PEKING, sails Thursday, December
31, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street. Cer,Bread St., Be.toe.
dtf
jelO

DOMINION

LINE.

Boyal Mail Steamships,

In Effect October 4, 1*91.
WESTERN
DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Statlou) foi
Scnrboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.16
a. m., 3.30, 5.16, 6.16
p. tn.; Old Orchard
•*

i*iur*wi«j

.»/V, U

U.

1U.1U

a.

in., 12 40, 8.30, 6.16, 6.15 p, m.; Keaaebnuk,
7 00, 8.45 a in., 12.40, 3.30,5.16,6.16 p. m.;
We l» ttexh. 7.00, 8.45 a. m„ 8.30,6,16 p.
m.; Norib Berwick, threat Kalla, Dover,
7.00, a. 8.46 a. m„ 12.40, 3.30. 6.16 p. m.;

(tocbealer, Knmiiogton,

Alton

Montreal or Qaebec
AND

BETUHIY.

To accommodate the patrons of Ilia Grand
Trunk Ry. Round t ip ticket* will be sold December Hist and 82nd, good g ing oil regu'ar
trims, and good (or return passage wltbln ooe
month
To Montreal with option of return
from Quebec or to Quebec with option of reimn
from Montreal at the following low rate:

P utlutid $tt.OO.
Passengers will be furnished, free ot charge,
with ferry tickets from Levis to Qaebec and return by conductor of the train before arrival at
Levis.
For tickets and further Information apply to
agents of the Grand Trunk Railway.
L. .1. ska RGB NT. Gen. Manager. Montreal.
WM. EDGAR. Gen. Pass Agt., Montreal.
N. J. GRACE, New England Pass. Ageut, 890
declidtd
Washington street, Boston.

MAIN E CENTRAL R.R.
Btingor, Bar Harbor, ftt. Jobs, lb.
Waite illeiiaulaa, Qaebec, M*a<
treat I, a.af ibe West.

For

Onl and after November 19, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For DANVILLE JCT.. AUBURN and LKWITON, 8.30, a. m.. 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
LEWlsTON via BRUNSWICK, 7.15a.m., *1.15,
5.00 and U1.30 p. m.
KOCKI.AND and KNOX and LINCOLN ST A.iiians.

only

i jo

a.

in., 1.10 ana on oamraays

at 5.00 p. m.

Hay, Brunswick; bath, gardiner, hallowell and AUGUsTA. 7.16 Am., *1,16, 5.00
and |11.30 p. in.

Wolf boro, 8.46 a. m., 12.40, 8.30,
p. in.;
Wo«ceater (via Great Falls anti Rochester)
7.00 a. m.; Manchester and Concord (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m.; Ho. Newmarket
Junction, sexeler, Ilnverhill, I.awrencr,
l, -wctl, Boston, t7.00, 18.40 a.m., $12.40,
3.30 p. rn.

FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON, 8.S0 a. m., 1.10 p. m.: via BRUNSWICK, 1.15 p. m.; and lor RANGE LEY at
8.30 a m.
READFIELD
MONMOUTH, WINTHROP,
and OAKLAND, 1.10 and 6 05'p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00, WATERVILLE. via LEWISTON, 1.10, 5.05 p.
m. t via AUGUSTA, 7.16 a m., *1.16, til.30
4.00 p. in.
p. m.
Huaday Train* from Union Station, for SKOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.,
Boston and way stations, 12.55. 4.15 p. m.
via AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. m„ 1.16, *11.30 p. m.
EAHTEKN DIVISION.
BELFAST, 1.15 and 11.80 p. m.
From Union Station. For Cope Elizabeth, DOVER and FOXCROFT, via DEXTER, 1.16,
11.80 p. in.
9.00 a. m.; Amexhury, 9.00 a. in.. 6.00p. nj. {
via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.; via
Biddeford, Porlxmouth, Newbur ypart, BANGOR
AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. in., *1.15 and *11.80 p. in
Hatein, Eton, Bontou, (t*.00 a. m. daily)
and Sundays only at 7.20 a m.
19.00 a. in., (§1 p. m. daily) 16,00 p. m.
Boston for Poriluud, 7.00 a. in., ({9.00 a. BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. H.. via DEXTER, 1.15 and 11.80 p. m.; via OLDTOWN
m. dally) J2.30 p. m., (>7.00 p. m. dally.)
at 11.80 p. m.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
11.30 p. m.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p. VANCKBORO, ST. JOHN, HALIFAX and
m. tConnects with Rail Lines for New York, .PROVINCES, *1.16 and *11.30 p.m.
South and West.
t
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK, ST. STEPHEN
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 and 11.30
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from No...Berwick Sunp. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.30 p.m.
*Kuns dally, Sundays Included.
days only.
tNlght ex•Western Division from Dover.
press with sleeping cars attached, runs every
Through tickets to all points South and night, siKidays Included, but not to Skowhegan
West for sale at Union Station, Cougress street, Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beand at Commercial street station.
yond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
JAMES T. FURBER, )
While IRinsliiM and Quebec Lis*.
Vice Pres, and Geu. Mao.. Boston.
For CUMBEKLAND MILLS. SEBAGO LAKE,
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.BRIDGTON, FRtKBUKG, NORTH CONM. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
WAY. GLEN, BARTLETT PABYAN& 1ST.
octSdtf
J0HN3BURY, NEWPORT and MONTREAL,
*
8 45 Am., 3.80 p.m.; JEFFERSON and LANCASTER, 8.46 A m.
ISLAND HTEAMbR's.
The 8.45 a. m., connects for all points la Northern New Hampshire.
Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. P.tc. TranscontiFBEEPORT
nental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast
points. The 3.30 p. m. train has sleeper lor
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Montreal and conuects with trains via “Soo"
Pier for Freeport, touohlng at Falmouth
Line for Minneapolis and wt. Paul.
Fore mde. Couse ns’. Great Cheheague and LittleARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
island
and
Wolfs
2
at
ra.
johns’
Point,
p.
daily
(Sundavs excepted). RETURNING, will leave From Watervllle aud Lewiston, 8.35 a m.;
South Freeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landAugusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays
ings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9,1891.
only, 8.40 Am.; Montreal, Bridgtoo, <fcc., 0 80
xen2ltf
H M Klini.w W,nu»
n. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan ard Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland, Sic.,
12.30 p. m.; Wateivllle, Bath, Augusta and
Rockland, 5.35 p.m; Farmington,Skowhegan,
WatervILe and Lewiston, 5.45 p.m,; Montreal. Lancasr.or, Fahyans, Brldgton, 8 0# r,
and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYm.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
CON HAG, will leave Ori’s Island at 6.40 a. •Sundays Included.
m. for Portland and Intermediate landings. UKTURNleave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.30 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtl
General Manager.
1

PORTLAM) TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT.
From
Steamer.

|

Liverpool.

From
Portland.

|

Thur. Nov. 12, I OREGON,
| Thur. Dec. 3.
“
“
ITues. Dec. 16
26.1 SARNIA.
“
“
Dec. 10.1 LABRADOR, | ••
29
Cabin $40 to $60, return $80 to $110; second
cabin $25; steerage $20.
Bri.tel Service
ter Ar.am.Hth Deck,
From
From
Avonmouth.
Portland.
Steamship.
—

November 17,
“

December 6.
December 12.

TORONTO,
ONTARIO,

2u,

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
nov23ti DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Agent.

BOSTON and PHiLADFI PHIA
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIME.

From Long Wharf, Boston,
3 p. in. From Pine Street
Wharf,Philadelphia, at 3 p.

_i

A I'iai

_.

ys

rfjtf1 TfiCPrfv
jL.v.iiii.xInsurance
wfinuattSKfeaw'rate of

one-half the
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
Booth by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip 818.
Panaage 810.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. Manager, «9 state St„ Fisk e Building, Boston,Mass.
0Ct22
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BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FALL

Fare
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STEAMBOATCO.

STEAMER

HARPSWELL $ EAMBOAT CO.
ON

Casco Bny Steiimhoat

From BOSTQNsnrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA everf Tuesdav and Friday.

Company,

CITATOVI HOUSE tVHlKF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1,1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5.45, 6.45,8.ot)a.m.. 2.15 6.10p.m. ;for
Little and Great Diamond, Trelethen’* and Lon
Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING,
oct30dtf
General Manager.

W1NEB

►

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY vary m accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the fee at Issue; they
therefore cover avWde rauge and hence
are suited to all circumstances.

Steamer City ef Rirkatid. Capt. Wn. E.
Deunlion (weather permitting), leaves Portland
for Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via
usual landings. Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p.
in.; returning, leave tfaeniasport Mondays aud
Thursdays at 4 a. m.; connecting at Portland
with early morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, anu General Manager.
F. E BOOTH BY, Gen’l.Pasa. and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtt
Portland, Nov. 20, 1891.

& BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
POBTLAND
CO. winter Arrangtim-nu. On and Portland & Kumford Fails

after Monday, Nov. 2. Str. fcnterprlse will leave
East Booth bay every M nday at 7.16 a. in., for
Portlaud, toucblng at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Hound Pond,
toucblng at Bootlibny Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Bound Pond at 7 a. m. lor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Evorv Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. lor Booth by,'So. Bristol. East
Boothbay and Pemaqdd. Weather periultina.
No freight received alter 7.45 a. ra., on day of

leaving.

oct29dtl

ALFRED RACE. Manager.

Only $1.00

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a
ra.

CONNECTION*-DALLY-From
W.
Minot for Hebron Academy;
Buckfleld
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton far Peru
Dtxfleld, and Mexico, also lor Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Je27dtf

STARE

Portland & Rochester R. R.

TREH30NT anti PORTLAND
alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7
o’clock; arriving in season for connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worce.ter, New YorU, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, a; 0 o’clock,
j

w

i.iftmMR

.1

w

nrwtv

Gen. Agt.

Manager.

seplB

dtf

BOYNTON,
547 Congress S'.

Solid gold riugs fcr childreu
from 50c to $1 00.

””pIanosT"

Railway.

In* Effect Nev. lB, ISBI.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

ARRAH8EROT.

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS.

STATI3K FOOT OF PREBLE

Or SGLF-PIIEBERVATTON. A new and only
Gold Medal PKIZI3 ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
YOUTH,EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREall
and
DISEASES
MATURE DECLINE,
and V7EAK.NErSlIS of KAN. 800 pages, cloth,
125 Jnvaluablo prescriptions.
Only $1.00
j mail, double scaled. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements
of tho Press and voluntary pH $■ «*" 1 iinui
testimonials of tho cured. ■ l«™» • NU if,
Consaltation In person or by mall. Expert treat-

flit;

menu

in

DiJi/ivuv t

uii

vein-

TAIN CTTRT'.. ,»dd>™. Pr. W. FI. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No, 4 Bulfiuuh bt.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal.—Herald.
Tho Scionco of Life, or Self-Preservation, Is a
treasure more valuable than go LI. Read It now,
•very WEAK and NKKVOII4 man. and learn to
he STRONG •— Medical ileeiew. (Copyrighted.)
decS

eod&wly

STREET.

On aud after MONDAY, OCT. 6,1591, Pas
scogcr trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON. AYER JUNC
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM aud KPPINC
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 d. in.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.so a. m., 12.30 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, SPBINQVALE. ALFRED,
WATKKBOKO and SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m
12.30 and 5.30 p. m.
For GORHAM at 7.30 and 10.00 A m., 12.80,
3.00. r>.3 >. 8.20 and l.lfi ». m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WE8TBKOOK JUNCTION
aud
WOODFORD’S at 7.30 aud 10.00 a m., 12.30,3.00,
6.30, fl.20 an» ll.io p. m.
For FOREST AVKNU (DE BERING). 6.20 p.m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portlanu connects
at AVER JUNCTION with* HOOSACTUNNEI ROUTE” lor the West and at UN ION STATION, W0R0K8TEH, for PROVIDENCE and
NK>v Ytmiv, via' rltov llibME LINK," lor
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LINK" with BOSTON * alUAN Y R. K. forthe
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
Via “.SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at Portland from WORCESTER at i.;U)p. ra.; Irotn ROCIIB3T KIl at 8.30a.
m , 1.30 and 5.50p. in.: front GORHAM at 8.4u.
8.35 aud 11.30 u. m.. 1.30, 4.30, o.SO.ind7.33 p.
ID.

For through Ticket* to all points West and
South,apptv to«. K.COKDWKLL, Ticket Ageut
Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
CJ.WIGOIN. Gen’l. Ticket. AgentoctMtf

Jl. Stomert & Sons Co.

GRAB TRM RmWAl' OF CANADA.

WEBER,

Ar at

c

CMTO7mIsl§ Mexico!

STEINWAY.

Foreign Ports.

>

dec22qtf

PORTLAND

PARISIAN...77 Tues.,

19 Nov.
3 Dec.

—

Antigua.

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Boston & Maine ft. R.

cane

merce.

trains,

-TO-

_

BOOTH BAY HARBOR. Dec 13-Ar, sch Peter H Crowell, Ghase, Boston, to load ice for
New Fork; Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland for Portland; Metropolis* Bickford, Vlnalliaven for Boston; Annie L Green, Cousins,
Brooksville for Portland ; J Paine, Randal).
Bangor for New York; WT Emerson, Oriaud
for Boston; A Pray, Seavey, Franklin fordo;
Sami Lewis, Tnurston, Bangor for do.
PORT CLYDE, Dec 12—Ar. schs Lucy Bell,
Columbia Fails for Boston; Rienzi, Brooksville
lor Portlaua
Sailed, schs Metropolis, Vinalhaven for Boston; Brave, Deer Isle for do; W R Emerson,
Oriandtor do; John Douglas, Bangor for Staten
Island; W C Noncross, Rockport for Boston;
Laconia, Rockland for do.

sch Chllde

EXCURSIONS

All trains vestlbuled from end to cad, lighted
by gas. Unequated diuing car serviceTIME TkBEE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15.3.30, 4 00, 6.00, 6.0O,
7.30 p. in.. 12.16 night; Sundays— 9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 6.00
p. m., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30. dining car 6,00 p. m 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—sleepers on nieht

Steamers leave PranKlin Wharf on Wednes-

Royal Mail Steamships.
Portland to Liverpool Direct.

Christmas

Holiday*.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.

days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
nov 10-dtf
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.

BRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

CE5JTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & HEADING R. R„
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. B,

England.

For NEW YORK.

Allan

LINE.

-VIA-

,

On and alter Nov. 2d, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portlaud, MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6.00 p. in., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Easrport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ®jr*i<'retght roceived up to 4.00

BAfLKOADS

New York, Philadelphia,
Halliniore nn«l Washington

Not*

FROM OtTK CORRESPONDENT.

Ar 13tb,
delphia.

ROYAL BLUE

Easport, Calais, Si. John, k, B., Halifax, N. S.,

Butler, Brown, North-east Harbor—

Sch J H

—

80*%

108%

19

•-

124%
101

19
19

Brttanic.New York Liverpool...Dec 23
New York.New York. .Livemool ...Dec 28
Adirondack ....New York./St Marc,&cj.Dec 23
Labrador.Portland....Liverpool. .Dec 29
Santiago.New York..Cientuegos..Dec 31

YlARIiSriD

mtkajheckm.

19

City

choice

Domestic Marktes.

CORN.

Yucatan.New York-.Hav & Mex Dec
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool...Dec
Servia.....New York.tLiverpooi...Dec
Circassia...New YorkAGlasuow....Dec
Werkendam....New York.-Uottefdara..Dec
La Bourgogne..New York..Havre..Dec
Bolivia.:..New York..Naples.Dee
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro.Dec
lathi..New York..Bremen.Dec
Carthaginian ...Portland....Liverpool... Dec
Rotterdam.New York. JApisterdaui Dec

Butter—Western extra creamery 27®28c;
[ancy higher; firsts and extra firsts i3@26e;

Opening...91%

H‘>mestake....

11%
60
79

Boston Produce Market.

Sheep—receipts 7,000;sbipm«nts
10@16c lower; sheep 4 00ja4 86.
Lambs 4 76® i 25

Saturday’s quotations.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Description.
Caual National Bank.mo 131
Casco National Bank........100 121
First National Bank.100 100
Cumberland National Bank. 40
41
Men hanis’National Bank.. 76 118
National Traders’Bank.100 121
Portland national Bank....100 108
Portland Trust Com pany....
116
Portland Company.
Portland Ga* Company. 60
80
Portland Railroad Co.
116
BONDS.
Portland City 6s M’uicip’l varlous.100
For land City 6s, R. R. aid, 1907..123
Portland City FundlDg 4s.102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.100
Batti City «s R. R. aid, various.... 100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.llo
Bangor City 6s, long Muuicipal....ll8
Belfast City «s. R. R. aid.106
Port and & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896...104
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s,.106
Maine Central R. R. 1 st mtg 7s.... 116
Maine Central R. R. Con 7s.133
Maine Central K. K. Con 4%s....l03
Maine Central R. R. skg funu 6s.. 103
Portland Water Co es due 1899...108
“
“
4s “
1927... 95

88%

3 60.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

_

81%

1|60.

WHEAT.

closing quotations
of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:

No

...

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—Out loaf, 6%e; confectioners’, 7c; pulverized, 6c: powdered, Bo; granulated, 6c; coffee oiushed, 4% c, yellow, 4c.

rue 101 lowing are today’s

Geese.

@4% Souchong
®2V2 .do choice*.

Dec.
Opening.106

PORTLAND. Dec. 16, 1891.
There is no immovement to ncto in the busiDess situation. Jobbers are pursuing a haud-tomouth policy, while values generally continue
steady. Sugars have weakened somwhat, ana
the price to-day (Tuesday) will be %c lower at
4%c for extra fine granulated 4 7-16c for standard grxnuiated. Other quotations without special feature.

Irish Potatoes—

Tea*.

i«9

Retail Grocers’

Portland Wholesale Market.

Flour.

Starch.

@4% Oolong. 3< @30
doeuoiee.. 39$40
HC.4%@5
Tabacea.
Russia.13% ($14
Best brands.60 @60
Galv.6 @7
iit*«
Medium. 3(W4 i
Common. 2i@30
Sheet.6%@'t
Poe.
6@6% Halt
Natural leaf. 60@70
Pig.
@7

Rock Island.

Superfine &
low grades.4
X Spring &
XX 8pring.6
Fat. Spring
Wheat.
6
Mich str’ght
roller.6
clear do...6
St Louis st’gt
roder.... 6
clear do...6
Wm’r Wheat

@2%

Noiway.3%@3% Laundry. S%@7ya

but Firm—Governments

Steady—Stocks Generally

70$ 3
18@21
Cloves. It @70
@2ya dinger. 1S@15

Pressed.$12@13 Nutmegs....
Straw.$ 9$10 Pepper.

27%

do prel. 27%
Western Union. *2
i lunar Trust... 8'<%
Richmond & West Point.31%
do pref....
60
Oregon Nav. 79

On and atlar MONDAY, Bee. T, 1891,
train* will ran a* follow* :

HARDMAN,

OEPA3TIJRK4.

CABLER,

For Auburn non l,rwi«toa, 7.10 and 7.29
a. m., and 1.10,1.30 and 6.10 p. in. For Vor>
hum. 7.10 a. in. 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For iWon»■«•«! and Chicago, 7.If a. in., and 1.30 p. m.
Fur Quebec. 1.30 p. tn. For Ilnckileld and
Cnaton, 7.10 a. m.. and 1.80, p. to.

HENNING,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

A BRIVA1.lt.
We have lust received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the
Holiday trade.
All of our Instruments are carefully selected

by

an

grain I.ewiunB and A abort*, 3.25 a. in.,
12.10, 3,lo, 5.40 and 6. to p. m. Fromlddarhnii* xt. Kl., e.25 a. m.. i2. io and 6.50 p. m.
Kruui Chic*. *w and tVfonlrrul, 12.10 a. m.,
8.50 p. m. From Quebec. 12.10 p. Ul.

expert.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.
Open
Evening* until January J*t.

540 CONGRESS
T.
C.
dec2

McCOULDRiC,

ST.

Manager
eotiti

mo I,ET-House containing four large, square
X rooms; $7 as It Is now or #8 put m u*ce
der. Apply to J. P. Gabrlelson, J 5 Plum street,
H. A. Morse at the wood stand, Plum street, or
J. J.
woodfords, ltf Ocean St. 8-1.

GILBERT,

TICKET

SO
THE OLD STANDARD FAMILY MEDICINE.
Repels worm*, regulates tlie bowels, assists
digestion, arid cures those disease* arising
from a disordered stomach or liver.
Price, 33c., 60c., and $1.00. At all druggists.
SEND SOB CIRCULAR.

Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO., Ausurk, Main?.

ill®

XT&S&WU4

Exohangs St„

and

tIFFM’K.

Depot foot of India Street.

Lowest lares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as lotto***: To
Chleago $30 and *15.76; Detroit $18.75 and
812.50; Kansas City 830 0 ) and $25.76; St.
Paul $31.60 and *27.86: St. Louis via Detroit
$23.76 and $10.75; St. Lomtvla Chicago $20.00
and $81.50 ;8nn Francisco, California, $90.00
and $80.85. There rates are sutleet to change.
L, J. SEARGEANT, General Manager,
dti
deed

THE

PRESS.

Next comes the Cape Elizabeth table full
of beautiful useful and fancy articles, and
will be voted for.
a great tloll which
Then follows in order Our Navy, Fifth
Corp3,2nd division 17th corps—the millinery tent—1st division 7th corps, 1st
division 19th corps, and 12th corps tents,
which makes the circuit of the hall. In
front of the stage are Cedar Creek, the
great phonograph, and the post office and
lemonade stand, and in the centre of the
flower pagoda and
the
hall
candy
Press has already published
The
stands.
the names of the ladies and other assistants In charge of the tents.
Cash subscriptions have been made to
the fair by the following members of the
Cnmberland Bar:
N. & H. B. Cleaves, D. W. Snow,
Henry C. Peabody, M. P. Frank,
Gage & William K. Neal,
Strout,
George E. Bird,
Strout,
J. H, Foge,
Payson <fc Davis,
Edward Woodman, Clarence Hale,
Drummond & Drum- S. C. Perry,

THE (MD ARMY FAIR.

NIB ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

AMUSEMENT

■'

Jack Frost.

Brilliantly Opened

EIGHTH PAGE.
M. G. l.arrabee.
FIFTH PAGE.

at

City Rail Last

Evening.

Farrington Bros.—Congress street
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
«*!., Moore *

*lm National Bank.
J. M. Dyer & Co.
it Ail liubher Co.

ADDRESS BY MAJOR W. H. GREEK

New Wants, To Let, For Sate, Lost, Found
e;;d stmiiar Advertisements will be found uwuer
appropriate headings on pge 6.

AKD POEM BY E. C.

StVKTT.

—

When B*br
Whw:

was

:u»« *r«a a

sick,

w*

|e>« her Castoria.

ChUd, she cried for Caatoria.

When eke imam- Miss, she clung to Caatoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Caatoria.

•>ecTl_eodfnriy
Mr*. Winslow'*
Soothina Syrup

has beM used over Fifty Tears by millions of
Bothers ler ttietr children while Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
tbo Gums, allays Pam, cures Wind Colle. regulates the bowels, and Is the best remedy for
Diarrhoea, wbethei arising from teething or
other causes. For sale by Druggists in every
part of tbe world. Be sure and ask for Mrs.
Window's Soothing Syrcp. 26c a bottle.

feb6MW&F*wly.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Another glurious Indian Summer day
yesterday.
The afternoons began to lengthen yesterday. They increased one minute.
Port'aud was enveloped in clouds ol dust
yesterday. If the present weather holds,
water carts will be in erder again.
There was one solitary three-masted
schooner at anchor in the harbor yestor*
day, tbe only vessel in sight.
The ladles’ circle of the First Parish will
have a sale at the parish house today and
It was a glorious moonlight night last
night and the mercury dropped below the
thirties.
i
Members of the Harvard Club in Maine
will remember the meeting at Judge Webb's
rooms in the post office building at 2.30 p.

today.

Officer Winfield Frank took a man out of
the theatre last night badly the worse for
liqaor. He made considerable resistance,
but be went out.
The stereoptlcon entertainment to be
given In the M. E. church, Woodfords, this
evening, will be a splendid affair and well
worthy of publie patronage.
The annual meeting of Portland Branch,
498, Catholic Knights of America, for the
purpose of electing officers, will take place
this evening at 8 o'clock, at their hall. A
full attendance is requested.
When Tim Mulkern was being led out of
the court room yesterday morning be
swooned away on the floor, but soon recovered.
His sentence was only two
months.
The local Board of Health met the United
States Inspector yesterday and made ar*
rangements for inspection of immigrants.
It was found that the United States inspection did not cover the ground required by
the local board.
People on the water side of Deering yesS
terday morning were surprised at seeing
wubi,

iuumju at nrsv uko a i/nman

man-oi-

coming well up to the shore. It proved
be only one of the popular clipper ships

war

to

of commerce that sail sidewise or bows on
with equal ease.
At WIMiston church, Wednesday eve*
nlng, December 16, at 7.45 o’clock, a stereopttcon entertainment of rare merit will be
given. The receipts from admission will
go to the young ladies' city mission band.
Bosworth Post fair furnished the poiloe
force with an acceptable midnight lunch
last night.
PERSONAL.

Mayor True is sick at home with an atgrippe.
Captain William Adie will sail for Cnba
Wednesday, where he will pass the win-

tack of la

ter.

of

Useful

Beautiful

and

Fancy
Things To

Be Voted For—Dressed Dolls that Will
Excite the Girls’
and Guess Cakes

—The

Military

Envy-Parlor Stoves
Every One Will Want
Drill

and

Imlivldual

Carrofi W. Morrill.
Frederick Fox,
Among the contributions to the fair are
the following:
Outlined linen quilt painted in water
colors, by Margaret Keene.
Carriage robes, Sanford Mills.
Rug, H. J. Baiiey.
Silverware, Stevens <fc Woodman.
Head rest, Mrs. Barnes.
Fancy basket, Emery Doten.
Scarf, Sisters oi Charity.
Tureen, Carter Brothers.
Sofa pillow, Mrs. Bradford.
Painting, Mrs. Caleb Buck.
Jewelry case, William Senter.
Pickle jar, Mr. Grifll<#
Clock and mirror, Mr. Todd.
Sofa pillow, Mrs. Johnson.
Guess cake, Mrs. Hennessey.
Silver mustard pot, Mrs. Lamson.
Hand-painted china. Mrs. 0. H. Ford.
China placque and cup, Mrs. Longiey.
Two puffs, Mrs Dr. Braun.
Blanket, Millett & Evans.

The Grand Army fair opened at City
hall last evening most brilliantly.
No
other result could have beeu expected
when three hundred women—the same
number as the famous Spartan band that
defended Thermopylae—who had by their
energy secured the Soldiers* Monument to
Portland, put their shoulders to the wheel
In behalf of the suffering comrades of
Bosworth Poet. Orer the grand staircase
were stretched lestoons of flags of all .'colors and sizes.
The City hall itself was not
elaborately, but prettily decorated. The
rear of the stego was curtained with flags,
and. In the centre were the letters G. A. R
Just
glittering with incandescent lights.
above were the words “Welcome Soap” In
great letters with two clasped bands between, and a pnae le given to all those who
from a stand erected at ona side of the
flower booth can guess the size of the
hands. Festoons of bunting radiated to
nu Biues ui

at home.

We are pleased to learn that Mr. Hngh
J. Chisholm is recovering his health rapidly. He is up and about the house now.and
will he eut in a few days.
Oa Dscambar 15th, 1841, Rev. David McGregor united in marriage Rufus N. Merrill and Frsnee* E. Barbour of Falmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill will be at home today
at their lt&tdencr, 205 Pearl street, in this
city, and will observe this, their golden
wedding,
Mr. W. C. Crawford of Belfast and Miss
Cora A. King of Portland will be married
on Christmas eve., at the residence of the
bride’s pareuts in this city. Mr. Crawford
is a graduate of Colby University, was formerly tire efficient superintendent of the
public schools in Watervllle, and Is now
connected with the schools in Gloucester,
Mass. Miss King is a graduate of Coburn
Classical institute, and was afterwards a
snccessful teacher, and then for several
years bookkeeper at Gallert’s dry goods
store In Waterville.
A party of well known Portland gentlemen, including in the number ex-Governor

Robie, A. Little, Fred E. Richards, H. B.
Mason, VYllllam tt.
Davis, P. H. Brown, Mark P. Emory, F.
R. Barrett Leander Fobes, James P. Baxter, and Elias Thomas, visited tbe Sanford
plush mills Saturday, They were shown
about the works and pleasantly entertained by the Messrs. Goodall.
william

M.

Lovr-Tltle Studies.

People wbo have a curiosity to Know
what is on the bottom of the sea would do
well to go down on the wharves these
days and peer down Into the deeps. The
tides were never so low as they are now,
being at tbe very lowest of neaps. It Is
curious to note tbe difference in the denizens ot the docks where sewers discharge
as contrasted with those nnoontaminated.
In the dock above Brown’s wharf there Is
ho living thing to be seen, but old boots,
dead cats and tin pans covered with green
slioie Utter the bottom.
In tbe dock between
Brown’s wharf and Clark &
Chaplin's a job lot of miscellaneous crabs
may be seen trotting “side-step to the
right” or left, wholly unconscious of any
observers above.

George Libby,

mond,

Drill.

sue uau irom toe centre oi

Donation

tne

Then there are the great collections of
relics brought from Gettysburg and
presented to the 5th Maine Association
A gentleman has
by Colonel Shannon.
contributed three pieces of paper continental money; one a three shilling bill
bearing the date 1703, and issued by New
Jersey ; another for one shilling, sixpence,
dated 1770, alto issued by New Jersey; the
third for five shillings, bearing date 1771
and issued by Connecticut.
Mr. V. V. Twltcheli of Gorham, N. H.,
sends the parchment deed of the land on
which the city of Petersburg, Ta., now
stands, picked up in the library of that
city by Mr. Twitchell alter it had been
ruined in the seige.
Then there is the Union flag made from
the undershirts of the prisons at Salisbury.
The prisoners had set a day upon which
they intended to rise and overpower the
guards. The flag was to be used as a rallying signal. But before the day arrived on
which the persons intended to escape orders came for them to be exchanged. The
flag was brought home by Lieut. George B.
Kennlston of Boothbay, a member of the
6ch Maine, whose property the flag now is.
These are but a few of the valuable
relics, and the others we shall refer to
from day to day.
main Vi«11
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tour among the tents.
On the left of the
main on trance is the first Corps quarters,
Mrs. John Smith, chairman, handsomely
set up with the banners of the first diviThen in order come the grocery
sion.
tent at which all kinds of groceries will be
found at prices housekeepers will appreciate. N. X. Fairbanks & Co. occupy the
next tent with their cottoleue, and visitors
have an opportunity to test this new substitute for butter which is a capital health
food. Cottolene is a pale yellow material
of the consistency and texture and substance of lard. It approximates at times
to the color of natural butter. It is almost
without odor, and has a neutral flavor to
the taste. It is packed like lard, in tin
pails of different sizes, in twenty-pound
wooden buckets, in sixty-pound painted
wooden tnbs, and in regular tierces.
Cottolene is a simple preparation of cotton-seed oil and beef fat. It contains no
other material.
It contains not salt, no
water and no coloring matter. It meets
the pnblte demand for a pure, healthful
digestible substitute for swine fat.
The next tent is devoted to Cowdrey’s
soups and those are served fresh and hot.

Ar

Opening Remarks by Chairman Green.
Comrades, Ladies and Fellow Citizens}
Tne object of bolding the lair by Bosworth Post at this time has been fully set
forth through the press of this city, namely, to replenish the post funds, in order to
enable the organization to carry on ita most
benificent and charitable work. As published in the official records from time to
time, the post has expanded, since organization in 1867, more than $21,000 of its funds
for charity. This money has been acquired
by giving fairs, dramas and other entertainments. During these many years the
post has been assisted in this good work by
that noble and patriotic band of women,
the Bosworth Belief Corps.
This large
sum of money has been judiciously and
systematically expended under the charge
of the chairman of the relief and the ward
committees, and ft is safe to say that no
worthv case ha3 been refused assistance;
but if a worthy soldier or saiior, or his
widow or orphaned children, needed assistance, it has been cheerfully granted, without
regard to creed, nationality or
color.
The only condition of granting aid has been that during the
the dark days of the Bebellion, the comrade wore tne blue, and fought fcr the flag,
either upon the land or on the sea, and had
an honorable discharge.
This is all the
Post requires or wishes to know.
We ask
you, fellow citizens, to patronize this fair
so far as you feel able and willing, and by
so doing to assist us in relieving the wants
of that band of heroes who are fast falling
out by the wayside in the great battles of
life.
By the direction and authority of the executive committee I now declare the fair
duly opened for business.
Comrade
Swett will now recite a poem, after whioh
we will be favored by a selection by the
band, to be followed by a squad drill by
the Portland High School Cadets and a
competitive individual drill by members of
the different military companies of this
city. L now have the pleasure of Introducing to you Comrade E. C. Swett of
bosworth Post.
Major Green was followed by Mr. E. C.
Swett, who 3poke as follow?:
Mr. Swett’s Speech.
Ladies and, Gentlemen:
A mistppieneuslou by some gentlemen
of the public pres?, has accredited me with
the authorship of the poem which my comrades of Bosworth Post have honored me
with the delivery of tonignt, I should be
very glad and very proud indeed, if the
flattering announcement were true; but
justice to a gallant and distinguished soldier who long since passed bis final muster out” requires the statement that this
poem is from the head, heart, and hand of
the late lamented General Charles G. Halpinp, who entered the Union Army as a
lieutenant in the 69th Regiment, New York
state Volunteers. Though not a native ol
the soil, Isprung from a race, which not
only on every stricken field of the rebellion,
but wherever the fight for freedom has
been fought throughout the world, has
sealed its devotion to liberty with the blood
of its best and bravest he was baptized an
American in fire and blood and ever afterward regarded himself as a citizen by birthright and inheritance, instead of by adoption, for he had helped to save Iwhat came
to others in a natural way and by accident,
He is probably best known to most of ut
as "Private Miles O’Reilly over which
non de plume
he wrote some of the most
amusing and effective lyrics of our civil
war.
The poem was originally written
for, and delivered upon an occasion sc
similar to the present, that the change of a
word or two here and there, renders it af
appropriate here and now. as upon the occasion of its first delivery.
:
Tiro

her herseif. She carded the wool, spun it,
wot* the cloth and did an immense amount
of stitching on it.
The quilt has been in
constant use for over 120 years.
Two
chairs, brought from England, one 150 and
the other 200 years old.

fho

Tlrnther*

screen, Owen, Moore & Co.
Table scarfs, Mrs. Captain Curtis.
Hand-painted case, Mrs. Captain Curtis.
Plano scarf, Thurston & Co.
Table scarf, Mrs. Chamuan.
Smyrna rug, Hooper & Smith.
Hand-painted placque, Mrs. Loveitt.
Hand-painted banner. Mrs. Harford.
Beautiful dressed doll, Mrs. L. L. Goddard, 80 years old.
A box California goods, Mr. and Mrs. H.
P. Wood.
Box fancy articles. Washington.
At the opening in the evening there was
a large attendance.
Chandlers band discoursed delightful music.
Major William
H. Green, ex-Post Commander, delivered
an opening address speaking as follows:

belonged to Rebecca Morse, matin hv her
from flax grown on the Riggs place. The
wedding quilt of Ribecoa Morse, made by

tn

Kastman

Folding

and the walls of the hall and front
of' tbs galleries were prettily draped with
tbn red, white and blue. The peaks of the
tents— whieh formed the booths—standing
out in relief on the front of the gallery,were
of different colors, thus adding to the general effect, while evergreen and flowering
shrubs were so arranged as to give a softening and refiolDg influence to the enOn
campment.
the front of
each
tent
booth
was
the
corps
The refreshment
badge designating it.
room was prettily festooned and decorated
with bunting, the windows handsomely
draped and filled with flowering plants,
and the table adorned with flowers. While
the fair Itself didn’t open until 6 p. m., an
excellent turkey dinner was provided by the
State street and West End churches. There
were one hundred and thirty people enjoying the dinner. In the corridor, off the
main hall, six splendid parlor stoves are
on view, presented to the fair by different
firms, through Messrs. F. & C. K. Nash,
Nelson Tenny <fc Co., and Hooper, Leighton & Co., of this city. These stoves are
daisies, and fortunate will be the lucky
possessors of them.
In the school committee room the war
relies were all arranged. The Riggs relics,
which have been In the family for over an
hundred years. Include:
A pair of soales, used by Anthony Morse,
who wan tax collector in this district under
George II. The scales are enclosed in a
wooden box, fashioned out of a solid block
of wood. On the outside of the cover are
the Initials A. M., and the date 1764.
The
scales themselves are about five inches
long, used for weighing money and other
small articles.
James Riggs’s arithmetic.
This Is in Mr. Riggs's own handwriting,
and Is a book about 9x10 inches, with a
brown paper cover. A pair of silver knee
buckles, worn by James Riggs, and which
have been in constant use in the family for
over 100 years, latterly as suspender buckles. A wooden sugar bowl, made from a
tree cut on the Riggs place in Deering
more than 100 years ago.
An aprou,whlch

T?*tnpni'inr

from

Bancroft.

war

Mr. James Donahue, of this city, with
Forepaugh’s Circus, is passing a few days

uieaves.

Display

Articles-Many

celling

tomorrow.

m.

A Great

Forever past the days of gloom
The long, sad days of doubt and fear—
When woman, by her idle loom,
Heard the dread battle’s nearing boom
With clasped hands and straining ear;
While each new hour the past pursues
With farther threat of loss and pain,
Till the sick senses would refuse
To longer drink the bloody news
That told of sons and brothers slain.
—

The days of calm at length are won,i
And, sitting thns, with folded hands,
We talk of great deeds greatly done,
While all the future seems to run
A silvery tide o’er golden sands.
The hands which bolts of war did wield
To ways of peace more gladly turn,
And while new shrines to peace we build,
On our great banner's azure field
Yet larger constellations burn.
Who bore the flag—who won the day?
The young, proud manhood of the land,
Called from the forge and p ow away,
They seized the weapons ot the fray
With eager but untutored hand;
They swarmed o’er all the roads that led
i n where the peril hotiiest burned—
”y nl lit, by uay, their hurrying tread
S i 1 southward to the struggle sped,
xSor ever from their purpose turned.

I
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THE

100 dozen Table Covers, fringed, colored
borders, with doylies to match. The set

GREATEST

for $2 50.

LINEN SALE
Ever

246

Inaugurated

IN THE BASEMENT.

“

Corsets for

on

19c pair

“

75c

39c

“

69c

“

ST.,

and red.

The two

Gentlemen

Greatest

Prints,

Those of you who have

Bargains

worn

Polka spots, plaids, figured and biased
The regular retail price is 124
cents.
We commence the sale this

morning,

be reminded that the most popular and
most perfect fitting White Shirts are the
I

The

IN THE BASEMENT

—

Our 50c
“
75c
“
1.00
“ 1.35

Imported Samples of Bleached Damask
Table Covers, in all White, and White with
colored bordees, pure linen.
In this lot there are about 150 White
Linen Damask Covers, fringed with pink,
blue and yellow borders; also plain white
This price
2i yards long, at $1.98 each.
really does not cover the importer’s cost.
75 all linen White Damask Table Covers,
fringed, 2| yards long, large variety of borders, $1.48 each.
At these prices they will not last long.
Come early.
A large line of Bleached Damask, in colored patterns, at

quality
“

for

The Senator is

“

«

“

“

White Shaker Flannel.

Pride.

Tailor.fittlng

and Custom

Price, Unlaundered,
“

$100

Eaundered,

this stock at

1.10

The Bonanza Shirt

is perfect fitting.
$1 Shirts sold in this city that
do not compare with the Bonanza at 75c

Actual Cost.

There

A large variety of Ladies' White Aprons
from 12$ to 50 cents.
A large consignment from the manufacturers, of Blankets, Samples of Odd Lots,
with the privilege of cutting off one third
from the actual invoice price.
A regular 75cWhite Blanket for 48 cents.
Seventy-five pairs 10-4 White Blankets,
very soft and fiue. Bargains $148.
One small lot 11-4 White Blankets, extra
size and finish at $2.69.

Special sale prices this

—

making
cotton in America; the fit, perfect.
We
have them in the opened and closed fronts,
in different lengths of sleeves and different
lengths of bodies for the same size neck.

Every piece of underwear throughout

a

same

pattern

special price

on

as

the Senator. We make

them, 50c unlaundeied;

general

mark down

throughout

stock of Gents’ underwear.

IN THE BASEMENT

55c,

One lot of Bleached Linen Damask, 25
cents per yard.
One Lot Loom Damask, 19 cents per

98c, $1.35,

$1.50, $5.00.

dozen.

MANS ON
crossed,

Oh, comrades of the camp and deck,
All that Is lett by pltjdng Fate
Of those who bore through Are and wreck,
With sluewy arm and stubborn neck,
That flag whose folds you consecrate—
Oh, men, whose names forever bright
On history’s golden tablet graved—
By land, by sea, who waged the light.
What guerdon will yon ask to-night
For service done, for perils braved?

were

pressed,

Ob, by the legions of the dead,

War’s lightnings wielded in your hand—;
Ye too. released, no longer feel
The threat of battle, storm and rock—

Whose ears even yet our love may reach—
Whose souls, in fight or prison fled,
Now swarm in columu overhead.
Winging with fire my faltering speech—
From stricken fields and ocean caves
I hear their voice aud cry instead:

keel,

While the strained hulls with broadsides reel,
And turrets teel the indenting shock.
Joint saviors of the land, to-day.
What guerdon ask you of the land?
No boon too great for you to pray—

“Gazing upon our myriad graves,
Be generous to the crippled braves
Who

What can It give that would repay
The men we miss from our worn band?
Tho men who He la trench and swamp,
The dead who rock beneath the wave—
The brother-souls of march and camp—
Bright spirits- each a shining lamp,
Teaching bow nobly died the brave.

were

the comrades of the dead.”

Our cause was holy to the height
Of holiest cause to manhood given;
For peace and liberty to smite,
And while the warm blood bounded bright,
For these to die, if called by heaven.
The dead are cared for: in the clay
The griunlng skull no laurel seeks;
But for the survivors of the fight,
It is through my weak lips tonight
The voice of the Grand Army speaks.

And thou, Great Shade 1 in whom was nursed
The germ and grandeur of our land—
In peace, in war, in reverence first,
Who taught our infancy to burst
Who taueht our infancy to bursj
The tightening yoke of Britain’s hand—
Thou, too, from thy celestial height
Will Join the prayer we make to-day—]
Honor for those who fought the fight t
And what of life is left made bright
By all that gratitude can pay.”

of Mr. Sweet’s recitation, the High School Cadet squad of
22 men in command of Captain Thomas
were drilled just in the manual of arms,
then in the setting up drill both from the
Dew tatios.
They show great proficiency
and snap and called for loud aud prolonged applause.
Following this was
given the bayonet exercise by five noncommissioned officers which was very fine
indeed.
( After the conclusion

*

we

25c

M

fl

10c

Remember these are bargain week prices
to be found In the basement.
3o. yd.

Unbleached Cotton,

yd.
6£c. yd.
Remnants Fruit of the Loom Cotton, 8c. yd

Good unbleached cotton yd. wide,

5a.

Best unbleached,
One

of yard wide Bleached

more case

Cotton 5c. yd.

First Floor.
—

...

Specialties for this week:
Remnants of Lining Cambrics,

2$c. yd.
5c. yd.
lie. yd
25c. yd
25c. yd.

Tricots,

Colored Satins,
Colored Surahs,

29c, 39c. yd.

Colored China Silks,
73c. Silk

Plushes,
Plushes,
inch Black Henriettas,

69c,

1 lot Silk
46

48s.
a

great bar69c.

gain,
Our 30c. quality India Twills,
50c. quality Bedford Cords,
10 pcs. Black Mohair,

25c.

yd.,

yd.

39c.
39c.
38 in.

wide,

actual value 50c,
Our entire steck of colored dress goods the

clipped this week.

to be

profit

Street.

Following the general drill there was a
competitive drill by Corporal W. W. Cookson of the Auburn Light Infantry, Private
Shelby of the Montgomery Guards and
Private Ragan of the Sheridan Rifles.
The judges were Sergeant Powers from
Fort Preble, Captain F. L. Hoyt of Lewiston and Lieutenant Collins of Company B.,
of the First regiment. The drill was long
and searching, the commands being given
by Sergeant Powers and the mistakes
noted by the others.
Corporal Cookson took the first prize,
and Private Shelby second.
At the conclusion of the drill, Adjutant
Milliken, of Bosworth Post, presented a
handsome bugle to Captain Thornes.

KDI'CATIO.VAL.

C. L. FOX STUDIO.
Painting, Drawing and Modelling in
Clay from Life and from the antique*

REOPENS OCT.
at 478

r\

A

n

Christmas Sale.

Congress Street,

MiSS E. W. THURSTON,

Teacher of the Violin
(PUPIL OF EICBBEEG)
will receive pupils September 1st,
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT
•r

aug27

Was Covered
with Salt Rheum

Perfectly Cured by Hood’s Marsaparillu,
“Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 26,1891.
“When my baby boy was two years old be
covered from head to feet with salt rheum.
It began to come out on him when he was two
weeks old, and continued or increased in spite
of all that could be doue.
was

We Were

Discouraged

The doctors said it would disappear when he
was seven years old.
I happened to be taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself aud thought I
would give it to the child.
At that time he did
not have a hair on bis bead, and it was covered
with a crust. The poor child’s sufferings were
awful. In two weeks after giving him

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the scabs began to fail off, and in six weeks he
was entirely cured ot the sores.
He is uow the
healthiest child we have. Pkakk I. Uicksqn.’

Free
d8m

PIS AND ENDS
jour

Christmas

list probably require

Baby Boy

STREET,

ThnraMn’i PiaM Haase, 3
Sueel Black, Portland.

oa

From Head to Feet

5th,

$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, (1st
course). $13 a month. Life and PortrattClasses
(am; course). $* a month, Evening Class lor
Antique.
Each course Dlls the entire day.
eodiro
sepl6

A

There will be a Christmas sale of useful
and faucy articles held at the Swedenborgian church vestry, Wednesday and Thursday. Thursday evening there will be an
operetta, performed by well known talent,
and on Friday eveniug an excellent supper
will be served from 6 to 8 p. m.
The admission afternoons will be free.

1*9

PORTLAND.

NOTES.

The Chestnut, street, Plymouth, Woodfords and Abyssinian churches will furnish the refreshments at the fair today.
The vote for the oil painting stood last
night: Portland Club, 45; Young Men's
Democratic, 37; Young Men’s Republican,
26; Lincoln, 19; Elks, 11.
The shooting gallery will be found in
the third story, and Mr. Davis has presentrwl
fn
fnie
(iundonmn ciG

yon an was ligui auu mourn,

And he preparing for the fight,
The soldier bade his fancy roam
Far from the foe’s battalions proud—
From camps, and hot steeds’ charging loam,
And fondly on yonr breast at home
The forehead of his spirit bowed.

“

LARRABEE,

icfdie

To you I leave the soldier’s doom—
Tour glistening eyes assure me right;
Oh think, through many a uight of gloom!

And vc. who on the sea’s blue breast.

heavy and

knees,

Ob, wives and daughters of the land, i
To every gentler impulse true,
To you we raise the invoking hand;
Take pity on our stricken band,
These demigods disguised in blue,
More sweet than coo of pairing birds
Tour voice when urging gentle deeds
And power and beauty clothe her words—
A west wind through the heart’s thrilled chords
When woman’s voice for pity pleads.

vv uen rounu

very

17c
Gents' 25c. Suspenders,
25s
Gents’ 50c. SusDenders,
Ladles' Swiss Ribbed Vests,
25o
Children's Black All Wool Hose double

Long yeais ago, one summer more,
Flashed up o'er Independence Hall,,
A meteor-messenger to all
That a new nation here was born.

The charging lines no more we see,
No more we hear the din of strife,
Nor uuder every greenwood tree,
Stretched in their life’s great agony,
Are thoss who wait the surgeon’s knife;
No more the bloodied stretchers drip,
The Jolting ambulances groan;
No more, while all the senses slip,
We hear from the soon sileflt llpi
The prayer lor death as balm alone.

The stock is

must reduce it at once, at Wholesale Prices

Honor for heroes we implore—
The brave, who limbs and vigor gave
That—North and South, from shore to shore,
One free, rich, boundless country o’er—
The flag of Washington might wave;
The flag that first—the day recall—

Till In the march, assault, retreat,
And In the school of stern defeat,
We learned success at bloody cost

Teach those who loll in gilded seats,
Witli nodding plumes aud Jeweled hand,
Boasting a luxury that dates
Back to the days when at the gates j

State.

Almost o’ hell, these saved their land,!
That, ere the world a century swims;
Through time, this poor blue-coated host,
With brevet rank of shattered limbs,
Will swell to fame in choral hymns,
And be of pride the proudest boast.

the contest hnng,
Now crowned with hope, and now depressed,
And now the varying balance swung,
Until, like gold In furnace flung,
The truth grew stronger for the test?
'Twas our own blood we had to meet;
’Twastwith lull peers our swords were

Why tell how long

And down the rivers of the land,:
With clouds of thunder as a crest,;
Where still your conquering prows

75c. We have the largest line
of Gents’ Underwear ever shown in this

■

2 46

Our 50 cent

quality for

A large variety of White Blankets with
jacquard borders, 1 pair of a style, one
third less than the manufacturer's prices,
makes them the greatest bargain we have
offered this season.
COMFORTERS. We manufacture oar
own Comforters made of the best quality
covering and filled with sea foam batting.
Special bargains of light colored Pineapple
cloth, $2.50 each.

yard.
A Bargain—Barnsley Bleached Damask,
2 yards wide, choice pattern, $1.50 per
yard.
Napkins 5-8 size, to-match at $2.50 per

our

quality of Gents’ Scotch Mixed Shirts and
Drawers, 33c. Our 75c. quality for 57c. in
blue ribbed, also Scotch Mixed.
Our $1

BLANKETS.

^

i
1

36 inch Wool

We sell Gent's White Shirts for 38c.

*

week

4c

4a

Remnants Sllicla,

60c laundered.

A

1 case
■m

are

unlaundered, laundered 85c.
Portland’s Pride is a long, full cut shirt,
made of a good quality of cotton and cut by
the

10 cents.

Extra fine assortment of Patterns, also 5
cases fast black percales, 32 inches wide,
figured and bias plaid, 10c yard.
1000 pieces best quality 124 Dress Ginghams at 8c yard.
This is a choice line of styles and the
best quality of goods.
50 pieces Outing Flannel at 5c yard.

made; the material, the best shirt

39c
03e
79c
98c

“

and

Portland

NIGHT ROBES.

IN THE BASEMENT.

Senator,
The Bonanza

will be found a large display of Linen
Towels of German and English make.ranging in prices from 5c to $1 each.
We ha.’e large counters full of ladles’
Cotton Underwear that we will sell you at
actual cost. Wo need the room and must
; have it.

yard.
Indigo Bine Percales

5c per

plaids.

them al-

ready know, and those who have not should

of full size white Marseilles Quilts for
$1.10 and one lot for $1 39, actual valuo $2.
On the centre counter

styles,

new

A gr^at purchase of
32 inches wide.

69 cents each.

150 Cardinal Table Covers, fringed borders, lined off with white, 2 yards long, 65
cents each; 24 yards long, 75 cents each.
Also a large variety of all Styles and
Qualities, of Imported Cardinal and Turkey Red Fringed Covers, in lengths from
2 to 4 yards each.
50 dozen Turkey Red Doylies, lined off
with Black, 18 inches square, 75 cents per
dozen. A great Bargain.

on the

100 pieces of Dark and White Groan*
Prints 34 cents per yard.
500 pieces of Cocbeco Best Standard

Pobtland:

of

Ginghams.

GREAT BARGAINS THIS WEEK.

The higher priced grades marked down

One large lot of Turkey Red Table Covers, fringed. 2 yards long, 48 cents each.
One lot extra fine quality, 2 yards long,

Torpedoes grating

Prints &

object to you.

to reduce the quantity.

English Marseilles Quilts, In a large variety of qualities in plain white, pink, blue

In The Basement.

fringed,

an

One Lot of Corsets,
Our 50c Corsets,

■■■■mBBBKBMaBiai

at

MIDDLE

We shall make the price
this week

Shopping

more of jour

time than the more important articles.
If among these items, you should re*
quire a Chamois Skin for decorative
purposes, or for giving warmth to
some garment, we can show you tbe
We have a good line of
right thine.
the colored skins which have been so
ular the past jear.
Sachet Powder is needed to give a
delicate and lasting odor to some fancywork, we can show yon a line of
twenty odors that long experience
bas shown to be tbe most satlsfaitiry.
If yon want a cot glass toilet bottle
or pungent, or wish to have your old
one re tilled, we have a desirable line
of toilet waters in hulk at reasonable
prices for the bottle, or tbe best of
Preston salts for the pnngent.

H.

H.

HAY

&

SON,

middle Street.
declO

dtfistorStbp

8AI.E-A few hundred tons English
ballast, very Qiie; suitable for
roads, garien walks, etc. Apply to H. St A.
ALLAN, No. 1 India street. City authorities
8-1
please note.

FOBshingle

